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Just making the playoffs isn’t enough for the Hurricanes. Their sights are higher
By Luke DeCock
We have not yet reached the point where making the
playoffs can be taken for granted, although the Carolina
Hurricanes have done it this season with such relative ease.
The fact that reaching the postseason three years in a row is
a post-relocation first is a pointed reminder that those very
dark days aren’t all that far behind.
A franchise that has struggled with prosperity over the
course of its history is now awash in it after clinching another
trip to the playoffs with the point earned in Monday night’s 43 overtime loss to the Dallas Stars, and such an
accomplishment should not be taken lightly. There were too
many years when the Hurricanes fell short by the finest of
margins (and just as many when the margins were all too
wide).
Even if this team was expected to be in this position at this
point, between COVID and injuries and the quality of
opponents like Tampa Bay and Florida, there was no
shortage of potholes and hurdles to be dodged and cleared
along the way.
So it’s worth taking a moment to appreciate the diligence
with which this group has approached the regular season the
past three years, as well as the motivational and technical
skill of Rod Brind’Amour and his coaching staff. These have
not just been three seasons worth continuing in the
postseason; they have been three seasons of continuous
improvement, even if the playoff results didn’t proceed along
the same upward slope.
And ... the moment’s over.
Because this team expected no less than this, and because
it has indeed elevated its game from last season and the
season before, this can’t be enough. Amid the disruption of
last season and the stifling uncomfortability of the playoff
bubble, there were times when it seemed like the Hurricanes

were merely happy to be there, especially as the Boston
series went sideways.
There hasn’t been any of that this season, and there
shouldn’t be any of that in the playoffs, and there can’t be
any of it now. The stakes are just as high over the final eight
games as they were over the first 48. In this division, with
three heavyweights slugging it out at the top, finishing first
means more than hanging a banner.
With the obvious and perennial caveat that every playoff
series is its own miniature universe, the odds will lean
heavily toward the team among the Carolina-Tampa-Florida
trio that doesn’t have to play one of the other two in the first
round. That 2-3 semifinal series in the Central Division has
the potential to be an absolute slog, every bit as difficult as
the division final will be. No disrespect to Dallas or Nashville,
but the gap between the top three and the rest of the division
is tangible and significant. There’s a reward for finishing
strong, and the Hurricanes control their own destiny to claim
it.
Closing out the season the right way and claiming the
division title would be a statement of intent from a team that
has shown its Stanley Cup window is as open as anyone’s.
There are 12 players on this team who participated in the
first-round win over the Washington Capitals in 2019. That
core is as experienced in the postseason as it is going to get.
With the addition of Vincent Trocheck, Brady Skjei, Martin
Necas, Jesper Fast and Alex Nedeljkovic to that group, their
time has come and it has come now.
The Hurricanes may not win the Stanley Cup, but the team
that wins this division is going to have as good a chance to
win it as anyone. They’re right in that mix. They have earned
entry to the postseason. Now they have to finish the regular
season on the right note, in the right way, for all the right
reasons.
They have already made history of a sort, but that can’t be
all.
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Hurricanes clinch playoff berth for third straight year despite OT loss to Stars
By Chip Alexander
The Carolina Hurricanes made some history Monday, even if
they didn’t win.

Benn’s overtime goal made for a bittersweet celebration for
the Canes. Jason Robertson knocked down the Canes’
Vincent Trocheck in the Stars zone and claimed the puck,
then passed to Benn for the winner in transition,

The Canes were beaten 4-3 in overtime by the Dallas Stars,
but are headed to the Stanley Cup playoffs for a third straight
season, a first since the franchise relocated to North Carolina
in 1997.

“It was a little mixed,” Hakanpaa said of the postgame mood.
“We were happy about clinching but at the same time you
always want to win. The boys wanted to get those two points
but I guess it’s really nice to get that playoff spot.”

Jamie Benn was the overtime hero for the Stars, winning it at
2:44 of the OT. Benn also had three assists as the Stars (2115-12) continued to make their own playoff push in the
Central Division.

Oettinger, a big man in net at 6-foot-5, finished with 29
saves. James Reimer, in just his second start for the Canes
since April 1, had 27 stops.

The Canes (31-10-7) needed one point to clinch a third
consecutive berth, and got it. With 69 points, they maintained
their lead the division over the Florida Panthers, who lost
Monday to the Nashville Predators and are two points behind
Carolina..
“I feel like we’re on a mission here,” Canes coach Rod
Brind’Amour said. “Guys were upset for losing the game
which they should be, but we have bigger and better things
that we’re trying to accomplish here. I’m just really proud of
this group.

“We dug in, we got a point that got us in and we’re not done,”
Brind’Amour said. “It’s a good accomplishment for this
group.”
Brind’Amour decided to dress 11 forwards and seven
defensemen, dropping forward Drew Shore from the lineup
and bringing back defenseman Jake Bean.
McCormick also stayed in the lineup and the Canes’ fourth
line got the first goal. Geekie made a shortside pass from
behind the goal, the puck bouncing up and being swatted out
of the air by McCormick.

“We’ve got eight games left and we’re in the playoffs? Let’s
go. That’s pretty impressive.”

Slavin then tied it 2-2, catching Andrew Cogliano without a
stick and firing shot past Oettinger.

Trailing 3-2 in the third, the Canes tied the score as
defenseman Jani Hakanpaa first won a puck battle in the
neutral zone, then took a pass from Morgan Geekie and
blasted a long shot with 4:14 left in regulation. That proved to
be the goal that earned the Canes the point.

Injury update

“It’s always fun to get one in the back of the net and
especially now that it sends us to the playoff,” Hakanpaa
said.
Joe Pavelski’s power-play goal and an even-strength score
by Jason Dickson gave the Stars a 2-0 lead in the first.
Fourth-line forward Max McCormick scored in the second
period, batting a shot past goalie Jake Oettinger for his first
of the season, and defenseman Jaccob Slavin tied it 2-2.
Having stolen the momentum, the Canes then lost it. The
Stars’ Denis Gurianov scored at 17:04 of the second after a
Canes turnover for a 3-2 lead. But Hakanpaa stepped up and
tied it with his second of the season.

None of the Canes’ injured players returned for the game.
Forward Jesper Fast (lower-body injury) took part in
Monday’s morning skate at American Airlines Center but did
not play for the second straight game. Goalie Petr Mrazek
was sidelined for a third game with a lower-body concern.
Also missing were defenseman Brady Skjei (concussion),
forward Jordan Martinook (lower body) and Teuvo
Teravainen (concussion).
The Canes dressed 11 forwards and seven defensemen,
with defenseman Joakim Ryan getting another game and
Jake Bean rejoining the lineup.
Brind’Amour said injured forward Brock McGinn (upper
body), who did not make the road trip and has missed 10
games, was “getting better,” but was not sure when he might
return and play.
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Hurricanes clinch third consecutive playoff berth despite losing in OT
By Sara Civian
If you told me at the beginning of the year that the
Hurricanes would clinch a playoff berth this season, of
course I would’ve believed you. I would’ve been slightly more
confused upon glancing at the scoresheet to see Jani
Hakanpaa and Max McCormick solidifying this berth.
But, in a way, Hakanpaa’s goal with 4 minutes, 14 seconds
left in the third period that forced overtime against Dallas and
gave the Hurricanes the one point needed to become the
first in the Central Division to clinch a playoff spot, was
perfect. And I don’t know where McCormick has been hiding
his moves, but I’m sure Canes fans weren’t mad about his
RBI.
The roster is depleted, the game wasn’t coming easy for the
usual suspects and you already know the dreaded 11-7
scheme was 11-7ing all over the place. The Canes weren’t
getting any help from the Panthers, who would’ve clinched
the playoff berth for Carolina had they beat Nashville on
Monday.
Something tells me this group of Hurricanes would rather
earn it themselves.
“They’re never satisfied and they never give up,” coach Rod
Brind’Amour said after the 4-3 overtime loss to the Stars. “I
feel like we’re on a mission here. The guys were all upset for
losing the game, which they should be. We’ve got bigger and
better stuff that we’re trying to accomplish. I’m just really
proud of this group, all the way around.”
It’s a weird mixed bag when the playoff clincher is also a
loss, but in 2021 we’re enjoying things. The years of rainy
tailgates where the Canes would lose the one gimme game
that would’ve sent them to the playoffs gave way to Carolina
actually winning that game, and now that’s giving way to not
even having to play that game.
“What do we have, eight games left and we’re in the
playoffs?” a fired-up Brind’Amour said. “Let’s go. Enough of
the negative stuff. This group has worked their ass off all
year. I know we lost the game in overtime, we lost the talent
show part. You don’t want to lose that, but we dug in and got
us a point, got us in. We’re not done. We’ve got eight games
left, we’re going to try to win all of them. It’s a good
accomplishment for this group.”
Brind’Amour has been harping on the importance of
relevancy for this franchise since the day he took over as
coach in 2018. He was captain of Carolina’s Stanley Cup
champion in 2006, after all, and he’s still here in
Raleighwood. Under his leadership, with the nicest 69th point
in franchise history, the Hurricanes have qualified for the
playoffs for the third consecutive year. They’ve only done
that once before, from 1986-92 when the franchise was in
Hartford, Conn.

But these are the Carolina Hurricanes, not the Hartford
Whalers, and it’s time to take some pride in that.
“We’ve had some good years, but then it’s been kind of one
and done,” Brind’Amour said. “We don’t want to be that. I
think it’s important to be consistent and be relevant year in
and year out. That’s what we’re trying to be, and I think we’re
getting there, clearly. That says a lot about the organization
and the players that we have. We’ve got a great group of
people, that we’re not satisfied. That’s great, we’re getting
better, but we’ve got one goal in mind. We’re all on that
same page.”
This particular group of Canes knows how to get punched in
the face and keep going, this group is good at offense
because it thrives on defense, and this group is relevant
where it counts.
“We rarely get a game where (the other team) doesn’t play
well,” Brind’Amour said a few days ago, when asked if the
Canes get enough respect. “Teams are ready to play against
us. Almost all of the time, we get their best game. They know
they have to play their best to beat us.”
This team is all Rod Brind’Amour.
Five reasons the Hurricanes clinched the playoffs with
games to spare
More experience for the youth movement
Many — if not most — aspects of playing hockey amidst a
global pandemic are terrible. But I figure since it’s happening,
we might as well make the most of it, and that takes the form
of learning.
A rapid-fire list of what this season has taught us about the
Canes’ core of young stars:



Sebastian Aho (46 points in 48 games) is as
competitive as he is consistent.



Dougie Hamilton (please don’t say 27 — my age —
is old) can pass, too.



I’m not saying Martin Necas is or going to be Pavel
Datsyuk, but I am saying when I see this kid get just
enough space, anything is possible. And it kind of
reminds me of my favorite forward of all time.



Andrei Svechnikov’s penalty struggles have shown
us more about his teammates and coaches than
they have about Svech himself. We already know
he’s a hard worker, but seeing his teammates rally
around him and his coach defend him shows a lot of
character.



Alex Nedeljkovic deserves to be considered a part
of the Hurricanes’ youth movement core, or
whatever we’re calling it.
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Full-team depth
I repeat, Hakanpaa and McCormick scored two of the
Hurricanes’ three goals and the chart of the game highlights
another full-team effort for the Canes.
The Canes have seven players — Aho, Vincent Trocheck,
Hamilton, Necas, Jordan Staal, Svechnikov and Nino
Niederreiter — with at least 30 points through 48 games.
According to NaturalStatTrick.com (before Monday’s game),
the Hurricanes are No. 3 in the league with a 53.55 CF% at
even strength — that takes a full-team effort.
Brind’Amour’s willingness to switch up the lines so often
game-by-game and, of course, his in-game adjustments also
highlight the team’s depth. You know players such as
Niederreiter, Brock McGinn, Jesper Fast and Warren
Foegele can play virtually anywhere in the lineup and hold
their own if need be.
Obviously, comparing third lines by points alone isn’t painting
a full picture of gameplay — and the Hurricanes rely on their
defense for offense, too — but it gives us some context re:
depth scoring. Before Monday, one of the Hurricanes’
common third line combinations — Jordan Martinook, Staal
and Foegele — had a collective 27 goals and 63 points on
the season.

Brind’Amour’s flexibility and sense for changing things on the
fly and the respect he has for the rest of his coaching staff
has paid off.
There just isn’t a centimeter of this franchise he hasn’t left a
positive mark on, and I don’t know what more I can say
about it.
If you’re not going to put him in the Hall of Fame, you could
at least hand him the Jack Adams Trophy.
Respect for Staal
Staal’s teammates will vehemently contest any notion that
their captain has changed, despite his best offensive season
in years. Just listen to them talk about Staal and the respect
is evident.
But folks like us aren’t in that locker room or practicing next
to Staal every day. Maybe this tear on the scoresheet has
revealed or reminded us of some of his positive traits that are
harder for us on the outside to tangibly see. He’s never been
the most vocal person, and that hasn’t mattered to the
people who know him and rely on his leadership every day.
It’s just an adjustment from heart-on-his-sleeve former
captain Justin Williams — especially to the outside world.
This season, though, Staal has been able to convey how
much he means to this team without saying a word.

The Lightning’s counterpart — Barclay Goodrow, Yanni
Gourde and Blake Coleman — had 32 goals and 71 points.

EXHIBIT A: STAAL v. GOURDE 2021

Meanwhile, a potential Stars third line that has played at
least 43 games each — Radek Faksa, Andrew Cogliano and
Blake Comeau — has a collective 38 points.

Now that we’ve gone from clapping for the Canes when they
make the playoffs to expecting more, what questions do they
need to answer to turn this playoff berth into a — dare I say it
— Stanley Cup?

A Predators third line featuring Erik Haula, Rocco Grimaldi
and Viktor Arvidsson is sitting at 55 points.

Which injured players will return, and what will that look like?

Again, imperfect comparison, and you immediately think of
all the players the Stars have lost to injury this season. But
this is still how it shakes out, and the Canes have received
scoring from everywhere this season.

The Hurricanes are currently without six players: Teuvo
Teravainen, McGinn, Fast, Martinook, Brady Skjei and,
technically, Mrazek. This looks worse than it is because the
playoff-bound Canes are in a position where they can give
banged-up players a rest before the postseason begins.

The rise of Nedeljkovic and goaltending in general
Imagine if Petr Mrazek went down with that thumb injury
back in January and Alex Nedeljkovic had been claimed off
waivers?
Oh yeah, remember that time Nedeljkovic cleared waivers?
Now he’s 12-4-3 with a .930 save percentage and 1.98 GAA.
Brind’Amour giving him three straight starts recently — and
not rushing Mrazek back from a minor lower-body injury —
raised some eyebrows in a good way.
Brind’Amour and his staff
Brind’Amour and the Hurricanes coaching staff are a huge
reason the depth players chip in offensively in the first place.
He’s created an atmosphere in Carolina where everyone is
encouraged to jump the rush as long as everyone stays
hustling on the forecheck. You’ve got your skill players
logging monster minutes on the penalty kill, you’ve got
Morgan Geekie and Brett Pesce making an impact on the
power play.

Mrazek will be ready to go, Teravainen has been practicing
to get up to game speed and Martinook is day-to-day. Fast
has missed two games with a lower-body injury but was a
game-time decision Monday and participated in the pregame
skate. Skjei is in concussion protocol and McGinn didn’t
make the most recent road trip but is improving, Brind’Amour
said.
All that said, it looks like Teravainen will be ready for the
playoffs. We all know he has the power to make a huge
impact on both sides of the ice, and his return will create
another good problem for the Hurricanes. Brind’Amour has a
tough job ahead in managing Teravainen’s minutes. You
want to give him enough to get him engaged and back in the
swing of things so he can get back to being a differencemaker as soon as possible, but you have to be careful not to
overdo it at the expense of the team.
You also wonder where he’ll slot in — I doubt Brind’Amour
will immediately throw him into the first-line fire, but reestablishing that Teravainen-Aho chemistry should be a
priority. You might see them easing into that on special
teams first, depending on what the healthy roster looks like
upon Teravainen’s return.
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Will Svechnikov turn on the jets?

How do you approach the rest of the regular season?

To his standards, Svechnikov has had some ups-and-downs
this season. He’s still got 13 goals and 33 points in 48
games, but you can tell he’s sort of lashing out in response
to, how do I put this? Unbalanced officiating.
The Canes are letting him feel his feelings, it seems.

You have to just stay healthy, right? A fired-up Brind’Amour
said postgame that the Canes are going to try to win the
remaining regular-season games, and of course they are.
But we might see an interesting integration of some of the
aforementioned banged up and day-to-day players into the
lineup because of the lack of practices.

Folks, welcome to the downside of rooting for a good NHL
team with a special player people across the league are
starting to notice. At the beginning of the season, I asked
Brind’Amour if Svechnikov was getting the Sidney Crosby
treatment, and he said, “You’re gonna get me in trouble.”

Teravainen isn’t necessarily being held out of the lineup due
to injury, but the team is just barely practicing. Qualifying for
the playoffs early gives the Canes somewhat of an added
benefit where they have less to lose and can insert players
into games just to get reps in.

The faith has never waivered with Svechnikov, and I think
they’re handling the situation well. Just look around the
league and see how many coaches are mishandling many
young stars.

But …

The goaltending situation

It’ll be so interesting to see the strategy going forward.

Will there be a clear No. 1 goalie who gives the Hurricanes
the best chance to win each game, or does a more even
rotation of two or three goalies give them the best chance to
win? If a No. 1 goalie does emerge, will the Hurricanes
actually take the risk and run with it?

I asked Pesce on Monday morning if he was doing anything
differently during these past few regular-season games, or if
Bill Burniston and/or Doug Bennett had recommended
anything else.

Who is the best potential opponent, and how do they stack
up?
The beauty of being colleagues with Joe Smith is I can just
direct you towards this.

You’ll also notice how much fighting is going on and how
desperate some teams are to make it into the playoffs.

“Nah, just kind of sleep as much as you can,” he said. “I
started napping a little more on game days just to get some
more rest but other than that, nothing crazy.”
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Hurricanes lose in OT but clinch playoff berth
Jamie Benn got his fourth point of the night with the gamewinning goal
By Cory Lavalette
The Hurricanes erased two deficits to force overtime, but
Dallas captain Jamie Benn’s OT goal — his fourth point of
the night — gave the Stars a 4-3 win. Carolina secured one
point in the standings to clinch a playoff berth for the third
consecutive year, the first time the team has done that since
it relocated to North Carolina.
Max McCormick, Jaccob Slavin and Jani Hakanpaa scored
for Carolina, and James Reimer made 27 saves in the loss.
Three Thoughts
1. The Hurricanes made official Monday what was inevitable
for some time, earning a playoff berth for the third time in as
many years under coach Rod Brind’Amour.
“You’ve seen that we’ve had some good years, then it’s just
been kind of one and done, and we don’t want to be that,”
Brind’Amour said. “I think it’s important to be consistent and
be relevant year in, year out, and that’s what we’re trying to
be. … We’re getting better, but we’ve got one goal in mind,
and we’re all on that same page.”
2. Carolina hasn’t got much production late from its top
players — the last 5-on-5 goal by one of the team’s usual
top-nine forwards was Jordan Staal’s goal in the second
period of the Hurricanes’ 4-1 win in Tampa Bay on April 20
— more than 3½ games.
Instead, it’s been scoring from the defense or unlikely
sources — or both — that’s kept the team in games of late.
McCormick’s goal just past the game’s midway point halved
the Stars’ lead and gave the journeyman his first goal in a
Carolina sweater and the seventh of his career.
“It’s been a while since I’ve played a handful of games in a
row and over a year since I’ve scored a goal,” said
McCormick, who was injured Jan. 30 in just his second game
with the team and this week has played his first two since.
“We’ve been skating a lot and staying in good shape and just
trying to stay ready for when your opportunity comes. So that
one felt pretty good.”
The other big goal came from Hakanpaa, who is quickly
becoming Carolina’s Secret Weapon 2.0 in the ilk of former
Hurricanes defenseman Niclas Wallin.
Hakanpaa’s one-timer with over four minutes remaining in
regulation hit a Stars player’s stick and redirected past Jake
Oettinger (29 saves) to tie the game.

“It’s nice when you can contribute on the offensive side of
things as well,” he said. “So it was always a plus for me, and
it’s fun.”
Hakanpaa now has two goals in seven games since coming
over from the Ducks at the trade deadline, doubling his goal
output from the first 47 games of his career. His other goal
was also a clutch one, giving Carolina the lead in the third
period of a tie game against Nashville on April 17.
3. With their playoff ticket punched, the Hurricanes now have
eight games to secure the Central Division title and jockey
for the overall top seed in the Stanley Cup Playoffs. Carolina,
with 69 points in 48 games, holds a two-point edge over
Florida with two games in hand and a three-point lead on
Tampa Bay, which has also played 48 games.
A first-place finish means a likely first-round matchup against
either Dallas or Nashville, and the Hurricanes have played
well against both teams. Despite Monday’s loss in Dallas,
Carolina is 5-1-1 against the Stars and a perfect 6-0-0 vs. the
Predators.
Number To Know
4 — Points for Benn, who assisted on Dallas’ first three goals
and scored the winner in overtime. In the previous five
games against Carolina this season, the Stars captain had
two goals and two assists for four points. Benn now has 14
goals and 17 assists for 31 points in 25 career games
against the Hurricanes.
They Said It
“This group has worked their ass off all year.”
— Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour on Carolina earning a
playoff berth
Plus
Morgan Geekie, Hurricanes forward — Geekie was the
unnamed player Brind’Amour criticized following Saturday’s
overtime loss in Florida for a blown defensive assignment
that swung the momentum of the game. On Monday, Geekie
assisted on the goals by McCormick and Hakanpaa, setting
both up with nice passes.
“It’s tough to blame somebody for a goal, but he was
responsible partially for that,” Brind’Amour said of the
breakdown Saturday. “I think it was just good that he was
able to contribute tonight and for him to feel good about it.
He earned his ice time tonight. Bumped him up, and he
obviously came through for us.”
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Minus
Joakim Ryan, Hurricanes defenseman — With Carolina
opting for seven defensemen over a 12th forward, Ryan was

limited to just 3:45 ice time in five shifts with Jake Bean
reinserted into the lineup.

Recap: Canes Clinch Playoff Berth With Point in Dallas
Hakanpaa ties game late in 4-3 OTL
By Michael Smith
DALLAS - By securing their 69th point in the standings in a
4-3 overtime loss to the Dallas Stars, the Carolina
Hurricanes secured a berth in the 2021 Stanley Cup
Playoffs.
The Bottom Line
Winning the game certainly would have been nice, but the
headline coming out of this one is that the Canes are headed
back to the Stanley Cup Playoffs for the third straight year, a
first since the team moved to North Carolina.
"We've got eight games left, and we're in the playoffs? Let's
go. That's pretty impressive. Enough of the negative stuff.
This group has worked their ass off all year," head coach
Rod Brind'Amour said. "I know we lost the game in overtime.
We lost the talent show part. We dug in, got a point and got
in. We're not done."
How the Canes were able to get the point was fittingly
indicative of how the team has played all season. Despite
how the game might be going, despite the scoreboard,
despite whatever factors are out of their control, they just go
out and play. They're never out of a game, and even though
they trailed for a large portion of this one, they were still able
to find the game-tying tally and secure that all important
point.
"We got behind and weren't playing poorly but fought back.
It's been like this all year with these guys. I give them tons of
credit," Brind'Amour said. "It's a great point tonight. That's
how I look at it."
Now, in the final eight games of the season, the Canes can
focus on locking up first place in the Central Division and
securing home ice, at least for the first two rounds, in their
quest for the Cup.
"It's important to be consistent and relevant year in and year
out. That's what we're trying to be, and we're getting there,
clearly. It says a lot about the organization and players we
have. We have a great group of people. We're not satisfied,"
Brind'Amour said. "We've got one goal in mind. We're all on
the same page."
Fist Bumps
Max McCormick

With the Canes trailing by two and in search of a goal in the
second period, McCormick delivered and did so in style.
Morgan Geekie retrieved a dump-in and laid a backhand
pass off for McCormick in the slot. Jake Oettinger's stick
popped the puck up, and McCormick batted it out of mid-air.
The goal was McCormick's first goal with the Canes and first
since Nov. 3, 2018, a big tally for someone that was injured
against these same Stars early this season and has been a
taxi squader for much of the campaign.
"It's been a while since I've played a handful of games in a
row," McCormick said. "We've been skating a lot and staying
in good shape to try to stay ready for when your opportunity
comes. That one felt pretty good."
Jaccob Slavin
The Canes weren't finished in the second. Just about three
minutes later, Slavin walked the blue line with a stickless
Andrew Cogliano defending him. Slavin walked down the
zone and found a shooting lane with Cogliano unable to do
much defensively. Slavin ripped a short-side wrist shot off
the post and in to tie the game at two.
The Canes had evened the score for just 36 seconds before
the Stars restored their advantage, as Jamie Benn fed Denis
Gurianov for a one-timer from the right circle. The game
remained 3-2 until …
Jani Hakanpaa
In the last five minutes of regulation, Hakanpaa scored his
second goal in his seventh game with the Canes to help
send his new team back to the playoffs. The scoring
sequence began when he won a battle in the neutral zone to
work the puck into the offensive zone. He then joined the
rush, and Geekie dropped a pass back to Hakanpaa, who let
a heavy one-timer go that deflected in off a defender in front.
"It's a nice feeling," Hakanpaa said. "The guys were happy
about clinching, but at the same time, you always want to
win. The boys wanted to get those two points, but it's really
nice to get the playoff spot."
Stats Pack
x: There's a fresh addition beside the CAR tricode in the
standings. That's about the only thing that matters.
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Quotes of the Night
"It's why we play. That's the most fun part. I'm really looking
forward to that. It's always special to get a chance to play in
the playoffs, and you can never take it for granted. It's going
to be an exciting time." - Jani Hakanpaa
"They're never satisfied, and they never give up. I feel like
we're on a mission here. Guys were upset about losing the

game, which they should be, but we have bigger and better
things we're trying to accomplish here. I'm just really proud of
this group." - Rod Brind'Amour
Up Next
The Canes and Stars will do this again less than 24 hours
from now.

Canes Clinch Berth in 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs
Canes will make third straight appearance in postseason

The Carolina Hurricanes have officially punched their ticket
to the 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs.

The Canes currently occupy first place in the Central Division
and would face the Nashville Predators if the season ended
today. However, seeding amongst the top four teams in the
Central Division remains dependent on what happens in the
final two-and-a-half weeks of the regular season. Carolina,
Florida and Tampa Bay are jockeying for first place, while
only one of Nashville or Dallas (or Chicago by a long shot)
will slide into the playoffs as the division's four seed.

By virtue of obtaining their 69th point in the standings in a 43 overtime loss to the Dallas Stars, the Canes are now
mathematically guaranteed to finish in the top four in the
Central Division. This will be the Canes' third consecutive
appearance in the postseason, a first in Canes history and
the first time the franchise has done so since the Hartford
Whalers made seven straight trips to the playoffs from 198692.

After claiming six of a possible eight points in Tampa and
Florida in the first two legs of this road trip, the Canes have
created some separation at the top of the division standings.
The Canes hold a two point advantage over Florida with two
games in hand and a three point advantage over Tampa
Bay. The Canes won't face either team again in the regular
season after this weekend, while Florida and Tampa Bay will
face each other twice to cap their 56-game schedules.

"I'm incredibly proud of this group led by Rod," Canes
President and General Manager Don Waddell said. "These
guys play for each other and that's what make a good team
into a great team."

The 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs begin in mid-May. Additional
playoff details, including a full schedule, ticket information
and more, will be announced in the coming weeks.

By Michael Smith
DALLAS - In the words of Petr Mrazek, "We're in! We're in!
Yes! Yes! Woo!"
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Hurricanes clinch playoff berth in OT loss to Stars
Benn wins it at 2:44, has three assists for Dallas
By Kurt Dusterberg
The Carolina Hurricanes clinched a berth in the Stanley Cup
Playoffs in a 4-3 overtime loss to the Dallas Stars at
American Airlines Center in Dallas on Monday.
The Hurricanes (31-10-7) have qualified for the playoffs for
three straight seasons after missing the postseason in the
previous nine. They lead the Florida Panthers by two points
for first place in the Discover Central Division.
"We dug in, got us a point, got us in (the playoffs),"
Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "We're not
satisfied. We're getting better, but we've got one goal in
mind. We're all on that same page."
Jamie Benn drove to the net and scored off a pass from
Jason Robertson at 2:44 of overtime. He also had three
assists.
"[Benn] loves these situations where he can put the team on
his back and say, let's go," Dallas coach Rick Bowness said
of the Stars captain. "He's been doing that for a long time
this season. The biggest thing is his skating and his compete
level. He's not going to be denied."
Benn's overtime goal was the ninth of his NHL career, tying
Mike Modano for the Stars/Minnesota North Stars record. It
was the second straight game he scored in overtime; his
goal at 32 seconds gave Dallas a 2-1 win at the Detroit Red
Wings on Saturday.
"He's a guy you want out there when the game is on the
line," said Jake Oettinger, who made 29 saves for the Stars.
"He wants to win more than anyone, and he wants to lead
this team into the playoffs."
Joe Pavelski, Jason Dickinson and Denis Gurianov scored
for the Stars (21-15-12), who have won six of seven and trail
the Nashville Predators by two points for fourth place in the
eight-team Central. The top four teams will qualify for the
playoffs.
Max McCormick, Jaccob Slavin and Jani Hakanpaa scored
for the Hurricanes. James Reimer made 27 saves.
The teams will play again in Dallas on Tuesday.
Pavelski gathered a loose puck behind the goal line and
flipped it into the net off Hakanpaa for a power-play goal to
give Dallas a 1-0 lead at 1:19 of the first period.

"The puck just slipped below the goal line a little bit,"
Pavelski said, "so I was just trying to get it back there for a
bank, and I got it."
Esa Lindell's knuckling shot from the left point deflected off
Dickinson's skate in the slot to make it 2-0 at 16:59.
McCormick scored his first goal of the season when he
batted the puck in after Morgan Geekie fed him with a nolook backhand pass from behind the net, cutting it to 2-1 at
13:24 of the second period.
It was McCormick's fourth game of the season and second
since he sustained an upper-body injury Jan. 30.
"We've been skating a lot and staying in good shape and
trying to stay ready when your opportunity comes,"
McCormick said. "So that one felt pretty good."
Slavin tied it 2-2 at 16:28. He took advantage of Dallas
forward Andrew Cogliano playing without a stick and sent a
wrist shot to the short side over Oettinger's blocker from the
left face-off circle.
Gurianov's one-timer off a cross-ice pass from Benn put the
Stars ahead 3-2 at 17:04.
"He's playing with more confidence, using his speed," Benn
said. "Obviously, it's a great tool of his. I'm just trying to work
with him every day. Me, [Dickinson] and him are always
talking about how to get better and what we need to do."
Hakanpaa tied it 3-3 when he took a pass from Geekie and
scored on a shot from the point that changed direction at
15:46 of the third period.
"It's always fun to get one in the back of the net," Hakanpaa
said. "I can tell the boys wanted to get those two points, but I
guess it's really nice to get that playoff spot."
NOTES: Robertson had two assists to extend his point
streak to eight games (three goals, nine assists). … Pavelski
leads the NHL with 12 power-play goals, including four
against Carolina. … Stars defenseman John Klingberg, who
was a game-time decision, missed a second straight game
with a lower-body injury. ... Hurricanes defenseman Dougie
Hamilton played his 600th NHL game. … McCormick's goal
was his first since Nov. 3, 2018, for the Ottawa Senators
against the Buffalo Sabres.
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Benn’s overtime goal gives Stars 4-3 win over Hurricanes
DALLAS (AP) — Jamie Benn scored the overtime winner for
the second straight game and assisted on Dallas’ three
regulation goals as the Stars beat the Carolina Hurricanes 43 on Monday night.
Benn scored on a pass from Jason Robertson at 2:44 of
overtime. He scored 32 seconds into overtime Saturday to
beat Detroit 2-1.
Joe Pavelski, Jason Dickinson and Denis Gurianov also
scored for the Stars, who have earned points in 10 of their
last 11 games (8-1-2). Jake Oettinger made 29 saves.
Max McCormick, Jaccob Slavin and Jani Hakanpaa scored
for the Hurricanes, who clinched a playoff berth with the
point. James Reimer stopped 27 shots in his second
appearance since April 1.
The teams will complete a back-to-back at American Airlines
Center on Tuesday.
Pavelski scored his NHL-high 12th power-play goal at 1:19,
banking in a shot off Hakanpaa after Hakanpaa and Dallas’
Jason Robertson collided and Robertson landed on Reimer.

Dickinson scored his first goal since March 18 when a shot
from the left point by Esa Lindell caromed off his right boot
past Reimer.
McCormick batted in the puck in midair following a backhand
pass from behind the net from Morgan Geekie at 13:24 of the
second period for his first of the season. Slavin followed 3:04
later with a wrist shot while defended by Dallas forward
Andrew Cogliano, who was playing without a stick.
Gurianov fired a one-timer from the right circle 36 seconds
after Slavin’s goal as Dallas regained the lead.
Hakanpaa’s slap shot from the high slot deflected off
Dickinson’s skate to tie the score 3-3 at 15:46 of the third
period.
NOTES: Robertson, with two assists, has an eight-game
point streak to match a Dallas rookie record. … Hurricanes
defensemen Dougie Hamilton played in his 600th career
NHL game. … Geekie had two assists. … With Carolina
forward Jesper Fast missing his second straight game with a
lower body injury, Carolina dressed 11 forwards and seven
defensemen.
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NHL Power Rankings: Golden Knights on top; Playoff races to watch
By Adam Gretz
In this week’s edition of the NHL Power Rankings the Golden
Knights take over the top spot thanks in part to an eightgame winning streak entering the week.
They are loaded with elite players at all three levels of the
roster, and seem to be destined to meet the No. 2 team in
this week’s NHL Power Rankings, the Avalanche, in the
Second Round. They are the two best NHL teams right now
and are involved in a great back-and-forth race for the top
spot.
Elsewhere around the league, playoff races are heating up in
the Central, West, and even the North Divisions.
In the Central, Nashville is trying to hold off the reigning
Western Conference champion Stars who are trying to
overcome a slow start to the season and a number of
significant injuries. Out West, nobody seems to want to claim
the fourth playoff spot where Arizona and St. Louis both
picked the worst possible time to hit major slumps.
Even the North Division is getting close as Calgary takes
care of business against Montreal to close that gap.
We look at all of that and more in this week’s NHL Power
Rankings.
Where does your team rank?
To this week’s NHL Power Rankings!
1. Vegas Golden Knights. They have two No. 1 goalies
(Marc-Andre Fleury and Robin Lener), two No. 1
defensemen (Alex Pietrangelo and Shea Theodore), and a
deep forward group led by Mark Stone and Max Pacioretty.
They are great from top to bottom.
2. Colorado Avalanche. The back-and-forth between them
and Vegas in the West is going to be fun to watch. But not
quite as fun as a potential second-round matchup between
them.
3. Carolina Hurricanes. If Alex Nedeljkovic can keep playing
at anything close to his current level this is going to be a
ridiculously tough team to beat.
4. Florida Panthers. Still the biggest surprise in the league.
Not just the fact they are going to the playoffs, but the way
they have kept pace with Tampa Bay and Carolina.
5. Tampa Bay Lightning. They are slumping over the past
couple of weeks, but Nikita Kucherov and Steven Stamkos
will be back for the playoffs.

6. Washington Capitals. Their two games against the
Penguins this week will go a long way toward deciding the
top spot in the East Division.
7. Pittsburgh Penguins. That was a very impressive win and
defensive performance on Sunday afternoon against the
Bruins.
8. Boston Bruins. They finally found a second scoring line to
complement the Patrice Bergeron line.
9. Minnesota Wild. They are beating the teams they are
supposed to beat. The question will be what can they do
against Vegas and Colorado?
10. Toronto Maple Leafs. Goaltending has played a major
role in their recent struggles. Both their own goaltending not
playing well, and running into some hot goalies on the other
side of the ice.
11. New York Islanders. Not sure I like the way they are
trending here. They are likely to play Pittsburgh or
Washington in the First Round. So far they are 4-8-3 against
those two teams this season. Then again, you can never
count out a Barry Trotz team from making noise in the
playoffs.
12. New York Rangers. In any other division they would be a
playoff team this season.
13. Dallas Stars. Joe Pavelski is having quite the age-defying
season in Dallas. That contract has worked out.
14. Edmonton Oilers. Connor McDavid needs to average just
a little more than two points per game the rest of the way to
hit 100 points. Can he do it?
15. Nashville Predators. Can they hold off Dallas for that
playoff spot? They have one head-to-head matchup
remaining. Figure they need to win that game.
16. Winnipeg Jets. Connor Hellebuyck will determine what
they do in the playoffs.
17. Chicago Blackhawks. They may not make the playoffs
this season (nobody expected them to anyway) but it still
might end up being somewhat of a success due to Alex
DeBrincat‘s bounce back, as well as the development that
Pius Suter, Philipp Kurashev, and Kevin Lankinen might
have bright futures in the NHL.
18. Calgary Flames. They have a lot of work to do, but
winning back-to-back games against Montreal helped a lot.
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19. Montreal Canadiens. It would be really bad, maybe even
embarrassing, if they do not hold on to that playoff spot given
the start they had and the lead they built.

25. Ottawa Senators. This team has not quit and is still pretty
fun to watch at times given the young talent. There is a light
at the end of the tunnel.

20. St. Louis Blues. They have an absolutely brutal
remaining schedule. They have won just seven of their past
22 games. Only four of those seven wins have been in
regulation.

26. Detroit Red Wings. The Anthony Mantha trade is going to
be great for both teams. Jakub Vrana‘s recent four-goal
game had to be exciting for Red Wings fans.

21. Vancouver Canucks. Pretty remarkable the way they
came back from everything they went through and have won
three of their first four games, including two against Toronto.
22. Philadelphia Flyers. Still think this team is closer to being
competitive than it appears this season. Just need a big
addition on defense and for Carter Hart to play like he did in
his first two years.
23. Arizona Coyotes. They have an easier schedule than St.
Louis the rest of the way, but they have to take advantage of
it. They need to win at least five out of their six games
against San Jose (four) and Los Angeles (two).
24. Buffalo Sabres. Do you know who has really looked like a
different (and better) player since the coaching change?
Rasmus Dahlin. That is significant.

27. Los Angeles Kings. Their next six games being against
Anaheim and Arizona could help make the playoff race look
a little closer if they win most of them, but they have almost
no margin for error and need a lot of help from other teams.
28. San Jose Sharks. A couple of weeks ago they made it
look like they were going to make a push for that fourth
playoff spot, then they lost nine out of 10 games.
29. Anaheim Ducks. They just seem so far away from
contending. There is no offense here. Zero. Absolutely none
from anybody.
30. New Jersey Devils. The encouraging thing for the Devils
is they are going to have a boat load of salary cap space in
an offseason where teams are going to have to clear salary
cap space and worry about the expansion draft. They could
take advantage of that. They already have a few young
building block pieces in place.
31. Columbus Blue Jackets. Just a forgettable season.
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Canes secure trip to postseason in overtime loss to Dallas
The Carolina Hurricanes clinched a playoff spot, but fell 4-3
in overtime for the second straight game as the team was
unable to complete the comeback against the Dallas Stars at
the American Airlines Center Monday night.

That period was one that the Canes needed to forget.

By Ryan Henkel

It all kicked off with a very unlikely name.

The Carolina Hurricanes lost by a score of 4-3 in overtime for
the second straight game, but it wasn’t a time to be
heartbroken in Dallas as the one point they did gain secured
their third consecutive playoff appearance, a first in team
history

It was the taxi squad crew coming together as Morgan
Geekie won a race to the boards and wasted no time
sending it back up to the slot. It bounced into the air off the
side of the net and Max McCormick was there to swat the
puck in past Jake Oettinger for his first goal since November,
2018.

In terms of what happened on the ice though, it was a
nationally televised game, so what else did you really expect
to happen other than a loss?
The Canes just have some voodoo magic working against
them on the national stage. There’s absolutely no reason
that the two things would be connected, but the strong
correlation is bizarre to say the least.
Only 16 seconds into the game, Dougie Hamilton took a
careless hooking penalty and about a minute after that, Joe
Pavelski banked the puck in off Jani Hakanpaa, who was
laying in the crease, on top of James Reimer, and alongside
Jason Robertson who Hakanpaa had checked in on top of
his netminder.
The Canes, shorthanded as they were, needed a strong start
to generate some momentum and hope to not rely so much
on their top guys, but that idea went out the window pretty
fast.
And near the end of the first, it only got worse.
On what should probably have been considered an illegal
goal.
Esa Lindell shot a knuckler towards the net where it bounced
a few times before Jason Dickinson in front used his foot to
elevate the puck where it then went in past James Reimer.
The issue here is what the NHL is considering a distinct
kicking motion. Dickinson 100% intended to use his foot to
influence the puck, but instead of a direct kick towards the
net, he made more of a chip shot. But that still should be
considered a kick.

And they did pretty quickly as the second period saw a much
stronger response from Carolina.

It had been a hard season for McCormick from accidentally
injuring Petr Mrazek to himself getting injured in the same
game to not really ever sniffing a callup, but the patience
paid off for him.
And not long after, Jaccob Slavin tied the game on a great
individual effort. Slavin found and isolated Andrew Cogliano
who had lost his stick and cycled the puck from the top of the
right circle, across to the left and down to the dots where he
picked his spot and sniped it top corner.
But the Canes hardly had time to celebrate as another
defensive breakdown allowed Jamie Benn to lace a puck
cross-ice to Denis Gurianov who launched the puck like it
was shot out of a cannon.
After that, the Canes seemed to start to come apart again
but Reimer stood tall against multiple two-on-ones and in
close chances to keep the score within one.
The third period then offered little for either team as Dallas
defaulted to their shutdown defensive style limiting not just
their own offense, but most of Carolina’s chances in turn.
However the Canes got their break with less than five
minutes to go as Geekie set Hakanpaa up on a tee to
redeem himself and take the game to overtime and secure
the Hurricanes’ third-straight playoff berth.
It was good that at least some happy news came out of the
game as Jamie Benn won it for the Stars after he got in all
alone off a 2-on-1 break for Dallas.
The Canes will face the Stars in Dallas again Tuesday night
at 8 p.m.
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They said it: Brind’Amour, Hakanpaa, McCormick on playoff berth
Rod Brind’Amour, Jani Hakanpaa and Max McCormick
spoke to the media after the team clinched a playoff spot
with a 4-3 overtime loss to the Dallas Stars.
By Andrew Schnittker and Ryan Henkel
While the Canes didn’t get the result they wanted in the form
of two points in the bank Monday night, the team did pick up
a pretty big accomplishment in a 4-3 overtime loss to the
Dallas Stars. The Canes picked up their 69th point of the
season, which sends them to the Stanley Cup Playoffs for
the third consecutive season, a first in the Carolina chapter
of franchise history.
Brind’Amour becomes the first head coach in team history to
take the team to three straight playoff berths after captaining
it to its lone Stanley Cup as a player in 2006.
Brind’Amour, Max McCormick and Jani Hakanpaa spoke to
the media after the overtime loss, here’s a full breakdown of
everything they had to say:
Rod Brind’Amour
On not getting a lot from top-nine forwards but getting depth
scoring: You want contributions everywhere. I would
disagree a little bit that our top guys aren’t performing. I think
maybe the puck’s not going in, but they’re playing their butts
off, plain and simple. We got behind and weren’t playing
poorly. We got behind and fought back. It’s like this all year
with these guys. I give them tons of credit. It’s a great point
tonight. That’s how I look at it.
On the Hurricanes clinching a playoff spot for the third
consecutive year: I think that’s super important. What do we
have, eight games left and we’re in the playoffs? Let’s go.
Enough of the negative stuff. This group has worked their
ass off all year. I know we lost the game in overtime, we lost
the talent show part. You don’t want to lose that, but we dug
in and got us a point, got us in. We’re not done. We’ve got
eight games left, we’re going to try to win all of them. But it’s
a good accomplishment for this group.
On the achievement of this franchise going three straight
years making the playoffs: We’ve had some good years, but
then it’s been kind of one and done. We don’t want to be
that. I think it’s important to be consistent and be relevant
year in and year out. That’s what we’re trying to be, and I
think we’re getting there, clearly. That says a lot about the
organization and the players that we have. We’ve got a great
group of people, that we’re not satisfied. That’s great, we’re
getting better, but we’ve got one goal in mind. We’re all on
that same page.
On the spirit of this group: They’re never satisfied and they
never give up. I feel like we’re on a mission here. The guys
were all upset for losing the game, which they should be.
We’ve got bigger and better stuff that we’re trying to
accomplish. I’m just really proud of this group, all the way
around.

On Morgan Geekie bouncing back: That’s a good
observation, for sure. It’s tough to blame somebody for a
goal, but he was responsible partially for that. I think it was
just good that he was able to contribute tonight and for him
too to feel good about it. He earned his ice time tonight. We
bumped him up and he obviously came through for us.
Max McCormick
On being a strange season and getting a lot of relief from his
goal: It’s been a while since I’ve played a handful of games
in a row and over a year since I’ve scored a goal. We’ve
been skating a lot as a group and staying in shape, just
trying to be ready for when your opportunity comes. That one
felt pretty good.
On scoring against the team that injured him: It feels good
being able to score against them. That was a while ago and
I’m not thinking about that too much though. Just treating it
as another game and trying to be as ready as I can.
On the difficulty of being on the taxi squad most of the
season: Yeah I mean you obviously want to be playing.
Sometimes it is tough not being in many games, but we have
a great group of guys and they make you feel like a part of
the team whether you’re playing or not. It’s been awesome
being around this group and it’s been a lot of fun being with
them. That’s been the fun part about it. Being able to be out
there with them and play in a game was a lot of fun.
Jani Hakanpaa
On coming in and being the guy to send the Hurricanes to
the playoffs: It’s a nice feeling to be honest. Wasn’t really
thinking about it before the game to be honest, but it’s
always fun to get one into the back of the net. Especially now
that it sends us to the playoffs.
On the mood in the locker room with clinching a playoff spot
but still losing: I would say it was a little mixed. The guys
were happy about the clinch, but at the same time you
always want to win. I could tell the boys probably wanted to
get those two points. But it’s really nice to get that playoff
spot. It’s a bit of mixed feelings but once we get back to the
hotel, the moods going to get better with the guys when it
soaks in that we got a spot.
On how much he’s looking forward to playing in Stanley Cup
playoff games: It’s why we play and the most fun part to get
out there so I’m really looking forward to getting out there.
Looking forward to that. It’s always special when you get a
chance to play in the playoffs and you can never take it for
granted. It’s going to be an exciting time and I’m really
looking forward to it.
On being pegged a defensive defenseman despite having
had offensive success when he played in Finland: Yeah,
that’s how it was back then. I ended up getting some goals
there. Had some good teammates to play with. It’s obviously
nice when you can contribute on the offensive side of things
as well. Always a plus for me and it’s fun.
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About Last Night: Canes secure point against Stars, punch playoff ticket
After a lackluster start, the Carolina Hurricanes overcame a
two-goal deficit to tie the game with under five minutes to
play to force overtime and secure their spot in the playoffs.

Jani Hakanpaa has two more goals in seven games with the
Canes than he did in 42 with the Anaheim Ducks this
season: two .

By Johnathan Kirkland

Hakanpaa only notched one assist and zero goals in 42
games with the Ducks this season, but Monday night he
scored his second goal as a Hurricane, a goal that propelled
them into a playoff spot.

It wasn’t the prettiest way to make it into the 2021 Stanley
Cup Playoffs, but a Jani Hakanpaa goal with under five
minutes to play tied the game at three and subsequently
forced overtime against the Dallas Stars, meaning the
Carolina Hurricanes punched their ticket to the playoffs for
the third consecutive year.
After two first-period goals from Dallas, one from a near
impossible angle and another off of a skate, it looked like it
wasn’t going to be the Canes’ night, especially since the
game was on national television, where the Hurricanes
haven’t had the best of luck this season.
The once again short-handed Canes dug in when it counted
and made sure they did what was needed to secure a point
in what was a below average performance for the most part.
Now that their playoff spot is secured, the Hurricanes will
look to get some guys healthy and remain at the top of the
Central Division standings for the remaining eight games.
Let’s talk about last night.
Taxi squad assemble
The Canes broke the ice on Monday night when Morgan
Geekie passed a bounce of the boards behind the net in
front and Max McCormick knocked it out of mid-air past Jake
Oettinger for the first Carolina goal of the night.
After a rash of injuries, the taxi squad has been raided as of
late with McCormick, Geekie and Joakim Ryan all playing
recently. McCormick had not seen the ice since he returned
from an injury that occurred earlier in the season before
Saturday’s game in Florida.
It was McCormick’s first NHL goal since November of 2018
and it ignited a stagnant Canes team up until that point. In
fact, Jaccob Slavin scored a little over three minutes later to
tie the game.
“It’s been a while since I’ve played a handful of games in a
row and over a year since I’ve scored a goal,” McCormick
said after the game. “We’ve been skating a lot as a group
and staying in shape, just trying to be ready for when your
opportunity comes. That one felt pretty good.”
Hakanpaa sends his new team into the playoffs

After the game he spoke about what it meant to be the guy to
score the goal that sent his team to the playoffs.
“It’s a nice feeling to be honest,” he said. “Wasn’t really
thinking about it before the game to be honest, but it’s
always fun to get one into the back of the net. Especially now
that it sends us to the playoffs.”
Hakanpaa won a battle at center ice to win possession of the
puck and after a couple of passes in the zone, Hakanpaa
rocketed a shot from the blue line that deflected off a Stars
player and into the net to tie the game at three with 4:15 to
play in regulation.
Back-to-back-to-back playoff appearances
With the win the Hurricanes are back in the playoffs for the
third consecutive season, a feat that has not been
accomplished since they relocated in 1997. It should be
applauded the work that has been done inside of the
organization to draft, develop and bring up players to get to
where they are today. The team made the moves it needed
to make, signed the players that needed to be signed and
the organization is where it is today because of that.
Head coach Rod Brind’Amour, in an unusual show of
emotion, talked about how big getting back to the playoffs
was for his team and the organization.
“I think that’s super important,” Brind’Amour said. “What do
we have, eight games left and we’re in the playoffs? Let’s go.
Enough of the negative stuff. This group has worked their
ass off all year. We’re not done. We’ve got eight games left,
we’re going to try to win all of them. But it’s a good
accomplishment for this group.”
The Hurricanes are right back at it tonight against the Stars,
as they finish their season series with them. The Hurricanes
are 5-1-1 against Dallas this season, and the game wraps up
a six game road trip where the Canes are 2-0-3 so far. The
Hurricanes will return home on Thursday night to face the
pesky Detroit Red Wings for the final time this season before
taking on the Chicago Blackhawks in three straight home
games beginning Saturday night.
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Wolves rocket to victory
Richard and Novak produce two goals apiece as Chicago
leads throughout

behind a defenseman near the crease. Novak took the
diagonal pass and immediately flipped it top-shelf at 17:22.

Anthony Richard and Tommy Novak scored two goals apiece
as the Chicago Wolves sprinted to an early lead and rolled to
a 5-1 victory over the Grand Rapids Griffins on Monday night
at Van Andel Arena.

The Griffins (11-7-3-0) added one man from the penalty box,
but the Wolves stayed on the attack and added another goal.
Defenseman Joey Keane fed Richard near the left point and
Richard stepped into a snapper that sizzled through traffic
and pieced the top corner for a 3-0 lead.

Rookie forward Phil Tomasino also produced a goal for the
Wolves (16-5-1-2), who enjoyed their biggest victory margin
since knocking off the Iowa Wild 6-2 on March 14.
Defenseman Max Lajoie and Joey Keane added two assists
apiece while Antoine Bibeau (4-1-1) stopped 23 shots to
earn the win in goal.
The Wolves jumped on top to stay just 2:05 into the game.
Forward Sheldon Rempal collected a loose puck behind the
net, curled out to the left faceoff dot and spied Tomasino
breaking free near the slot. Rempal delivered the saucer
pass and Tomasino wristed it home as the Wolves scored
first for the first time in 10 games.
The Wolves earned a 5-on-3 power play late in the first
period and made the most of it with goals 55 seconds apart
to forge a 3-0 lead at the 18:17 mark.
On the two-man advantage, the Wolves worked the puck
around the perimeter until Tomasino noticed Novak sneaking

The Wolves earned another 5-on-3 opportunity midway
through the second period and Richard cashed in again —
accepting a Max Lajoie pass near the goal line and rifling it
home from a sharp angle for a 4-0 lead at 10:24.
Grand Rapids defenseman Dylan McIlrath cut the margin to
4-1 late in the second, but the Wolves regained momentum
13 seconds into the third period when Novak fended off three
Griffins defenders while spinning through the slot. Once he
stopped turning, Novak wristed a shot into the top corner to
put the margin to 5-1.
Goaltender Kaden Fulcher (1-1-1), loaned from the Detroit
Red Wings to the Griffins earlier in the day, finished with 24
saves.
The Wolves wrap up their eight-game road trip with a 6 p.m.
game Thursday at Grand Rapids, then play their first game
at the Wolves Training Facility since April 3 when they host
the Iowa Wild at 7 p.m. Friday.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/spt-columns-blogs/luke-decock/article250962604.html
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250955764.html
https://theathletic.com/2544761/2021/04/27/hurricanes-clinch-third-consecutive-playoff-berth-despite-losing-in-ot/
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/04/hurricanes-lose-in-ot-but-clinch-playoff-berth/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-canes-clinch-playoff-berth-with-point-in-dallas/c-324066456
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/canes-clinch-2021-stanley-cup-playoffs-berth/c-323950766
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-dallas-stars-game-recap/c-323566176
https://apnews.com/article/jake-oettinger-jaccob-slavin-carolina-hurricanes-dallas-nhl-2914cb1c9cb5ca4a2986cbadce5554a3
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/04/26/nhl-power-rankings-vegas-golden-knights-on-top-playoff-races-to-watch/
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/26/22404784/carolina-hurricanes-lose-to-dallas-stars-in-overtime-but-secure-playoff-berth
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/26/22405032/they-said-it-brindamour-hakanpaa-mccormick-on-playoff-berth
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/27/22405180/about-last-night-canes-secure-point-against-stars-punch-playoff-ticket
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/04/26/wolves-rocket-to-victory/
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Just making the playoffs isn’t enough for the Hurricanes. Their sights are
higher

BY LUKE DECOCK

We have not yet reached the point where making the playoffs can be
taken for granted, although the Carolina Hurricanes have done it this
season with such relative ease. The fact that reaching the postseason
three years in a row is a post-relocation first is a pointed reminder that
those very dark days aren’t all that far behind.
A franchise that has struggled with prosperity over the course of its
history is now awash in it after clinching another trip to the playoffs with
the point earned in Monday night’s 4-3 overtime loss to the Dallas Stars,
and such an accomplishment should not be taken lightly. There were too
many years when the Hurricanes fell short by the finest of margins (and
just as many when the margins were all too wide).
Even if this team was expected to be in this position at this point,
between COVID and injuries and the quality of opponents like Tampa
Bay and Florida, there was no shortage of potholes and hurdles to be
dodged and cleared along the way.
So it’s worth taking a moment to appreciate the diligence with which this
group has approached the regular season the past three years, as well
as the motivational and technical skill of Rod Brind’Amour and his
coaching staff. These have not just been three seasons worth continuing
in the postseason; they have been three seasons of continuous
improvement, even if the playoff results didn’t proceed along the same
upward slope.
And ... the moment’s over.
Because this team expected no less than this, and because it has indeed
elevated its game from last season and the season before, this can’t be
enough. Amid the disruption of last season and the stifling
uncomfortability of the playoff bubble, there were times when it seemed
like the Hurricanes were merely happy to be there, especially as the
Boston series went sideways.
There hasn’t been any of that this season, and there shouldn’t be any of
that in the playoffs, and there can’t be any of it now. The stakes are just
as high over the final eight games as they were over the first 48. In this
division, with three heavyweights slugging it out at the top, finishing first
means more than hanging a banner.
With the obvious and perennial caveat that every playoff series is its own
miniature universe, the odds will lean heavily toward the team among the
Carolina-Tampa-Florida trio that doesn’t have to play one of the other two
in the first round. That 2-3 semifinal series in the Central Division has the
potential to be an absolute slog, every bit as difficult as the division final
will be. No disrespect to Dallas or Nashville, but the gap between the top
three and the rest of the division is tangible and significant. There’s a
reward for finishing strong, and the Hurricanes control their own destiny
to claim it.

Closing out the season the right way and claiming the division title would
be a statement of intent from a team that has shown its Stanley Cup
window is as open as anyone’s. There are 12 players on this team who
participated in the first-round win over the Washington Capitals in 2019.
That core is as experienced in the postseason as it is going to get. With
the addition of Vincent Trocheck, Brady Skjei, Martin Necas, Jesper Fast
and Alex Nedeljkovic to that group, their time has come and it has come
now.
The Hurricanes may not win the Stanley Cup, but the team that wins this
division is going to have as good a chance to win it as anyone. They’re
right in that mix. They have earned entry to the postseason. Now they
have to finish the regular season on the right note, in the right way, for all
the right reasons.
They have already made history of a sort, but that can’t be all.
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Hurricanes clinch playoff berth for third straight year despite OT loss to
Stars

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

The Carolina Hurricanes made some history Monday, even if they didn’t
win.
The Canes were beaten 4-3 in overtime by the Dallas Stars, but are
headed to the Stanley Cup playoffs for a third straight season, a first
since the franchise relocated to North Carolina in 1997.
Jamie Benn was the overtime hero for the Stars, winning it at 2:44 of the
OT. Benn also had three assists as the Stars (21-15-12) continued to
make their own playoff push in the Central Division.
The Canes (31-10-7) needed one point to clinch a third consecutive
berth, and got it. With 69 points, they maintained their lead the division
over the Florida Panthers, who lost Monday to the Nashville Predators
and are two points behind Carolina..
“I feel like we’re on a mission here,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said.
“Guys were upset for losing the game which they should be, but we have
bigger and better things that we’re trying to accomplish here. I’m just
really proud of this group.
“We’ve got eight games left and we’re in the playoffs? Let’s go. That’s
pretty impressive.”
Trailing 3-2 in the third, the Canes tied the score as defenseman Jani
Hakanpaa first won a puck battle in the neutral zone, then took a pass
from Morgan Geekie and blasted a long shot with 4:14 left in regulation.
That proved to be the goal that earned the Canes the point.
“It’s always fun to get one in the back of the net and especially now that it
sends us to the playoff,” Hakanpaa said.
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Joe Pavelski’s power-play goal and an even-strength score by Jason
Dickson gave the Stars a 2-0 lead in the first. Fourth-line forward Max
McCormick scored in the second period, batting a shot past goalie Jake
Oettinger for his first of the season, and defenseman Jaccob Slavin tied it
2-2.
Having stolen the momentum, the Canes then lost it. The Stars’ Denis
Gurianov scored at 17:04 of the second after a Canes turnover for a 3-2
lead. But Hakanpaa stepped up and tied it with his second of the season.
Benn’s overtime goal made for a bittersweet celebration for the Canes.
Jason Robertson knocked down the Canes’ Vincent Trocheck in the
Stars zone and claimed the puck, then passed to Benn for the winner in
transition,
“It was a little mixed,” Hakanpaa said of the postgame mood. “We were
happy about clinching but at the same time you always want to win. The
boys wanted to get those two points but I guess it’s really nice to get that
playoff spot.”
Oettinger, a big man in net at 6-foot-5, finished with 29 saves. James
Reimer, in just his second start for the Canes since April 1, had 27 stops.
“We dug in, we got a point that got us in and we’re not done,”
Brind’Amour said. “It’s a good accomplishment for this group.”
Brind’Amour decided to dress 11 forwards and seven defensemen,
dropping forward Drew Shore from the lineup and bringing back
defenseman Jake Bean.
McCormick also stayed in the lineup and the Canes’ fourth line got the
first goal. Geekie made a shortside pass from behind the goal, the puck
bouncing up and being swatted out of the air by McCormick.
Slavin then tied it 2-2, catching Andrew Cogliano without a stick and firing
shot past Oettinger.
INJURY UPDATE
None of the Canes’ injured players returned for the game.
Forward Jesper Fast (lower-body injury) took part in Monday’s morning
skate at American Airlines Center but did not play for the second straight
game. Goalie Petr Mrazek was sidelined for a third game with a lowerbody concern. Also missing were defenseman Brady Skjei (concussion),
forward Jordan Martinook (lower body) and Teuvo Teravainen
(concussion).
The Canes dressed 11 forwards and seven defensemen, with
defenseman Joakim Ryan getting another game and Jake Bean rejoining
the lineup.
Brind’Amour said injured forward Brock McGinn (upper body), who did
not make the road trip and has missed 10 games, was “getting better,”
but was not sure when he might return and play.
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How the Hurricanes are battling through adversity in the stretch run of the
season

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

It’s on to Dallas for the Carolina Hurricanes.
The Canes are limping a little, feeling the effects of four physical road
games against the Tampa Bay Lightning and Florida Panthers. But
they’re still in first place in the Central Division with nine games
remaining in the regular season.

The Canes (31-10-6) took away six of eight possible points from twogame sets with the Lightning and Panthers. Losing a two-goal lead in the
third period Saturday and then losing in overtime 4-3 against Florida was
a stinger, but they earned a point and remained in first.
“Coming in here with the injuries we have, we had great efforts from our
top guys,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said after the game. “They
gave us everything they had. (The Panthers) were better than us tonight
for sure but somehow we managed to get a point out of it. That says a lot
about this group.”
The back-to-back against the Dallas Stars that begins Monday will have
the Canes playing the six games on their road trip in nine days. That’s a
lot of hockey, a very condensed schedule. That’s asking a lot of the
group.
Brind’Amour said Saturday morning that his lineup had a lot of “moving
parts” and he wasn’t sure what it might be Saturday night. Defenseman
Brady Skjei and forward Jordan Martinook were injured and out, and
forward Jesper Fast then was a late scratch — “He didn’t feel right,”
Brind’Amour later said.
Add in goalie Petr Mrazek missing some games after “tweaking
something,” according to Brind’Amour, and forward Teuvo Teravainen
not yet giving Brind’Amour a thumbs-up that he’s free of concussion
symptoms and ready to play, and it figures to be an interesting ninegame stretch to the regular-season finish line.
The Canes dodged a few injuries, too. Martin Necas took a big open-ice
hit against Tampa Bay and Andrei Svechnikov was hammered into the
boards Saturday on a dangerous hit from Patric Hornqvist of Florida.
Neither Necas nor Svechnikov was injured but both hits were scary for
the Canes.
With Fast out Saturday, Brind’Amour moved Steven Lorentz from the
fourth line to Sebastian Aho’s line. With Martinook out, Cedric Paquette
was moved to Jordan Staal’s line. The fourth line had Drew Shore
centering Morgan Geekie and Max McCormick.
Brind’Amour was going with three lines by the third period — Geekie had
two shifts in the third and Shore and McCormick one each. And the
Panthers, a strong third-period team against Carolina this season, kept
coming, tying the score 3-3 and then winning quickly in overtime on
Aleksander Barkov’s goal.
Brind’Amour’s decision to shorten the bench loaded up more minutes for
others: Aho played more than 21 minutes, and Staal and center Vincent
Trocheck almost 21. Then there were the defensemen: Jaccob Slavin
and Brett Pesce both logged more than 51 minutes in the two games
against Florida, a nice chunk of it penalty-killing.
Brind’Amour was asked again Saturday morning about the balance
between trying to win games, get into the Stanley Cup playoffs and win
the division while trying to have a fresh, energized team for the playoffs.
“It’s a concern, that’s for sure, and a consideration,” he said. “We’ve got
to get in first and there’s only one way to do it and that’s the right way. It’s
hard to sit here and go, ‘Oh, we’re not going to play these guys.’ Then
you just pick up bad habits, do different things. Guys get out of rhythm.
“I think where you have an advantage is in a situation where a guy’s a
little nicked up, maybe we don’t play him. I think that’s where we can
afford to do. We’ve done it with the goalies, because we have three good
ones. But I really think you’ve got to play it the right way.”
There will be no letup in Dallas. The Stars (20-15-12) are trying to climb
into the fourth playoff spot in the Central, beating the Detroit Red Wings
2-1 in overtime Saturday. Dallas was two points behind the fourth-place
Nashville Predators after Saturday’s games but with two games-in-hand
on the Preds.
“We just need to play our game and be ready for every battle and every
shift,” Svechnikov said Saturday.
CAROLINA HURRICANES VS DALLAS STARS
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When: Monday, 7:30 p.m.

By Matthew DeFranks

Where: American Airlines Center, Dallas.
TV: NBCSN.
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Stars are noticing more confidence from forward Denis Gurianov
Gurianov now has five goals in his last seven games after scoring just
twice in his previous 34 games.

By Matthew DeFranks

Denis Gurianov scored his 11th goal of the season on Monday night,
whistling a one-timer from the slot past James Reimer to give the Stars a
3-2 lead in the second period.
“He’s just playing with more confidence,” Benn said. “Using his speed,
obviously it’s a great tool of his. Just trying to work with him every day:
me, [Jason Dickinson] and him are always talking about how we can get
better and what we need to do. Just trying to help this team win.”
Gurianov now has five goals in his last seven games after scoring just
twice in his previous 34 games.
His last three goals have all come on one-timers, a sign of his confidence
and an ode to his teammates finding him in the right positions, Bowness
said.
“The confidence is a big part of it,” Bowness said. “When it’s not there,
you hesitate to shoot the puck or it rolls on you or whatever. He certainly
made the most of that. He was banged up a little bit going on the ice for
that shift. I wasn’t even sure he was going to go on. But he went
anyways, and it’s a good thing he did.”
Family matters: Stars rookie goaltender Jake Oettinger played in front of
his grandparents Don and Myrna Oettinger for the first time on Monday
night, and made 29 saves in picking up a victory.
“They’ve been such a big part of my life and they support me so much,”
Oettinger said. “They text me after every game. To have them here in
person is really nice and to get to spend some 1 on 1 time with them is
great. Even better we got the win in front of them.”
Pride Night: Monday night was Pride Night at the American Airlines
Center, as the Stars wore Pride tape and jerseys during warmup.
Defenseman Sami Vatanen played Monday’s game with Pride tape on
his stick.
The Stars also sold Pride T-shirts featuring artwork from Mio, a gay
Swedish artist, with proceeds going to Dallas Hope Charities.
-- Monday night was the final scheduled time the Stars will wear their
Blackout jerseys this season. The third jersey was introduced in October
and will be worn at least for the next two seasons as well.
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On Kirill Kaprizov’s birthday, it was Jason Robertson doing the
celebrating.
Robertson, the Stars’ prolific rookie winger and Calder Trophy candidate,
had two assists on Monday night during Dallas’ 4-3 overtime win over
Carolina, moving him two points behind Minnesota’s Kaprizov in the
rookie scoring race.
Robertson, 21, now has 39 points in 43 games while Kaprizov, 24, has
41 points in 47 games.
Robertson picked up primary assists on Joe Pavelski’s power-play goal
in the first period and Jamie Benn’s overtime winner. On Benn’s goal,
Robertson shoved Vincent Trocheck off the puck in his own zone, toted
the puck through the neutral zone, then held on for long enough before
sliding a pass to Benn to end the game.
Robertson was at the end of a 100-second shift when he fed Benn.
“He battled really hard, made a great defensive play,” Benn said. “Most of
the time, you’re going to get a good offensive chance if you make a good
play on defense. Made a great defensive play, made a great pass and
was fortunate enough to go in the net.”
Stars coach Rick Bowness: “There’s a timing that comes with making
those passes. If you don’t have that sense, you’re going to rush it. You’re
going to put it behind them, you’re going to put it ahead of them. You’re
going to put it into the defender. There’s a sense that you have and
there’s a calmness to your mental approach to that.”
The two-assist night extended Robertson’s point streak to eight games,
the longest streak by an NHL rookie this season. There are only three
rookies in franchise history with longer point streaks: Jude Drouin, Neal
Broten and Mike Modano.
For the second straight game, Robertson was on the right flank of the top
power-play unit after spending most of the season on the left flank. The
arrangement happened since Miro Heiskanen shifted to the point in John
Klingberg’s absence, but offers a peek into what the power play could
look like when Tyler Seguin returns.
Seguin typically patrols the left circle, as does Hintz, potentially leaving
Robertson out of the mix down the left flank. Instead, the Stars could roll
out units with Seguin and Hintz on the left side and Robertson and
Gurianov on the right side.
“He sees the ice very well,” Bowness said. “He’s comfortable on either
side. One, he’s a downhill shooter. The other one, he’s not. But it’s his
ability to hang on to the puck and make the right decision with the puck
for the most part.”
Injury updates: Klingberg missed his second straight game with a lowerbody injury. He did not participate in optional morning skate Monday, but
Bowness labeled him a game-time decision against Carolina.
Seguin and Joel Kiviranta were both on the ice Monday morning with the
Stars and stayed afterward to work with the Dallas taxi squad. Bowness
said the Stars are hoping Seguin returns to game action sometime this
week, while a firm timetable has not been laid out for Kiviranta.
“They’ll skate with us [Tuesday] and then we’ll go from there,” Bowness
said.
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Jason Robertson narrows gap in rookie scoring race during Stars’ win vs.
Hurricanes
The two-assist night extended Robertson’s point streak to eight games,
the longest streak by an NHL rookie this season.
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In history-making vintage performance, Jamie Benn scores second
straight OT goal to lift Stars past Hurricanes
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The win also helped the Stars parry a pair of boogeymen: overtimes and
the Hurricanes.

The Stars have won three straight games that have gone into overtimes
and shootouts after going 2-12 in the first 14 such games this season.
Should the Stars miss the playoffs, overtime losses will be a main culprit,
but Dallas has changed the tide recently.

By Matthew DeFranks

Carolina, meanwhile, could be a first-round opponent should the Stars
clinch the No. 4 seed. The Hurricanes secured a playoff spot by picking
up a point Monday night and remain in first place ahead of Florida and
Tampa Bay. Dallas now has two wins in seven tries against Carolina.

In a vintage performance from Jamie Benn, it had to be a signature
finish.
The Stars captain — engaged and physical, both a playmaker and goalscorer during the team’s 4-3 overtime win over Carolina on Monday night
— won the game in overtime for the second straight outing, slipping a
puck between James Reimer’s legs.
It was a classy finish from Benn, composed on the rush and smooth
around the net, that Stars fans have seen many times over his 12-year
career. Drive the net. Backhand. Slide between the legs.
The goal punctuated a four-point night for Benn, his first in nearly 51/2
years. He picked up assists on Joe Pavleski’s power-play goal, Jason
Dickinson’s deflection and Denis Gurianov’s one-timer before winning the
game himself in overtime. Benn also went 10-9 in the faceoff circle and
played 19:02, as Jake Oettinger made 29 saves to earn the victory.

The eighth will come Tuesday, which the Stars hope will not be the final
home game at American Airlines Center this spring.
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Dallas Stars built America’s best youth hockey model; it has missed Fort
Worth | Opinion

BY MAC ENGEL

“Everyone loves that guy,” Oettinger said of Benn. “He’s the best captain
I’ve ever played for, and he’s a guy that you want out there when the
game’s on the line. He wants to win more than anyone, and he wants to
lead this team into the playoffs. Just really happy for him. A lot of people
don’t see what type of person he is off the ice or to the guys or the type
of leadership that he brings on a daily basis.”

Dallas Stars captain Jamie Benn and his teammates are tentatively
slated to return to Fort Worth for future training camps, as well as playing
a preseason game in Dickies Arena.

The win kept the Stars two points behind fourth-place Nashville for the
final playoff spot in the Central Division with two games in hand on the
Predators. Nashville beat Florida 4-1 on Monday night. The Stars visit
Nashville on Saturday.

The team held training camp at the Fort Worth Convention Center in
2014, and wanted to return in ‘15. Convention center officials told the
Stars no.

Benn’s four-point outburst continued a trend of strong play since he
moved to center. He has 13 points in 11 games since the position
change, driving the second line with Jason Dickinson and Denis
Gurianov on his wings. Coach Rick Bowness said Benn is skating well at
center, and also complimented Benn’s competitive drive: “He’s just not
going to be denied.”
“I think he loves these situations where he can put the team on his back
and say ‘Let’s go,’” Bowness said. “And he’s been doing that for a long
time this season. It’s great to see. He’s giving us great leadership on the
bench, in the room. It’s nice to see him get rewarded.”
This version of Benn is such a force for Dallas, especially on a roster
depleted by injuries to Tyler Seguin and Alexander Radulov and
(sometimes) Roope Hintz. He’s a principal figure all over the ice, winning
pucks on the boards, pounding defensemen on the forecheck, setting up
teammates and creating on the rush.
The Stars needed someone besides Pavelski, Hintz and Jason
Robertson to step forward. Benn has taken that responsibility and
excelled.
“We’re in a battle as a group here,” Benn said. “We’re playing good
hockey and just wanted to continue that tonight.”
Benn also became the first Stars player in franchise history to score
overtime goals in consecutive games. He tied Mike Modano for the most
overtime goals in Stars history (nine).
“I think his game has gotten better and better as the season went on,”
Pavelski said. “He’s been good. He’s been really good. He’s taken
control of the line, he’s been skating, making a lot of good plays. That
goal he scored tonight was huge for us, I think it tied the franchise record
for overtime goals. No better time for us.”
The win also helped the Stars parry a pair of boogeymen: overtimes and
the Hurricanes.

The Dallas Stars will return to Fort Worth, with the plan to host an NHL
game at Dickies Arena.

“They couldn’t build the ice,” Stars president Brad Alberts said in a phone
interview.
Typically that’s a problem for a hockey team.
With the completion of Dickies Arena, the building management and the
Stars have discussed pairing up for a return.
“We loved having training camp there and we’d like to do it again with the
idea of finishing (camp) with a preseason game at Dickies Arena,”
Alberts said.
This could happen as early as the fall of 2021, but ... COVID continues to
make planning a pain.
As the team has expanded its footprint all over North Texas by building
StarCenter hockey rinks, the one region of DFW the team has not
penetrated is its sister city to the west.
The Stars have built the best grass roots model in the NHL in nontraditional markets, to the point where they will host the International Ice
Hockey Federation Under-18 Men’s World Championship; the event will
run in Frisco and Plano from April 26 to May 6.
Since moving from Minnesota to Texas in 1993, the Stars have built the
sport of hockey in Texas, and much of the lower part of the United
States.
The Stars’ move to Texas unlocked the hockey potential in other
communities from North Carolina to Florida to Tennessee, and Arizona.
Despite all of this growth, the Fort Worth community has seen almost
none of it.
It’s a chicken and egg problem. The Stars have not invested heavily in
Fort Worth because the numbers don’t say it’s worth it. When the Stars
review who supports their team and where they come from, it’s not Fort
Worth.
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Is it not worth it because the Stars don’t invest in Fort Worth?
The Stars now have 16 sheets of ice available in eight rinks in Frisco,
Plano, McKinney, Richardson, Valley Ranch, Farmers Branch, Euless
and the newest building in Mansfield.
“We still don’t have enough,” Alberts said. “We have adult beer league
hockey games starting at midnight.”
There remains no ice time in Fort Worth. If you live in Fort Worth, you’re
driving at least 30 minutes to play a hockey game, that’s assuming you
can schedule a time.
It’s hard to grow the sport around youth leagues when you can’t play the
game. Ice time will forever remain the single biggest problem in hockey’s
growth in the lower part of the U.S.
“It’s where the population base is going, so Fort Worth would be a good
one,” Alberts said. “That is a market we’ve talked about a lot to get over
there.”
But ...
Fort Worth is the 13th largest city in the United States, and easily the
biggest in America without a pro sports franchise. The city often functions
like a small town, which is part of its charm and allure.
The small town appeal is wonderful, right up until the time you want the
amenities offered by other large cities, like a Dallas. In this case, an
amenity like a hockey rink.
For the Stars to build a new facility requires a partnership with the city.
The city offers up a parcel of land, and the team kicks in about $16
million.
“We’ve looked into going north to Denton or Prosper; there is growth that
way,” Alberts said. “When we had the Winter Classic, we looked into
maybe doing South Dallas.”
The city of Fort Worth has discussed building a youth baseball facility
with the Texas Rangers, similar to the one built in the western part of
Dallas.
There is room here, and there has been interest.
What there has not been is action.
Whether it’s the NHL’s Texas born players such as Tampa Bay’s Blake
Coleman, the arrival of the IIHF World Juniors, or the existence of
dozens of youth hockey teams in the Dallas area, the Stars built the sport
in Texas.
It would be nice if Fort Worth was a part of it.
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Deja vu: Jamie Benn’s vintage performance from Art Ross days propels
Stars

By Saad Yousuf Apr 26, 2021

Think back to December 8, 2015. It was a crisp Tuesday night in Dallas,
18,287 fans filed into the American Airlines Center to watch the Stars
play host to the Carolina Hurricanes for what turned out to be an
exhilarating hockey game. Jamie Benn, who was just under eight months
removed from winning the Art Ross Trophy in the 2014-15 season finale,
put on a show. The then-26-year-old Benn scored Dallas’ second goal
and assisted on the next three scores. With the game tied 5-5 in the
waning seconds, Patrick Sharp scored the game-winning goal for the
Stars to give them a 6-5 victory.

Now, fast forward to April 26, 2021. It was a cozy Monday evening in
Dallas, a reduced crowd of 5,364 fans due to COVID-19 restrictions
made their way to their seats at the AAC. The seats served more as
place holder than a place to sit as fans stayed on their feet for much of
the back-and-forth hockey game. The Stars, fighting for their playoff lives,
played the first-place Hurricanes. They started fast with an early powerplay goal by Joe Pavelski. Jason Dickinson deflected in the next goal for
the Stars on a shot from Esa Lindell. Denis Gurianov unleashed his
patented one-timer for the Stars’ third goal. It was a unique name
credited with each goal but one name was repeated every time.
Jamie Benn. The Stars captain, now 31, assisted on each goal for the
Stars. It was already a vintage night for Benn, despite whiffing on an
empty net in the second period that would have given him a goal.
Late in the third period, Carolina’s Jani Hakanpaa ensured Benn’s three
points wouldn’t be enough when he tied things up at 3 with less than five
minutes left in regulation. The teams went to visit one of the Stars’ ugliest
demons this season: Overtime. The Stars have lost 12 games beyond
regulation this season, including a couple to these very Hurricanes. Sure,
they were coming off an overtime win in Detroit on Saturday but that
team was eliminated from postseason contention Monday night. The
Canes had just clinched a postseason berth by virtue of nabbing a point.
After some “oohs” and “ahhhs” littered the AAC for the first half of the
extra period, rookie Jason Robertson gathered the puck from a falling
Vincent Trocheck. Caught on the ice in a long shift, Robertson started to
make his way down the ice as the crowd rose to its feet. Robertson had
Benn skating with him to form a two-on-one against Carolina’s Nino
Niederreiter. Just as Robertson crossed the blue line, his skating went
into cruise control, Benn still lagging just behind him. It gave the Stars
captain just enough time for one last burst of speed. Robertson got the
puck past Niederreiter’s waving stick. Benn collected the puck, made a
swift move to his left and shoved the puck past Hurricanes goaltender
James Reimer for a 4-3 victory.
One goal. Three assists. Four points. More than five years apart, a onegoal victory victimizing the Hurricanes.
Just like old times.
“That’s the best I have seen him skate in the three years I have been
here, and he has been doing it for a long period of time,” coach Rick
Bowness said. “He is really enjoying that center ice, and I think he loves
these situations where he can put the team on his back and say, ‘Let’s
go.’ He has been doing that for a long time this season, so that’s great to
see. He has given us great leadership on the bench and in the room, and
it’s nice to see him be rewarded. The biggest thing, to answer your
question, is his skating and his compete level. He is just not going to be
denied.”
“It’s unreal. Everyone loves that guy. He is the best captain I have ever
played for,” goaltender Jake Oettinger said. “He is the guy you want out
there when the game is on the line and he wants to win more than
anyone. He wants to lead this team into the playoffs, and I am really
happy for him. A lot of people don’t see what type of person he is off the
ice or to the guys or the type of leadership that he brings on a daily basis.
For him to get rewarded is awesome and the guys are super fired up for
him.”
Benn didn’t just show up for the Stars. Over the past month, he’s been
playing some of the best hockey of his past half-decade, a literal pointper-game player for the Stars. In his past 15 games, Benn now has 15
points. After the lethal top line of Robertson, Roope Hintz and Joe
Pavelski was assembled, there were questions about where else the
Stars could get scoring. Without top centerman Tyler Seguin, Bowness
dug into his bag of tricks and revealed Benn as the centerman for the
second line, flanked by Dickinson and Gurianov. Since then, there’s been
a resurgence in Gurianov’s game after a rough couple of months to begin
the season but Benn has quite literally been at the center of it all.
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“I think his game has gotten better and better as the season has gone
on,” Pavelski said. “He’s been really good. He’s taken control of that line
and he’s been skating, making a lot of good plays.”
Benn plays a physical brand of hockey which can make it difficult to
maintain a consistent level of production offensively. The transition to
center helps in that department because Benn isn’t skating along the
boards as much. When he does, Benn has a tendency to not just take
hits but also deliver them. It’s his style but dishing out that kind of
punishment can take a toll and playing in the middle reduces that to
some degree. It’s allowed his offensive skill game to rise back to the top
after there were questions about if it even existed anymore. It’s important
for the Stars that Benn’s game has surfaced because no matter how
talented Hintz is or how loud Robertson’s footsteps for the Calder Trophy
become, Dallas needs its captain.
“I think it shows the way Jamie plays is how our team is going to play,”
Bowness said last week. “He is the engine of this team and, obviously,
it’s great to see that he is creating a little bit more, but I think he is getting
some bounces, as well, which he deserves. He has stuck with it for a
while here and it’s nice to see the puck bouncing a little bit his way this
time.”
Sort of how it was five years ago.
Observations
• If this song of Benn’s praise sounds familiar, it’s because it is. About 48
hours before his dagger in Dallas on Monday night, Benn scored an
overtime game winner in Detroit to give the Stars a 2-1 victory over the
Red Wings. The two shots made Benn the first player in Stars history to
score overtime goals in consecutive games. With his game winner
Monday, Benn tied Mike Modano for the most overtime goals in Stars
history.

he’s shooting without hesitation and launching one-timers from his spot
on the right circle. On the shift Gurianov scored his goal, Bowness said
he wasn’t even sure if Gurianov was going to go on the ice because he
was a little banged up. Gurianov made his way out there and found his
way back on the stat sheet:
Along with a growing confidence, Bowness said other players setting him
up to succeed is a big help to Gurianov’s production.
“It’s also a sign that the guys are finding him,” Bowness said. “He’s
always gone to those spots. Sometimes you don’t get the puck.
Sometimes the defender breaks it up. He’s getting the puck at the right
time and the right seam and Jamie found him with a perfect pass. The
confidence is a big part of it.”
• Oettinger made some big saves, particularly in the second period when
the Dallas defense allowed the Hurricanes to get through. Oettinger
continued to stop the puck and on the three occasions it slipped past
him, he didn’t get rattled. In the end, he stopped 29 of 32 shots, a fairly
busy night for the rookie goaltender.
“I think definitely,” said Oettinger, when asked if his confidence grows
over the course of the game. “When you can get some shots early that
helps every goalie. That last game in Detroit that (Anton) Khudobin was
in, those are the hardest games. We talked after and I think we both
would rather have faced 50 shots than have six shots through two
periods.
“It was really tough, and I think I have had all different types of games
this year. I think the really good goalies are the ones that it doesn’t matter
if you are getting a ton of work or if you are getting a couple of shots a
period. They play the same and they are as dialed in either way, so that
is something I have been working on and obviously getting more game
experience helps with that.”

• Whether Robertson wins the Calder Trophy remains to be seen but any
potential shortcoming there doesn’t diminish his impact on the ice for the
Stars nor a blindingly bright future. Kirill Kaprizov remains the frontrunner for the honor as he leads all rookies with 41 points. In four fewer
games, Robertson has 39 points and leads all rookies with 25 assists.
However, Kaprizov leads all rookies 22 goals. Aside from which markets
receive more national attention, Kaprizov’s points usually are a bit
flashier and make for fun 15-second clips to circulate on social media.

Having that kind of performance was especially encouraging since
Oettinger’s last trip on the ice was in Detroit when he spelled Khudobin
after the Russian goaltender allowed three goals in the first period.
Oettinger allowed three goals of his own, resulting in a 7-3 loss. With
Monday’s game, Oettinger got back on track to what’s been a stellar
rookie season. As the cherry on top, Monday night was the first time he
played in the NHL in front of his grandparents, Don and Myrna Oettinger,
who were in the AAC.

Robertson’s points aren’t as fancy but the NHL doesn’t, or shouldn’t, give
out style points. A point counts the same on the stat sheet and on the
scoreboard. Benn’s four-point night rightfully stole the headlines Monday
night but Robertson had another phenomenal performance end-to-end in
typical Robertson fashion. His first assist came on the power play as he
got scrappy, driving hard to the front of the net. It helped set up Pavelski
for the first goal of the game:

• It was a rough, physical night for a few Stars players. Hintz was taken
down hard into the boards in the third period and stayed down for quite a
bit of time before shaking it off and heading back to the bench. Hintz was
fine, or as fine as he could possibly be. He is already dealing with a
nagging lower-body injury so crashing violently into the boards certainly
doesn’t help matters. With the intensity of Monday’s game and with it
going to overtime, it would be shocking to see Hintz in the lineup
Tuesday night for the back end of the back-to-back.

His second assist was the game winner to Benn. He began the sequence
with his physicality along the boards and ended it with a patient play that
flexed his hockey IQ. All of that came while Robertson was stuck on the
ice for nearly a two-minute shift. That’s especially exhausting in an
overtime situation when the three-on-three setup creates more space
and more skating.
Robertson setting up Pavelski and then fighting on the ground while the
puck rebounds in the net won’t make many highlight reels on Twitter. The
complete end-to-end sequence while battling exhaustion in overtime to
make the right play will be overshadowed by Benn scoring the goal. In
both situations, the goal isn’t scored without the efforts of the 21-year-old
rookie.
Kaprizov, who celebrated his 24th birthday Monday, is having a fantastic
season and deserves the hype as a Calder contender but to dismiss the
race as a done deal is disrespectful to Robertson’s work. There’s one
rookie in the NHL this season with an eight-game (and counting) points
streak and he plays in Dallas.
• Gurianov’s game has looked different recently as he’s clicked with Benn
and Dickinson. Gurianov’s confidence especially bleeds through when

Andrew Cogliano also took a beating Monday night. As part of the
defensive shutdown line, Cogliano is often tasked with taking on players
much bigger than him and he takes on that challenge game after game,
often getting involved in post-whistle dust-ups as well. Cogliano went
flying into the boards at one point Monday and then later was a victim of
friendly fire when a puck hit him on his left leg. Cogliano immediately
went off the ice and down the tunnel but returned shortly to the bench.
From 2007-18, Cogliano didn’t miss a single game, posting an ironman
streak of 830 consecutive games, fourth-longest in NHL history.
• Nashville took care of business, beating the Florida Panthers on
Monday. They maintain a two-point lead in the standings, though the
Stars have two games in hand and a slightly better point percentage.
Both teams play against the same opponents on a back-to-back
Tuesday. After that, Nashville has three days of rest while the Stars have
a date in Tampa on Thursday. That sets up a showdown in Nashville on
Saturday, the final head-to-head of the regular season between the Stars
and Predators.
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• Monday night was the Stars’ Pride Night. Before the game, the team
sold T-shirts, designed by Mio, a Swedish artist and hockey fan. She
designed the shirts, an idea spurred by Dallas Stars Foundation director
Chelsea Livingston after reading a Twitter thread posted by Mio on
International Women’s Day on March 8. From that point, the process
moved fairly quickly to have her designs printed on the shirts.
TOGETHER AS ONE. GET ONE OF THESE SPECIAL EDITION PRIDETHEMED SHIRTS DESIGNED BY @FLYERSWITCH
PROCEEDS BENEFIT @CHARITIESDALLAS
→ HTTPS://T.CO/Y8V9ZL0GDV PIC.TWITTER.COM/UXHD5KMBIQ
— DALLAS STARS (@DALLASSTARS) APRIL 26, 2021
Proceeds from T-shirt sales go to Dallas Hope Charities, as did Pride
Night commemorative tickets and the Pride warm-up jersey auction.
During warmups, players wore Pride tape and jerseys and some of the
sticks from Monday night’s game will be auctioned off during Pride
Month.
Personnel
On Monday, the Stars were able to roll out the same four lines of
forwards from Saturday’s win in Detroit, a rarity for the Stars this season.
The defensive pairs were also the same, which isn’t as cheerful of a
result because it means John Klingberg missed his second consecutive
game with a lower-body injury. After the morning skate, Bowness said he
was a game-time decision. Here is what the lineup looked like again:
Jason Robertson — Roope Hintz — Joe Pavelski

Kevin Boyle. Blashill played in goal for four seasons at Ferris State. Also
on staff are Jeff Salajko and L.J. Scapace – who Blashill joked would be
contenders to fill an opening.
"I would say it’s probably a close race between myself, LJ Scarpace, and
Jeff Salajko, who is the worst goalie of the three,” Blashill said. “Jeff
Salajko claims he’s got health reasons why he can’t put the pads on
ever, yet he works out every day like crazy. I think an excuse, personally.
So I think it would be kind of a battle between the three of us. If I don’t
like the way the game is going, maybe I don’t want to be on the bench
anymore, maybe I’d put the pads on and go from there.”
BETWEEN THE PIPES:Bernier makes 50 saves, but Stars win in OT, 21
Teams don’t have an emergency backup in the building (who could play
for either team) because of the taxi squad. There has not been a
situation this season where the Wings have had to look beyond the third
spot on the depth chart.
“Who the next option would be, I guess we’d have to look and see who’s
available,” Blashill said. “I’d love to tell you we’re prepared for that
scenario, but the reason we have a taxi squad goalie is generally for that
guy to be able to go in.”
Detroit Free Press LOADED: 04.27.2021
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Red Wings' Joe Veleno takes on pressure, expectations at NHL level

Jason Dickinson — Jamie Benn — Denis Gurianov
Andrew Cogliano — Radek Faksa — Blake Comeau

Ted Kulfan

Tanner Kero — Justin Dowling — Mark Pysyk
Esa Lindell — Sami Vatanen

Detroit — The NHL debut of Joe Veleno is getting closer.

Jamie Oleksiak — Miro Heiskanen

Maybe Tuesday in Columbus, or the next game in Carolina. Soon, it
appears, Veleno will get into the Red Wings’ lineup.

Joel Hanley — Andrej Sekera
Jake Oettinger
The Athletic LOADED: 04.27.2021
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How Detroit Red Wings would deal with a goaltending crisis

Veleno, one of the Wings’ 2018 first-round picks (Filip Zadina was the
other) can’t wait.
The center was involved Monday in his first full practice, after a week of
participating in morning skates and optional skates, as the schedule was
filled with games.
“Just being around the guys and having the experience of going to the
road games, I’m excited to get the chance eventually and make the best
of it,” said Veleno, who is waiting to be medically cleared after suffering a
mild concussion/whiplash late in his Swedish Hockey League season.

Helene St. James

Coach Jeff Blashill hasn’t seen a lot of Veleno, but has noticed a
physically different young player from a year or two ago.

Dealing with injuries is part of life in the NHL, but there is one position
that makes coping way more difficult than others.

“Undoubtedly he’s changed his body for the good,” Blashill said. “He
looks thicker, and from what I understand he’s gotten quicker because of
it, so it’s good weight.

Over the weekend, news emerged that the Ottawa Senators had forward
Artem Anisimov dress in goaltending gear after losing scheduled starter
Anton Forsberg to injury during pregame warmups and losing scheduled
backup Matt Murray less than five minutes into the second period. That
would be the equivalent of the Wings losing Jonathan Bernier and
Thomas Greiss.
Losing two NHL-tested goaltenders is somewhat alleviated this season
by taxi squads, but only to a degree. For example, the Senators has
Marcus Hogberg on the taxi squad, but after that, Anisimov was next on
the depth chart.
Wings coach Jeff Blashill joked Monday he might have to pencil himself
onto the Wings’ depth chart behind Calvin Pickard and Kaden Fulcher or

“He’s definitely a bigger man than he was a year ago so that’s a positive
thing. Coaches have told me he’s skating and shooting the puck well, so
we’ll see.”
Veleno played a lot of wing with Malmo this season, but Blashill said the
Wings continue to envision Veleno as a center and he'll play center with
the Wings when inserted into the lineup.
Wings fans have been clamoring for the chance to see Veleno at the
NHL level.
He appeared on track to get in a few games late last season with the
Wings, but the pandemic ended the season, and the Wings weren’t
brought back for the NHL’s Return To Play.
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This season, Veleno was loaned to Malmo in the SHL. Veleno returned
earlier this month, and had to complete a seven-day quarantine before
getting on the ice with the Wings.
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He understands the expectations and pressure of fans through social
media, but knows how to deal with it.

Red Wings eager to see Joe Veleno before season winds down

“There’s always going to be pressure but it’s part of hockey. It’s always
going to be there,” Veleno said. “I like playing under pressure. That’s why
you play the game of hockey. A lot of people are going to expect certain
things but you have to be mentally tough with it, and know what they’re
(the organization) doing is right and listen to the right people who try to
help you.
“I’m excited to get things going over here I know I worked real hard to get
here. I know I worked real hard to get here and I’ll have fun with it, kind of
just relax and work hard out there. If you work hard, everything seems to
fall into place.
“Pressure is always going to be there, no matter what.”
The Wings have traditionally been patient with their draft picks, not
rushing any young player to the NHL before he excels at the American
League level.
Veleno is no different, following in a long line of recent draft picks who’ve
learned professional hockey in Grand Rapids.
“Everybody wants the next guys and you’re always excited about the
next person until maybe that next person doesn’t do it and you want the
next person,” said Blashill, of fans’ anticipation. “(General manager)
Steve (Yzerman) isn’t going to rush any of these guys to the NHL. He’s
going to make sure they've earned it and they’re ready for it. If you do the
alternative, first off, if you don’t make people earn it, you create a culture
of entitlement that nobody wants. No. 2, if they’re not ready for it they’ll
come here and fail, and they’ll fail here at times anyway, but you want
them to have as much in their toolbox when they have their struggles in
the NHL, as much experience, before putting them in their spot.
“Everybody’s time line is different, and there’s no quick fix at all. It takes
time and drafting and no quick fix to rebuild.
“We don’t know which ones will (be impact players), if any, and hopefully
a number them do, and you’ll become a better team when they’re ready
to be that type of impact players.”
Ice chips
Blashill said forward Robby Fabbri (upper body) is still day to day.
Fabbri's availability against Columbus remains unclear.
... Defenseman Filip Hronek didn't practice Monday, but Blashill expects
Hronek to be available against Columbus.
"He's banged up, but so are a lot of players," Blashill said. "I anticipate
him playing, but you never know until you get to (Tuesday)."
... NHL teams carried four-to-six man taxi squads this season, through
the pandemic. Count Blashill among a growing number of coaches and
executives who don't want to see the format continued next season.
"The taxi squad guys get in a spot where there are more guys who just
are not playing (games)," Blashill said. "That's why you have the
American League, so you keep guys playing and practicing."
Red Wings at Columbus Blue Jackets
►Faceoff: 7 p.m., Tuesday, Nationwide Arena.
►TV/radio: Bally Sports Detroit-plus/WWJ-950 AM.
►Outlook: The Red Wings (17-25-8) and Columbus (15-25-10) face
each other for the first of three games in these final two weeks. … The
Wings lead the season series 3-2-0.
Detroit News LOADED: 04.27.2021
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DETROIT – The Detroit Red Wings are eager to see how Joe Veleno
looks as an NHL center before the season winds down.
Veleno, after taking part in several optional practices and gameday
skates, experienced his first full practice with the Red Wings on Monday.
He was not immediately cleared to play from concussion protocol but
could receive clearance later in the day or in the morning, in time for a
potential NHL debut Tuesday in Columbus (7 p.m., Bally Sports Detroit
Plus). If not Tuesday, then soon.
The Red Wings have six games remaining and Veleno, the 30th overall
pick in 2018, figures to play extensively.
“The advantage of playing Joe right now is to find out how ready he is to
be a center in the National Hockey League, and if he’s not ready to be a
center in the National Hockey League then he would probably need to
spend more time in the American League to become that center,” coach
Jeff Blashill said.
Veleno, 21, skated on a line with Sam Gagner and Richard Panik. He
returned a few weeks ago from Sweden, where he was on loan to Malmo
in the top men’s league. He had 11 goals and nine assists in 46 games,
moving back and forth from center to wing.
This followed an extended offseason of training.
“I needed to put on some weight, get a lot stronger, which I did,” Veleno
said. “I never had a summer like that. I got to work-out a lot. I always had
short summers cut off because of tournaments or international play. In a
way I took a step forward in my development.”
Blashill said Veleno (6-1, 194) has changed his body for the good, after
making his pro debut in 2019-20 with the Grand Rapids Griffins (11
goals, 12 assists in 54 games).
“He looks thicker. From what I understand he’s gotten quicker because of
it,” Blashill said. “He’s definitely a bigger man than he was a year ago.
Our coaches have told me he’s skating well and shooting well.”
The Red Wings obtained Veleno with one of the three draft picks they
received from Vegas in the 2018 Tomas Tatar trade. They hope Veleno
eventually develops into a second-line center. His experience in Sweden
helped.
“The hockey is really good, it’s competitive, a hard-working league,”
Veleno said. “Something I take from it is how good everyone is
defensively and focused on playing a 200-foot game.
“It’s something I found I needed to improve a lot. To be a 200-foot
centerman in the NHL you need to be relied upon defensively and be
able to produce offensively. I can’t wait to go on the ice and show it.”
Accountability is the best way to earn trust and minutes, especially for
those unproven in the NHL.
“When we put you out there, we can trust that you’re going to be
accountable at both ends of the rink, that you’re not going to give away
easy chances,” Blashill said. “It’s really hard for any player to out-chance
tons of mistakes.
“Ultimately, Joe would like to be a big piece of this organization; we’d like
Joe to be a big piece of us becoming a great team, a winning team.
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Steve (general manager Yzerman) understands these players have to
learn to be all-around players if they want to be part of this solution
moving forward. You can’t win championships without 200-foot players.”
Veleno is not stressing about his much-anticipated NHL debut, whenever
that may be.
“Work hard, have some fun, not be too stressed out on the ice, and I
think everything will fall into place,” Veleno said.
His parents can’t attend due to travel restrictions between the
U.S./Canada border.
“For sure it’s disappointing,” Veleno said. “They’ve sacrificed a lot to see
me get here. They’d be really happy and proud of me being at the arena.”

go around being depressed all day. It definitely won’t help you win
games, either.”
Tortorella and his coaching staff are doing their part by keeping practices
light. There are still instructional parts to them, but the Jackets are also
pulling the nets close together and playing “small area” games that help
players remember that hockey can still be fun.
“It brings in some fun, but it also … it’s not the drills,” Tortorella said. “I
want the players to enjoy some of the time that’s left here, so we’re trying
to act accordingly there. My shift in mindset has gone that way, because
they don’t deserve to be grinded. As much as the year we’ve had has
been a very bad year, I am not going to double it up and grind ’em
through this here.”

Hronek update: Defenseman Filip Hronek didn’t practice Monday, one of
several players dealing with relatively minor injuries, but Blashill
anticipates he will be ready Tuesday.

Atkinson nears 400

“But you just never know until you get to tomorrow,” Blashill said.

The 10-year NHL veteran has 399 career points on 212 goals and 187
assists, all for Columbus, and his next goal or assist will get him to a level
that only former Blue Jackets captain Rick Nash has reached previously
for the team.

Hronek and Marc Staal are the only Red Wings who have played all 50
games.
Robby Fabbri skated in a blue non-contact jersey and did not take part in
many drills, so he is expected to miss his 12th consecutive game due to
an upper-body injury. Blashill said he is day-to-day.
Michigan Live LOADED: 04.27.2021
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Cam Atkinson is closing on another significant milestone in his ascent up
the Blue Jackets’ record books.

Nash had 289-258—547 in 674 games over nine seasons for the Blue
Jackets, who drafted Atkinson in the sixth round in 2008. Atkinson and
Nash are the only two players to play more than 600 games with the Blue
Jackets. Atkinson is also second in franchise history in goals behind
Nash, who is now a member of the team’s front office.
Transactions

Notes: Winless streak challenging morale as Blue Jackets play out the
string
'Small area' games boost fun during practices, but zero wins in their past
nine games makes it difficult to stay positive. Other notes: Atkinson
chasing 400th point and Tarasov one step closer.

Brian Hedger

The Blue Jackets' Oliver Bjorkstrand, center, here celebrating his goal
with Patrik Laine, right, and Nick Foligno on Feb. 23, says, "You don’t
want to be in a bad mood the whole day, so I think guys just have to lift
each other up by joking around when we can.”
The Blue Jackets’ video conferences after games and practices are
beginning to resemble scenes from a dentist’s waiting room.
Unease, consternation and the drone of monotone voices that belong to
people trapped inside a hockey hellscape are now expected as the
Jackets and coach John Tortorella tire of answering questions about
recurring issues during a nine-game winless skid that has dropped them
to the Central Division's basement. And that’s just a snapshot of their
collective mood following a disastrous six-game road trip that concluded
Sunday with a stinging 4-3 overtime loss in Tampa, Fla.
Throw in the NHL’s restrictive COVID-19 protocols, and it’s a recipe for
NHL depression.
“I don’t even look at it that way,” Tortorella said Saturday. “It’s a
miserable time because we’re not going to be playing in a couple of
weeks. We’re just playing out the string.”

A day after promoting rookie goaltender Daniil Tarasov from the
Cleveland Monsters to the NHL taxi squad, the Blue Jackets reversed
course Monday by reassigning him to the American Hockey League.
Matiss Kivlenieks was recalled from the Monsters to the taxi squad and
could be one of the Jackets' two goalies Tuesday against the Detroit Red
Wings if Joonas Korpisalo isn't available. Korpisalo left the game Sunday
at 2:41 of the third period with a lower-body injury, and Tortorella didn't
have a postgame update on his condition.
Kivlenkieks, 24, has yet to play in the NHL this season. He made his NHL
debut with the Blue Jackets last year, going 1-1-2 with a 2.95 goalsagainst average and .898 save percentage in six appearances. He is 6-10 with a 2.27 GAA and .926 save percentage in seven appearances for
the Monsters this season.
The Blue Jackets also reassigned rookie center Josh Dunne to Cleveland
on Monday. Dunne, 22, made his NHL debut and averaged 10:23 while
centering the fourth line in six games.
Columbus Dispatch LOADED: 04.27.2021
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The Athletic / Mock expansion draft 6.0: For the Seattle Kraken, now it’s
getting real

By Eric Duhatschek and Ryan S. Clark Apr 27, 2021

Winning might help, but without victories the Jackets are resorting to
other measures to keep morale from cratering.

Ever since Seattle Kraken general manager Ron Francis assembled the
bones of his hockey operations staff over the past year or so, they have
been conducting mock drafts on a semi-regular basis in anticipation of
July’s expansion draft to stock the NHL’s 32nd franchise.

“You don’t want to be in a bad mood the whole day, so I think guys just
have to lift each other up by joking around when we can,” said forward
Oliver Bjorkstrand, whose face still bears the proof of being struck in the
nose by the puck last week against the Florida Panthers. “You can’t just

Francis has been in regular conversation with his GM peers and in the
next little while, once the expansion fees are paid, the Kraken will have
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full NHL status and Francis can ramp up the negotiations with his
colleagues.
Why does it matter?
Well, it was during this exact period — right after the NHL trade deadline
and right up until the final hours of their own expansion draft — that the
Vegas Golden Knights did all the wheeling and dealing that set them up
so nicely for their inaugural season in 2017-18.
So many of the pre-arranged trades Golden Knights general manager
George McPhee negotiated helped Vegas become the most successful
expansion franchise in league history.
In addition, the draft choice capital that McPhee landed — which included
two additional first-round picks beyond his own in 2017 — ultimately
enabled him to make the trades that brought in Mark Stone from Ottawa
and Max Pacioretty from Montreal, which helped cement the Golden
Knights’ status as an elite NHL team.
In short, this was a critical period in the Vegas evolution and Seattle has
entered that period now.
Francis’ plan was to wait until the dust settled from all the transactions
that occurred on the April 12 NHL tradeline deadline, give his staff a
week to digest all the revised rosters and then resume their mock draft
modelling.
Everything up until now has been mostly a hypothetical exercise.
Now, it’s getting far more real.
Here at The Athletic, we have been undertaking mock drafts since
Seattle was accepted as the NHL’s 32nd franchise — five of them in all.
The original came in December 2018. I went back and revisited that first
mock draft and the roster turnover is absolutely staggering. Some players
aren’t even in the league anymore.
There were caveats sprinkled throughout the original exercise that
suggested lots could — and would — change before Seattle ever started
calling out names. It was an easy prediction to make and one that has
indeed turned out to be true.
I was speaking to McPhee fairly regularly during the years leading up to
his expansion draft and one of the things he said stuck with me — that
from the time the Golden Knights started doing their first mock drafts until
they actually selected their team, the names kept changing constantly. In
the end, only a handful of names from their original projected roster
ended up making it to Vegas.
By rule, the Kraken must select a minimum of 14 forwards, nine
defencemen and three goalies, for a total of 26 mandatory selections.
The remaining four are up to them. Vegas took four extra defencemen
with their “at large” selections and then flipped their blue line surplus for
future draft considerations.
Players with no-movement clauses in their contracts must waive them in
order to become eligible for the Seattle available lists and the expectation
is a handful of players that have that protection that are playing on largely
unmovable contracts — such as Milan Lucic in Calgary and Erik Johnson
in Colorado — will waive as a courtesy to their current employers.
Since the Kraken is in the process of doing their own mock drafts right
now, it’s as good a time as any to unveil our own version of Seattle mock
draft 6.0 … because let’s face it, assisting NHL teams in their decisionmaking is really one of the best parts of the gig.
A second team from our Kraken reporter, Ryan S. Clark, follows below.
Each team’s full list of protected and available players can be found in
this separate file. Here, we’re skipping right to the who and why part of
the selection process.
Anaheim Ducks
The pick: Alexander Volkov

Just ahead of the deadline, the Ducks acquired defenceman Haydn
Fleury from Carolina and forward Alexander Volkov from Tampa Bay and
both will require protection. Just because defencemen are so valuable
and Fleury has such a great pedigree (seventh pick in 2014, a player
drafted originally by Ron Francis), we’re intuiting that Anaheim protects
him, which forces them into some hard decisions up front and means
Volkov will likely be available. Seattle should still get a good young
player: On defence, Jacob Larsson is a cost-effective choice ($1.2
million, RFA in 2022) while Kevin Shattenkirk is one of a handful of
options that Seattle will have to add an aging, skilled, offensive
defenceman who needs to play protected minutes for reasonable money
($3.9 million, UFA in 2023). Both Adam Henrique ($5.825 million AAV,
UFA in 2024) and Jakob Silfverberg ($5.25 million, UFA in 2024) are
quality, but pricey NHL forward options, while Danton Heinen and Sam
Steel are younger and cheaper. For budgetary reasons, Larsson, Steel or
Volkov may be the best options — one a steady defenceman, the other
two potentially useful forwards.
Arizona Coyotes
The pick: Adin Hill
Arizona will almost certainly lose a goalie and it will almost certainly be
Adin Hill, who filled in responsibly after both Darcy Kuemper and Antti
Raanta missed big chunks of the season with injury. Phil Kessel and
Oliver Ekman-Larsson have no-move protection and four members of the
Coyotes’ blue line are UFA this summer (Alex Goligoski, Niklas
Hjalmarsson, Jason Demers and Jordan Oesterle). No need to overthink
this.
Boston Bruins
The pick: Jeremy Lauzon
Patrice Bergeron, Brad Marchand and Charlie Coyle all have no-move
protection, while the two biggest names on the available list are pending
UFAs, David Krejci and Taylor Hall, neither of whom is likely to tempt
Seattle more than one of two younger defencemen who are available:
Jeremy Lauzon, 23, RFA in 2022, earning $850,000 or Jakub Zboril, 24,
RFA in 2022, $725,000. When healthy, Lauzon had a greater role
(playing just under 19 minutes per night, compared to 17:40 for Zboril),
but both were solidly entrenched in the top six and either would be a
useful, cost-controlled player, with some upside, for Seattle.
Buffalo Sabres
The pick: Colin Miller
Jeff Skinner poses the biggest question mark here. He has full no-move
protection and is wildly overpriced at $9 million a year on a contract that
doesn’t expire until 2027 and the Sabres would heavily have to
incentivize Seattle to take him, likely by eating half the value of the
contract just for starters and probably having to throw in additional
sweeteners to make it worthwhile. The only reason Seattle would do it is
1. They’ll have the cap space, and 2. Two of Skinner’s biggest supporters
are currently in the Seattle front office. Francis, who knew Skinner from
his Carolina days and assistant GM Jason Botterill, who signed him to
that contract extension in the first place when Botterill was running
Buffalo. But Seattle might just decide that it’s more of a commitment than
they want to make and opt for an easier choice, Colin Miller, who is
priced right at $3.875 million on a contract that expires in 2022 and thus,
could likely make a great trade-deadline acquisition for someone next
year. Miller also has the benefit of experience — he was a useful player
on Vegas’ expansion team. The other option would be the 24-year-old
Will Borgen, if they lean for a younger, cheaper option.
Calgary Flames
The pick: Matthew Phillips
The Flames solved their primary expansion draft question — who to
protect up front — by trading Sam Bennett to Florida at the deadline. All
along, the expectation is that Milan Lucic will waive his no-move clause,
which really leaves Calgary with only one niggling question: Do you
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protect your aging captain Mark Giordano or the extremely useful Chris
Tane. This will be a little bit of a poker game because Calgary’s available
list isn’t all that attractive with Bennett no longer in the mix and Juuso
Valimaki exempt. Last time, Vegas plucked a UFA off Calgary’s list —
Deryk Engelland, because they didn’t like any of the other options, and
you could see history repeating itself here. If the Flames play it safe with
Giordano, Seattle should be tempted by Tanev. What Vegas did a
handful of times that few people remember is they plucked a minor
leaguer off a team’s roster for cost-saving purposes, because they didn’t
love any of the available NHL options. That also could happen here.

(26) as Burakovsky, has the same term remaining on his contract (one
more year until he too is UFA), but costs about half as much ($2.5
million). He has been an energetic, effective bottom-six forward in
Colorado; the Kraken may project that he has a touch more to give
offensively and see him as a worthwhile gamble. But when balancing
production against potential, the best fit is almost certainly to be Jost,
who earns under $1 million, is arbitration-eligible but is right now playing
the best hockey of his young career.

Carolina Hurricanes

The pick: Matiss Kivlenieks

The pick: Brady Skjei

The hardest call for Columbus is going to be what to do with Max Domi,
who came over from Montreal in the Josh Anderson trade and had an
underwhelming year. He earns $5.3 million and is UFA in 2022. It may
well be the Blue Jackets make him available to see if Seattle wants to
take on that contract, which would further open up cap room on a team
that’s already well positioned to add via free agency if it chooses to do
so. Dean Kukan would be another in a long-time of serviceable
defencemen that Seattle could look at, but Kivlenieks is an intriguing
option in goal. Elvis Merzlikins is exempt from the expansion draft; the
feeling is Columbus will trade Merzlikins or Joonas Korpisalo at some
point this summer because they have both Matiss Kivlenieks and
Russian netminder Daniil Tarasov in the pipeline. Kivlenieks, at 24, could
be a goalie of the future option for Seattle. Given the choices here, he
might have the best long-term potential.

The Hurricanes have been one of the NHL’s cagiest teams the last
couple of years and they made things interesting again by trading Haydn
Fleury to Anaheim at the deadline for a player on an expiring contract
(Jani Hakanpaa). Fleury would have almost certainly been Seattle’s
choice, a young high draft choice (seventh in 2014) made during Francis’
time running Carolina. The central figure in the Hurricanes’ discussion is
Hamilton, who is on an expiring contract and thus doesn’t need to be
protected. The Hurricanes could theoretically leave him unprotected, and
even if Seattle took him, could still circle back in free agency and sign
him to a long-term contract. Most people believe Carolina and Hamilton
will eventually find a contractual fit. If they time it right, it means they can
leave him off their protected list and put Bean on it who is showing signs
of being an important contributor. Just because we think Carolina is
crafty, we will assume that’s exactly what they will do, which still leaves a
couple of decent blue line options for Seattle: Brady Skjei (pricy at $5.25
million, UFA 2024) or Jake Gardiner ($4.05 million, UFA 2023). Based on
usage this year, Skjei is the more attractive option unless they go
completely off the board and choose a pending UFA goalie, Petr Mrazek,
instead.
Chicago Blackhawks
The pick: Adam Gaudette
The Blackhawks had four players with no-move clauses in their
contracts: Patrick Kane, Jonathan Toews, Duncan Keith and Brent
Seabrook, who announced his retirement in March, though technically,
he will go on long-term injury reserve and collect the remaining years of
his contract. Seabrook will therefore waive his no-move clause for
Seattle, which creates another protection slot on the blue line. Toews,
who didn’t play this year for undisclosed reasons, is a question mark. The
Blackhawks could go 7-3-1, though it seems likelier they want to protect
an extra defenceman. No matter how it plays out, there aren’t a lot of
great choices here for Seattle. Since so many of the natural options thus
far have been on the blue line, we’ll opt for a forward in Adam Gaudette.
Colorado Avalanche
The pick: Tyson Jost
Further proof that the Avalanche’s Joe Sakic is in contention for best GM
of the NHL: Sakic has arguably the most talented team in the NHL at the
moment and yet, is still not going to get hurt too badly in the expansion
draft. For starters, two of his top players, Gabriel Landeskog and
goaltender Philipp Grubauer, are unrestricted free agents this summer
and thus technically, don’t have to be protected. The same also applies
to Brandon Saad. For another, although Sakic has to deal with
defenceman Erik Johnson’s no-move clause, the odds of Seattle
investing a pick on Johnson, considering his salary ($6 million), age (33)
and injury history (frequently hurt) mean it’s extremely unlikely the
Kraken would select him. It means Seattle’s choice will likely come down
to one of a handful of useful but ultimately replaceable forwards: Andre
Burakovsky, Joonas Donskoi, J.T. Compher, Valeri Nichushkin or Tyson
Jost. For a team that will likely need scoring, Burakovsky might be the
most intriguing add, but he comes in at a $4.9 million AAV, on a contract
that expires in 2022. The Avs could also theoretically protect Burakovsky,
leave Landeskog available and then circle back and sign Landeskog to
an extension on the first day of free agency. Nichushkin is the same age

Columbus Blue Jackets

Dallas Stars
The pick: Joel L’Esperance
Dallas has four players with no-move clauses: Forwards Jamie Benn,
Tyler Seguin and Alexander Radulov, plus goaltender Ben Bishop. Two
of the three positional decisions here are straight forward: In goal, Bishop
will be protected, Jake Oettinger is exempt and while Anton Khudobin
doesn’t technically meet the expansion draft criteria, he will be available,
even though he is UFA and may tempt Seattle. On defence, the
protected players will be Miro Heiskanen, John Klingberg and Esa
Lindell. Jamie Oleksiak, Stephen Johns and newcomer Sami Vatanen
are all on expiring contracts. Up front, the Stars’ best up-and-comer,
Jason Robertson, is exempt. Really, the only decision there is do they
protect Joe Pavelski, who was arguably their top forward this year, on the
grounds that at age 36, carrying a $7 million cap hit, he would be of little
interest to Seattle? If they protected him, then likely Jason Dickinson
would be available and probably be the choice. Khudobin might be
intriguing because the Kraken will want some experience in goal, but
there could be other better free-agent options. On balance, Seattle’s
options here are unappetizing so Joel L’Esperance is the pick.
Detroit Red Wings
The pick: Luke Glendening
Neither Jonathan Bernier nor Luke Glendening, a pair of UFAs, were
moved at the trade deadline, which could signal one of two things: The
Red Wings want to sign them to extensions and wanted to show loyalty
to the players or they didn’t get a worthwhile offer and didn’t want to give
them away for nothing. Bernier is 32, Glendening 31 and both have value
to a young team such as Detroit, in terms of leadership and stability that
they bring. That too, though, might also appeal to Seattle. Glendening
could be the Kraken’s answer to Pierre-Edouard Bellemare, someone
who could come in, anchor a checking line, win some faceoffs and
otherwise act as a stabilizing force on a young team. Considering all the
other less-than-stellar options, one of those two might be the way to go.
Edmonton Oilers
The pick: Tyler Benson
The Oilers have one of the more fluid situations with regard to the
expansion draft, because they’ve got a whole series of questions that
may or may not be answered before the Seattle expansion draft,
beginning with 1. Can they get Ryan Nugent-Hopkins signed to a
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contract extension (he is UFA this summer) before the Seattle expansion,
in which case they might protect him and shift to the 7-3-1 model? 2. Can
they get Adam Larsson signed to an extension in the same time frame,
because if they did, they would protect him as well? 3. What to do with
Tyson Barrie, who has been a good addition on a budget contract to
quarterback the power play, but they have Evan Bouchard coming and
there will only be so many dollars to go around? Oscar Klefbom was their
No. 1 defenceman a year ago but has missed the entire season because
of shoulder surgery. The Oilers will likely have clarification about his
health status before they have to file their protected list officially. Ideally,
the Oilers would love to see Seattle scoop up Zack Kassian or Kyle
Turris, though that seems unlikely. Ultimately, the choice may come
down to selecting a safe, low-budget blueliner, either Caleb Jones or
William Lagesson, or go off the board and roll the dice on a minor-league
foward, such as Tyler Benson, who is having a strong AHL season and
may just need an NHL door to open. Let’s do that for him.
Florida Panthers
The pick: Radko Gudas
Jonathan Huberdeau, Keith Yandle and Sergei Bobrovsky all have nomovement clauses in their contract and MacKenzie Weegar has moved
into the top three with a breakout season. Chris Driedger has been
excellent as a 1B, especially during the (multiple) times Bobrovsky has
struggled this year, but the Panthers inked Spencer Knight out of college
and they will likely let Driedger go as a UFA. Alexander Wennberg has
been a good addition from Columbus, but he is on an expiring contract.
Noel Acciari hasn’t had the year this year that he had a year ago, but
he’s 29 and a useful experienced body up front. Radko Gudas can be a
completely divisive player, but if you are worried that as an expansion
team, someone might push you around, he’d be the antidote to that. Of
course, you better have the good penalty killing to account for his
rambunctiousness.
Los Angeles Kings
The pick: Kale Clague
Two big names here: Dustin Brown, the captain of a two-time Cupwinning team and Jonathan Quick, a 35-year-old whose best days are
likely behind him, but could provide the sort of veteran presence between
the pipes that Marc-Andre Fleury did for Vegas, in their expansion year.
Quick’s salary-cap charge of $5.8 million wouldn’t make him very
attractive anywhere but Seattle, and the fact that the actual
compensation is about half that (because his contract was front-loaded)
would appeal to the team’s accounting staff. Much of it will be based on
Seattle’s assessment of Quick’s play in this moment in time (decent, but
not spectacular) and how he will age. Brown is — checks stats — their
leading goal scorer again this season, but his age (36) will work against
him. For Vegas, the Kings gambled and left Brown unprotected, even
though his contract isn’t nearly as onerous anymore, he’s a long shot to
get chosen, unless the Kraken really value his leadership potential. The
Kings have one of the longest lists of exempt players, because they are
still fairly early on in a rebuild, so, there’s not going to be a lot that excites
Seattle here. Kale Clague might be the most useful as a still developing
young defenceman, or possibly Lias Andersson, a high draft choice of
the Rangers, the player with the greatest risk/reward benefit.
Minnesota Wild
The pick: Matt Dumba
The Wild have five players with no-movement clauses, three on defence
(Jared Spurgeon, Jonas Brodin and Ryan Suter) and two up front (Mats
Zuccarello and Zach Parise), which limits what general manager Bill
Guerin can do unless someone, such as Suter, waives as a favour to the
organization, which would then permit them to protect Matt Dumba.
Otherwise, it seems likely that they would try to trade Dumba before the
expansion draft, preferably for an exempt player. But even if that
happens, the Kraken will have some interesting options here — Cam
Talbot, who is having an excellent year, really as the de facto No. 1, or
Carson Soucy, who is solid in a No. 5/6 role or possible even Nico Sturm,

who earns a league-minimum salary and is under team control for
another year. Marcus Johansson, Nick Bonino and Nick Bjugstad are all
on expiring contracts. If Dumba gets traded, then Talbot might be too
intriguing a choice to pass up. If nothing changes and this is how the
Wild’s protected list ultimately shapes up, then it’s pretty simple.
Montreal Canadiens
The pick: Joel Armia
Brendan Gallagher, Jeff Petry and Carey Price all have no-movement
clauses. Chances are, the Canadiens can afford to leave Shea Weber
unprotected because of his age (35) and contract status ($7.857 million
AAV until 2026). Tomas Tatar, Phillip Danault and Joel Armia are all
pending UFAs and so technically do not need to be protected. But if any
of them are signed prior to the expansion draft, there is room on the
protected list to put them on. Artturi Lehkonen is RFA and thus under
team control. Jake Allen is probably the most attractive player on the list,
but the Kraken will probably need an everyday all-around option more
than they need another goaltending option, so the underrated Armia just
might be the target.
Nashville Predators
The pick: Rocco Grimaldi
The Preds have two high-priced highly underachieving forwards in Ryan
Johansen and Matt Duchene, who carry cap hits of $8 million apiece and
are signed until 2025 and 2026, respectively. The odds are great that the
Predators will at least explore the idea of Seattle taking one or the other
off their hands at a discount and with perhaps a sweetener attached.
How much of a discount? How big a sweetener? All will depend on if the
respective GMs, Francis and David Poile, can find common ground. If
Seattle simply elects to draft a player off Nashville’s board, Rocco
Grimaldi might be a good fit, a small but high-energy player that’s shown
an ability to score and could easily evolve into a fan favourite quickly in
that market. If you’re looking for an under-the-radar choice, Yakov
Trenin, a 24-year-old low-priced ($725,000, RFA in 2022) forward would
be another option, someone who has been an effective bottom-six
forward for the Preds this year. Johansen is two years younger than
Duchene (28 compared to 30) and signed for one fewer year. The native
of Port Moody, B.C. would in effect be going (close to) home if he went to
Seattle. At full salary, that isn’t going to happen. At a discount, it might.
New Jersey Devils
The pick: Andreas Johnsson
Two of the Devils’ best young players, Jack Hughes and Ty Smith, are
exempt because of age and two of their better forwards, Kyle Palmieri
and Travis Zajac, were traded at the deadline, so the remaining pickings
are pretty slim. We projected P.K. Subban as our pick last time out, but
protected him here, mostly because he’s playing the most minutes on the
team this year and on a club that lacks any sort of veteran presence,
provides a level of steadiness that the Devils will need going forward.
Subban’s $9 million contract would make him less attractive to Seattle,
but his personality and galvanizing presence might encourage them to
grab him. So, we’re taking the temptation off the table this time around.
Ryan Murray is UFA at the end of the season. Though injuries have
mostly derailed his career thus far, he is just 27, a consummate
professional and someone who might be a defensive anchor on an
expansion team, if the determination is made that he is finally, truly
healthy. Andreas Johnsson has decent analytics but hasn’t made much
of an actual scoring impact. Seattle could go off the board and select a
fringe NHLer such as Nathan Bastian or Nick Merkley, but Johnsson will
appeal to Seattle’s analytics department.
New York Islanders
The pick: Kieffer Bellows
Just because it’s wily veteran GM Lou Lamoriello filing the Isles’
protected list, a few curveballs could be thrown Seattle’s way. The
Islanders would love to get Andrew Ladd’s money ($5.5 million until
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2023) off the payroll, so that’ll be one conversation, to see how
expensive that might potentially be. They could also leave one of Josh
Bailey ($5 million, UFA 2024) or Jordan Eberle ($5.5 million, UFA 2024)
available to see if Seattle’s need for scoring might convince them to
gamble on players with slightly more term earning slightly greater dollars
than their current production warrants. Both Kyle Palmieri and Casey
Cizikas might be good strategic fits, but they also both UFA in 2021, so
the only advantage in drafting them would be to get a head start on
negotiating a free-agent contract. If it comes down to simply making a
pick, then Kieffer Bellows, at 22, earning $894,000 and a 2106 first-round
pick is a value selection, especially if you think there’s an upside.
New York Rangers
The pick: Brett Howden
The Rangers look a little like the Leafs did at the Vegas expansion, with
most of their top young players exempt from the expansion draft, a list
which includes Adam Fox, Alexis Lafrenière, Kaapo Kakko, Vitali
Kravtsov and goalie Igor Shesterkin. Four players have no-move clauses:
Artemi Panarin, Mika Zibanejad, Chris Kreider and Jacob Trouba. One
name that wasn’t protected before but likely will be now is Colin
Blackwell, who has had an excellent season. He bumps Brett Howden
down the depth chart, and almost by default, will be the pick.

such as Teddy Blueger and Brandon Tanev ahead of more expensive
scoring options, but either way, Seattle is going to be able to select either
a cost-effective player entering his prime or someone with a bit more of a
scoring impact.
San Jose Sharks
The pick: Brent Burns
Brent Burns has been at or near the top of NHL time on ice this season
(at last look, averaging 26:25 per game). Can a team honestly leave a
player burning through all those important minutes unprotected in an
expansion draft? Well, they can if they are trying to shed payroll and the
two other defenceman who are having far less of an impact, Erik
Karlsson and Marc-Edouard Vlasic, have full no-move protection and are
unlikely to waive it. Internally, it’s a decision the Sharks will need to
wrestle over and if they do make Burns available, then it’ll be up to
Seattle to decide if it wants to add a 36-year-old, earning $8 million until
2025. But Burns has such a big, pleasing personality and could help the
sort of dressing room culture that contributed to Vegas (and the Golden
Misfits) having a record-setting inaugural year. Decisions, decisions,
decisions …
St. Louis Blues

Ottawa Senators

The pick: Vince Dunn

The pick: Nicholas Paul

The Blues could go in a lot of different directions with their protected list,
beginning with Jaden Schwartz, who is UFA this summer and thus
technically doesn’t need to be protected. Theoretically, the Blues could
leave him available and circle back to offer him a contract in free agency,
but that would also give the Kraken a narrow, negotiating window in order
to sign someone who could potentially be a core piece. But Seattle has
options here really at all three positions — a quartet of useful available
forwards that are helpful in different ways depending upon their needs, a
couple of defencemen that are attractively priced (Vince Dunn, $1.875
million, RFA 2021; Marco Scandella $3.275 million, UFA 2024) and a
goalie, Ville Husso, who has been OK at times. The chances of St. Louis
making a pre-expansion draft deal or do is likely quite high. Since we
can’t anticipate how exactly that might look, let’s go with the best
commodity when blending potential impact and cost.

Like the Rangers, the Senators do not need to protect a handful of their
better young players, such as Tim Stützle, Josh Norris or Shane Pinto, so
there aren’t going a lot of great options here. Austin Watson, 29, earning
$1.5 million and UFA in 2023 might tempt them as a fourth-line
heavyweight, or there are a couple of other inexpensive options in
Michael Amadio ($700,000) or Nick Paul ($1.35 million).
Philadelphia Flyers
The pick: James Van Riemsdyk
The Flyers’ protected list is one of the most intriguing because they have
not one, but two expensive forwards that could immediately help a team
that will be desperately short of goals — James van Riemsdyk, who has
had a good bounce-back scoring season, and Jakub Voracek, who
continues to be a clever playmaker. At last glance, they were two of this
year’s top scorers. The problem of course is they are also both pricey —
JvR’s AAV is $7 million per season until 2023, Voracek’s $8.25 million
until 2024; both are 31). Shayne Gostisbehere is another contract the
Flyers would probably be willing to shed ($4.5 million until 2023).
Potentially, this will be a fascinating negotiation — would Philadelphia
simply make all three available, without offering any sort of incentive, and
see if Seattle bites? The Kraken will surely be tempted. And yet, there
are also value options if they go in a different direction — Robert Hagg is
serviceable on the blue line and Nicolas Aube-Kubel has been a useful
bottom-six forward on a team that has maybe the best 1-12 depth in the
league.
Pittsburgh Penguins
The pick: Jared McCann
The Penguins have a new management team in place, which could
influence the direction they go with their protected list. Under the old
regime, Kasperi Kapanen and probably Jason Zucker get protected
because the former GM Jim Rutherford gave up lots to bring them in, in
the first place. Now? They might be players Pittsburgh dangles because
they’ll eventually have to find money to re-sign Evgeni Malkin and Kris
Letang after 2022. And Zucker ($5.5 million, UFA 2023) hasn’t quite been
the fit they thought when Rutherford got him originally from Minnesota. I
originally considered leaving Kapanen unprotected in favour of Zach
Aston-Reese for budgetary reasons, but flipped them at the last minute.
Jared McCann is five years younger than Zucker and earns more modest
dollars ($2.94 million, RFA in 2022). We’re going against the
conventional wisdom here by protecting some lower-cost role players

Tampa Bay Lightning
The pick: Cal Foote
Tampa’s 2020-21 cap woes went away when Nikita Kucherov when on
LTIR at the start of the season, buying the Lightning time to keep the
whole gang (more or less) together for a Stanley Cup defence. In a
perfect world, they would entice Seattle to claim Tyler Johnson, which
would take an expensive underperforming forward off their roster and
allow him to resume his NHL career in his home state. That will come at
a cost, and since Tampa is already without its first-, second- and fourthround picks in 2021, and without their second- and third-rounders in
2022, it’s hard to know what sort of incentive they could offer to get
Seattle to bite. They could offer to send a good young player the
Kraken’s way, but the Kraken can just go ahead and draft a good young
player off Tampa’s roster because there’ll be a few available — Cal
Foote, Mitchell Stephens, Mathieu Joseph, Ross Colton, Alex BarreBoulet — and they could do so without taking on an unwanted salary
burden. That just seems like the logical result here.
Toronto Maple Leafs
The pick: Justin Holl
The Leafs have a long list of players on expiring contracts, including
goalies Frederik Andersen and David Rittich, but if Toronto goes the 7-31 model, Seattle’s choice will likely come down to either Justin Holl or
Travis Dermott (and that’s assuming they protect T.J. Brodie, who is
pricey but playing a lot of important minutes for the Leafs).
Vancouver Canucks
The pick: Braden Holtby
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Both Quinn Hughes and Nils Hoglander are exempt from the expansion
draft, which really leaves the Canucks in a fairly strong protection
position, not really in danger of losing anyone that’s an impact player.
Braden Holtby has had a very average first season in Vancouver, but at
$4.3 million on a contract that expires in 2022, could give them a veteran
presence in net, if they don’t elect to shop elsewhere for a starting
goaltender. By rule, Seattle is obliged to draft three netminders, and
since we’ve only got two so far, let’s roll the dice with him.
Washington Capitals
The pick: T.J. Oshie
There are a few decent, but wildly different options here. We’ve long
projected a return to the Pacific Northwest for T.J. Oshie, who is 34,
earning $5.75 million annually and under contract until 2025. Expensive
yes, but he is still dynamic offensively, has won before and projects as a
potential captain and the early face of the franchise, which has intangible
value beyond the dollars on his contract. Vitek Vanecek has been
excellent in his rookie season and probably provides better dollar-value,
but finding a mid-level NHL goaltender is a lot easier than identifying a
franchise catalyst. You could debate Justin Schultz as an option, but
there’ll be other PP QBs available and the only reason you might
consider Trevor van Riemsdyk is to unite him with brother James in
Seattle. But really, this shouldn’t be much of a debate.

Brett Howden
Rangers
Nick Paul
Senators
James Van Riemsdyk
Flyers
Jared McCann
Penguins
T.J. Oshie
Capitals
Mason Appleton
Jets
Jeremy Lauzon
Bruins
Colin Miller

Winnipeg Jets

Sabres

The pick: Mason Appleton

Brady Skjei

The Jets made this easy by signing Adam Lowry to a long-term contract
extension earlier this month, solidifying his spot in the top seven as a
protected pick, and leaving the versatile Mason Appleton available. This
is another situation not worth overthinking.

Hurricanes

Duhatschek's Team Seattle

Kale Clague

Alexander Volkov

Kings

Ducks

Matt Dumba

Matthew Phillips

Wild

Flames

Brent Burns

Adam Gaudette

Sharks

Blackhawks

Vince Dunn

Tyson Jost

Blues

Avalanche

Cal Foote

Joel L’Esperance

Lightning

Stars

Justin Holl

Luke Glendening

Maple Leafs

Red Wings

Adin Hill

Tyler Benson

Coyotes

Oilers

Matiss Kivlenieks

Joel Armia

Blue Jackets

Canadiens

Braden Holtby

Rocco Grimaldi

Canucks

Predators

Ryan S. Clark’s expansion draft picks

Andreas Johnsson

Anaheim Ducks

Devils

The pick: Alexander Volkov

Kiefer Bellows

Finding players who are either young or on team-friendly contracts is
going to help the Kraken stay financially flexible. Selecting Alexander

Islanders

Radko Gudas
Panthers
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Volkov allows them to do both considering he will be a pending restricted
free agent, who has shown flashes of productivity when he has played.
Arizona Coyotes

direction. Joe Pavelski’s production — even if he is a 36-year-old with a
$7 million cap hit — could be something the Stars’ front office might look
at retaining. That said, Joel L’Esperance has such a cheap cap hit that
allows the Kraken to have a lot of space when free agency arrives.

The pick: Adin Hill

Detroit Red Wings

He’s young. He’s a pending RFA with a cheap cap hit. He’s receiving a
ton of playing time. He’s also been a valuable figure whenever injuries
have hit the crease. That is why Adin Hill is the pick.

The pick: Luke Glendening

Boston Bruins
The pick: Craig Smith
Well? There is a lot of young talent available. But Craig Smith is
productive and that cap hit is pretty manageable for someone who could
be a top-six forward from the jump. Let’s go with Smith with the
understanding he might not be available in July, and the pick might end
up being another one of the Bruins’ young prospects.

Luke Glendening is a pending UFA. But the Kraken will have the space
to get a deal done should he want to go that route instead of pursuing
free agency. Getting him would offer the Kraken a bottom-six anchor who
could also operate as a critical piece on the penalty kill as well.
Edmonton Oilers
The pick: Caleb Jones

Buffalo Sabres

It’s really tempting to side deal the hell out of the Oilers. But that will only
happen if Oscar Klefbom is healthy and they re-sign Tyson Barrie and
Adam Larsson, What is certain is that Caleb Jones and his team-friendly
cap hit will be there. Just know that all of this could change.

The pick: Colin Miller

Florida Panthers

It goes back to what was just said: Colin Miller has value. If the Kraken
are a playoff team, then, they already have a top-four defenseman on the
roster. If not? They could hypothetically trade Miller, who would be a
pending UFA, for assets.

The pick: Chris Driedger

Calgary Flames
The pick: Oliver Kylington
Oliver Kylington would give the Kraken another young player on a cheap
cap hit they could use later down the road while staying financially
flexible.
Carolina Hurricanes
The pick: Brady Skjei
You know all that talk about being smart with money? This is where
Brady Skjei makes sense. He offers more cost certainty compared to a
pending UFA in Dougie Hamilton, who is expected to be among the top
earners in the open market.

The Panthers could be the rare team that actually has leverage going
into an expansion draft. All they have to do is re-sign pending UFA Chris
Driedger and work out a deal with the Kraken that allows them to get
something in return. And while the Kraken might have to pay a premium,
it might be worth it after all to take Driedger if the price is reasonable.
Los Angeles Kings
The pick: Kale Clague
Uh, so we got a young defenseman under team control who needs
playing time and represented Canada at a world juniors? Kale Clague,
come on down. Or up because Seattle is north of Los Angeles.
Minnesota Wild
The pick: Carson Soucy

Chicago Blackhawks

We’re going to side deal the hell out of ya’ll, too. You can keep Matt
Dumba and we will take Carson Soucy plus some draft capital like one of
those first-round picks you have.

The pick: David Kampf

Montreal Canadiens

Bottom-six forwards like David Kampf will be available. So will
defensemen such as Calvin de Haan. Money will be a factor but de
Haan’s salary — $4.55 million — is easy to handle considering the
Kraken can be cheap elsewhere.

The pick: Jake Allen

Colorado Avalanche
The pick: Tyson Jost
We’re going to side deal the hell out of the Avalanche which will take
Andre Burakovsky and Valeri Nichushkin off the table. But that opens the
door for the Kraken to pick Tyson Jost and see if a change of scenery
could be the mechanism that allows him to find more offensive
consistency.

Nobody knows how much Driedger would cost should the Panthers sign
him to a new deal. But Jake Allen, however, will make $2.875 million
annually over the next two seasons. It could potentially allow the Kraken
to have a goaltending combination that costs less than $7 million
combined.
Nashville Predators
The pick: Luke Kunin

Columbus Blue Jackets

There is a lot of side deal potential here. There is also the potential much
could change as it relates to who the Predators protect if they re-sign
Mikael Granlund. That said, Luke Kunin makes sense for the fact he is a
young player on a cheap cap hit who has been productive this season.

The pick: Dean Kukan

New Jersey Devils

Everybody on their job knows someone like Dean Kukan. He’s quiet, he’s
dependable, he goes about his business and he fills a need. Kukan does
all those things and he only costs $1.65 million for one more year.

The pick: Will Butcher

Dallas Stars
The pick: Joel L’Esperance
Here is why this is complicated. Anton Khudobin is one of a few
goaltenders on team-friendly deals and the Kraken could go in another

Going with Will Butcher would offer the Kraken another defensemen.
Here’s the problem with that. Butcher has not been a consistent player
and the argument can be made that a $3.7 million cap hit is too much.
Taking someone like Marian Studenic is bizarre but it allows the Kraken
to save space. Especially when names like De Haan, Miller and Skjei are
already on the payroll.
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New York Islanders
The pick: Scott Mayfield
You do know Scott Mayfield is available and he does a lot for the low, low
cost $1.45 million over the next two years, right? Well, the Kraken knows.
New York Rangers
The pick: Brett Howden
Brett Howden can operate in a bottom-six role while logging heavy
minutes on the PK at an affordable price considering he is a pending
RFA.

Justin Holl is another defenseman who has a cheap cap hit but he does
so many things for the Leafs. It’s the type of value that is too hard to turn
down in this type of environment.
Vancouver Canucks
The pick: Kole Lind
Kole Lind has shown promise playing in the AHL. That could come in
handy for a team still building a farm system. Another value Lind provides
is that he has a low cap hit and keeps this team financially sound which
is about to be important.
Washington Capitals

Ottawa Senators

The pick: T.J. Oshie

The pick: Nick Paul

Philadelphia Flyers

There is a lot of debate to be had about taking on T.J. Oshie versus Vitek
Vanecek. Oshie is older and costs more money. But he’s more of a
proven commodity at this point than Vanecek, who might still be in the
AHL if Henrik Lundqvist is healthy. Oshie will not be cheap. But the need
for a top-six option who could guide your leadership core could be
enough to justify the price.

The pick: James van Riemsdyk

Winnipeg Jets

This is why you save money. Top-six forwards in an expansion draft be
difficult to find. That is what makes the idea of James van Riemsdyk
intriguing. There are some teams that have players who could potentially
serve in that role or have pending UFAs who may or may not be options.
van Riemsdyk is a proven commodity in that sense and his $7 million cap
hit is the premium that comes with filling that need.

The pick: Mason Appleton

Nick Paul is a productive bottom-six forward. He also has a manageable
$1.350 million cap hit that allows the Kraken to keep their salary-cap
costs down.

Pittsburgh Penguins
The pick: Jason Zucker
Here is another situation in which the Kraken could land a potential topsix option. The idea of Jason Zucker is interesting while the thought of
Kasperi Kapanen adds promise in its own right. Going with Zucker,
however, will be the pick in this case considering he does add a veteran
presence on a roster that will be young in other areas.

If only Mason Appleton fit into this overall scheme of finding young
players with a team-friendly contract. Oh, wait.
Clark's Team Seattle
Alexander Volkov
Ducks
David Kampf
Blackhawks
Tyson Jost
Avalanche

San Jose Sharks

Joel L’Esperance

The pick: Dylan Gambrell

Stars

One CapFriendly projection that keeps de Haan and picks Dylan
Gambrell creates a team with a $65.4 million cap hit. That figure is going
to change once deals are finalized for certain RFAs and UFAs. Another
projection that flips de Haan for Kampf and takes Brent Burns instead,
pushes the price to a minimum of $69.2 million. Getting the Sharks to
take on some money from the Burns contract would help. Maybe they
say yes. Maybe not. We’ll take Gambrell to be safe.

Luke Glendening

St. Louis Blues
The pick: Samuel Blais
You’ve likely noticed a theme here. Samuel Blais fits that theme being
another young player who has a cheap cap hit while offering a bit of
productivity. Vince Dunn also makes sense but the amount of
defensemen on this team is already building up.
Tampa Bay Lightning
The pick: Cal Foote
It is really, really, really tempting to side deal the hell out of the Lightning.
They need to move money and this is a chance to make them pay the tax
for all of their success. And that can happen … by taking Cal Foote and
leaving the Lightning without a team-friendly contract. It’s like the sign
says on the wall: “You don’t screw the expansion draft, the expansion
draft screws you.”
Toronto Maple Leafs
The pick: Justin Holl

Red Wings
Luke Kunin
Predators
Brett Howden
Rangers
Nick Paul
Senators
James Van Riemsdyk
Flyers
T.J. Oshie
Capitals
Mason Appleton
Jets
Kole Lind
Canucks
Samuel Blais
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Blues

Back in January, when the season was days away from starting, I
decided to try something new. It would be a prediction contest, but with a
twist: It would be super easy. Or would it?

Dylan Gambrell
Sharks

The rules were simple. I’d ask eight straightforward questions about how
the season would play out, like “Name a team that will definitely miss the
playoffs” or “Name a coach who will definitely keep his job.” You could
give me at least one and as many as five answers to each of them. You’d
get points for each right answer, and the points increased the more
answers you gave, so it made sense to give as many as you could. But if
you got even one of them wrong, you scored a zero for the whole
question, meaning you had to figure out how confident you were that all
of your obvious answers were sure things.

Jason Zucker
Penguins
Craig Smith
Bruins
Colin Miller
Sabres

If you missed it the first time, or could use a refresher on who you picked,
that contract getting sorted out.

Brady Skjei

Also, nine of you had Jeff Blashill as one of the five safest jobs in the
league, which makes me wonder if you read the instructions.

Hurricanes
Kale Clague

4. Name up to five GMs that will definitely not be fired or otherwise leave
their job before the first day of 2021 free agency, NOT including any GM
who was hired to their current job after January 1, 2020

Kings
Carson Soucy

First of all, shout out to everyone who took Ron Francis here, who did
meet the cut off despite his team not technically existing yet. We’ll allow
it.

Wild
Scott Mayfield

We’ve only lost one GM this year, with Jim Rutherford’s surprise
resignation that took out about 40 entries. Other than that, this one
should be pretty safe. Brad Treliving, Doug Wilson and Bob Murray all
showed up on entries, but are in the single digits. Lou Lamoriello will
retire eventually, and if that comes this summer it would wipe out well
over 200 of you, but otherwise most of you will be OK here unless there’s
a surprise in the offseason. (And only because I know you’re wondering,
about 40 of you had Marc Bergevin as completely safe.)

Islanders
Will Butcher
Devils
Cal Foote
Lightning

Four questions in, and plenty of you are probably feeling pretty confident.
If so, you may want to stop reading now.

Justin Holl
Maple Leafs

5. Name up to five goaltenders who will definitely start at least 60 percent
of their team’s regular-season games this year

Caleb Jones
Oilers

Our first player-based question was one where I figured people would
stay away from going with five-name answers, if only because of the
potential for injuries. Nope. Most of you maxed out here. You, uh, should
not have done that.

Dean Kukan
Blue Jackets
Oliver Kylington

In a 56-game season, a goalie would need to start 34 games to meet the
60 percent threshold. Connor Hellebuyck, Andrei Vasilevskiy, Jacob
Markstrom and Jordan Binnington are all already there, and a few others
are close. If you’d just stuck with those guys, you’d be fine. Most of you
didn’t.

Flames
Adin Hill
Coyotes
Jake Allen
Canadiens
Chris Driedger
Panthers
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: Remember that prediction contest that
was supposed to be easy? So far, it hasn’t been

By Sean McIndoe Apr 27, 2021

The first big name to drop out of the running was Ilya Samsonov, who
was expected to carry the load for the Capitals but lasted just two starts
before being sidelined for a month. He showed up on about 70 entries. It
gets worse. Matt Murray was on a little over 100, and Carey Price was on
almost 200, and neither will make the cut. That’s a lot, but still short of
the carnage that Frederik Andersen is going to cause here. You can see
why he would have seemed like a safe pick, but injuries and poor play
sealed his fate, along with over 250 of your entries.
That’s bad, but it’s not the worst. That honor goes to Carter Hart, who
showed up on over 400 entries. Anyone who had him could have held
out hope until last week, when the numbers didn’t work anymore. He
won’t get there, which means if you had him on your entry, you won’t
either.
If that’s not bad enough, we’re still not sure on John Gibson (about 300
entries), Sergei Bobrovsky (about 140) or Mackenzie Blackwood (150
thanks to the late-breaking news of Corey Crawford’s retirement).
Mental note for next year, do not pick five names for the goalie question.
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As it turns out, this may end up being the question that decides the
contest. There are going to be so many zeroes that anyone who
manages to bank a four or five-name answer is going to have a big
advantage.
But here’s the good news: As much damage as Hart and friends did to
the goalie lists, they may not take the crown as the biggest entry-killer.
That honor might come from our next question…
6. Name up to five rookies who will definitely finish in the top 10 of Calder
balloting this year
Calder voting is a funny thing. There are basically two sure things to
show up on almost every ballot this year. Kirill Kaprizov appears on over
600 contest entries. Jason Robertson is on about 10, and that’s if we
generously assume that the various people who just answered
“Robertson” didn’t mean Nick.
Igor Shesterkin was named about 500 times, and he should be a safe
pick. Tim Stützle wasn’t far behind, I think, although that means sorting
through some creative spelling attempts. Kevin Lankinen? That would be
zero, or roughly 50 less than Quinton Byfield, who has yet to make his
NHL debut.
But none of those is the elephant in the room. No, that would be Alexis
Lafrenière, who shows up on over 700 entries, and who currently is 12th
in rookie scoring, trailing household names like Brandon Hagel and
Yegor Sharangovich. Factor in a good crop of rookie goalies and maybe
a defenseman or two, and there isn’t a lot of space up for grabs on
Calder ballots.
That said, Lafrenière isn’t out of the running by any means. The question
isn’t asking for a Calder winner or even a finalist. It just wants the top 10,
which usually only takes an appearance on a handful of PHWA ballots.
Lafrenière has been more productive lately, and he plays in a big market.
More importantly, the first pick has top-tier name recognition in a year
where a lot of beat writers have been focused on the teams in their own
division. You could absolutely see enough voters slipping him into fourth
or fifth spot to get him into the top 10.
But it’s no guarantee, and right now it might not even be likely. This is
exactly the sort of situation the contest was meant to highlight — one
where we’re almost unanimous on something happening, and then the
hockey gods throw us a curveball. This one might be enough to strike out
the vast majority of our entries.
7. Name up to five players who will definitely finish in the top 15 of Hart
Trophy voting this year
This was another fun one. If you’re wondering, Connor McDavid shows
up on just under 800 entries, not quite unanimous but the highest total for
any answer in the contest. Nathan MacKinnon was on almost 700,
Auston Matthews was on about 550 and Leon Draisaitl was on around
250. Those all look like safe picks.
The name that stands out here is Artemi Panarin, who was on over 350
entries and has had a great season but will almost certainly miss the
playoffs. That means he’ll be at the whim of voters who might believe an
MVP has to get his team into the postseason to be worth their support.
Meanwhile, a late-season injury means we’ll almost certainly award a
zero to the 200 entries that had Elias Pettersson. Injury absences may
also cost David Pastrnak (50 entries) and Alex Ovechkin (60), and I’m
not sure if Brayden Point will be able to get his 125 entries over the finish
line. And then there’s Jack Eichel, who appeared on over 250 entries and
may end up being the biggest miss of the question.
All in all, there are going to be a lot of entries that take a string of zeroes
on Questions 5, 6 and 7. Look, I told you to stop reading after question
four.
8. Name up to five players who are currently on an NHL roster that will
definitely change teams between the start of the season and the end of
the first day of NHL free agency. (This includes being picked in the

expansion draft, but not retirement or otherwise exiting the league
entirely)
This last question is meant to predict the offseason movement as much
as anything, and it’s designed in such a way that it’s impossible to be
wrong on any of your answers yet. But just for fun, let’s run through some
of the players who’ve already been moved.
Pierre Luc-Dubois was on about 170 entries, while Patrik Laine was on
120 and Jack Roslovic was on just under 80. Congratulations to Lauri T.,
who had all three as their only answers and therefore took the early lead
in the contest when they were all in the same trade in the season’s
second week.
Taylor Hall was on almost 200 entries, Kyle Palmieri was on about 150
and Sami Vatanen was on about 50. Alex Galchenyuk was on 18 entries,
but does not score double points for moving twice. Nick Foligno and
David Savard were each listed just once, but not on the same entry,
sadly, because that would have meant we found Jarmo Kekalainen’s
burner account.
Some potential danger picks: Keith Yandle was on almost 40 entries, as
he was on the outs with Florida at the time, but now looks like he might
stick around. Marc-Andre Fleury may not be quite the sure thing to move
on that almost 100 were hoping for. But the big one here is Tyler
Johnson, who many thought the Lightning had to ditch for cap reasons,
but who got a reprieve when they freed up space with LTIR. He’s still a
good bet to move in the offseason, but almost 200 of you will be holding
your breath until he does.
(Also, a lot of you went with pending UFAs, which was probably a smart
strategy. But remember, they need to be on a new team by the end of
Day 1 of free agency. If they take a day to think things over, they’ll count
as a wrong answer.)
So there you have it. Halfway done, still halfway to go, and it’s not
looking great for most of you. But we only need one winner, and a few of
you must still be feeling confident about your picks. If you think you’re
sitting on an entry that still has a chance to run the table and win this
thing, let us hear about it in the comments.
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The Athletic / A demand for Charles Barkley, hockey analyst, plus more
thoughts on the NHL’s Turner Sports deal

By Sean Gentille Apr 26, 2021

Ah, TNT — you’re known for so many things. NBA coverage. “Franklin
and Bash.” And, this fall, the NHL.
Turner Sports has reached a seven-year deal with the NHL, starting in
2021-22, for $225 million per season, sources confirmed to The Athletic’s
Sean Shapiro on Monday.
That’s “the B package,” by the way. ESPN is paying $400 million
annually for NHL games, also starting next season. NBC Sports, the
league’s only U.S. broadcast partner for the last 16 seasons, is out
entirely. There’s plenty to discuss here, so let’s get started.
• It’s one of those things that, depending on the context, could’ve been an
easy joke or an actual suggestion: Get Charles Barkley involved. I’m in
the latter camp. My threshold there is probably higher than most — if
Chuck were willing to work an extra day a week, I’d say to just give him
the gig full-time — but some sort of presence seems like a no-brainer,
right? Maybe that’s one segment per pregame show. Maybe it’s once a
month. Whatever he wants to do, let him.
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It’d work for a few reasons. The man legitimately loves the sport, to the
point of saying — multiple times over the years — that he’d rather watch
whichever playoff game was on NBC Sports than the basketball stuff he
was actually being paid to cover. It was free pub for, in theory, a
competitor. Problem solved for TNT. I remember him crashing a Wayne
Gretzky press conference during the 2017 Cup Final in Nashville — the
point of which I’ve long forgotten — and immediately making himself the
highlight of the whole deal. How much he enjoys NBA basketball in 2021
is a valid question; that’s not on the table for hockey. The dude loves it.
VIEW THIS POST ON INSTAGRAM
A POST SHARED BY TSN (@TSN_OFFICIAL)
Even if none of that was true — if Barkley was coming into this cold, at
Point 0.0 — it’d still be worth a spin, because we’ve seen him work as a
dilettante over the last several years on NCAA Tournament broadcasts,
and he’s a welcome presence there all the same. It’s not that he doesn’t
watch games there, either; he’s talked in the past about how he dials up
his college hoops consumption ahead of March. It’s that he’s
experienced, and quite good, at parachuting into a topic without being,
how should we say, an expert on it. “Who He Play For” is an “Inside The
NBA” staple. The point is exactly what you’d guess.
That brings us to the main point: The best moments of that show over the
years haven’t had anything to do with god-tier NBA discussion. You don’t
bring in Charles Barkley to delve into minutia. You bring him in because
he’s charismatic, and he’s funny, and he’s good at making television and
he’s good at making people pay attention. If that’s not the point of all this,
what is?
So, figure something out. Take one of those segments that have worked
so well with the NBA — maybe he sits down for a one-on-one player
interview and coaxes personality of them — and port it over to the NHL
show. Have him make terrible gambling predictions. Whatever. Just do
something. For a sport that constantly struggles to bring in casual fans,
this is almost too easy.
• That being said, TNT can’t build a successful broadcast on Barkley
alone — and they can’t build an interesting one on the bones of the NBC
product we’ve watched over the last 15 years. This sounds
counterintuitive, but let Barkley be Barkley; NBC’s biggest mistake was
hiring Jeremy Roenick to fill that role, then watching it die on the vine
over however many years. And there’s no crime there, inherently;
Barkley was a superstar player who says whatever he wants. He also
has actual comedic timing, a sense of humor and — this is important — a
willingness to laugh at himself. Folks like that don’t grow on trees in any
sport, let alone hockey. The man is one of one. Don’t force someone like
Roenick into the role if you know they aren’t equipped for it.
TNT might be in position to lighten the mood, too. They can let ESPN be
the standard-bearer for hockey broadcasts, as networks with A packages
tend to be. Take some risks, let Barkley be the “star power,” if you want
to call it that, and focus on building the rest of the broadcast out with
people who have points of view, knowledge bases and an ability to
actually communicate them with viewers. If they were an established star
— Roberto Luongo comes to mind, as does P.K. Subban in a few years
— great. The primary focus should be on people who are good at talking
to TV cameras, not alternating between cliche regurgitation and
retrograde weirdness. Maybe they’ll even seem to like the sport. Wild
thought.
• That brings us, fittingly, to the end of the NBC Sports marriage. The
late-era pivot away from Roenick and Mike Milbury was welcome — but it
was still, ultimately, furniture rearrangement. The vibes were never great
— there was too much ping-ponging between bland competence and
active annoyance, and not enough interest in shaking up a product that,
fundamentally, looks the same today as it did in 2011. “Between The
Boards” was a lifetime ago, and Milbury would still be doing his thing
today had he not so explicitly (and so repeatedly) tripped over his own
tongue.

All that combined to create the single most confounding issue for NBC
Sports: the weird commitment to stasis, to no real end. If they had a
product that worked — and again, “Inside The NBA” comes to mind —
the framework could’ve stayed the same. Was that the case, though? Did
anyone enjoy NBC broadcasts, or were they something to be tolerated?
Who, other than his bosses, liked Milbury? Was “good enough” good
enough for too many people there? Those questions mattered until a
couple days ago. Now? We can all move on.
And that’s not to say that there isn’t some amount of nostalgia — maybe
not much — in the atmosphere at the moment. We’ve been watching
NBC games, in some form or another, for 16 years. The gradual climb up
the Comcast ladder (from OLN to Versus to NBC Sports) happened in
parallel with the league building itself back up after the 2004-05 lockout
catastrophe. It was a nice metaphor, if nothing else. We got the Winter
Classic out of it, and that screenshot of Pierre McGuire eating a corn
dog. We all know Duncan Keith’s midget hockey coach, and who runs
the main community rink in Shawinigan. We’ll miss those phony matinee
start times — Penguins-Bruins on Sunday, with puck drop 25 minutes
later than the listing, was a nice one for the road. It’s time for something
else.
• Before all that ends, a brilliant (and free) idea for NBC Sports: Since this
is all about to end, you may as well try to bring back Doc Emrick for one
last run at the Stanley Cup Final. If he doesn’t want to do the whole
series, see if he’ll do Game 1. There’s nothing to lose, and he was the
main attraction from 2005 until a few months ago. Will they just run out
the clock? Almost certainly. But it’d be a fitting way to say goodbye to …
whatever that was.
• From a nuts-and-bolts perspective, it was interesting to see NBC pull
out, and not just because of the emphasis the hockey world puts on
longstanding relationships like that, even at a corporate level. NHL
games seemed tailor-made for Peacock, NBC’s tiered subscription
service. At launch, it seemed like live sports were going to be a huge part
of that whole deal. Even when they pulled the plug on NBC Sports earlier
this year, conventional wisdom was, “eh, they’ll just move those games
over to Peacock.” So much for that. Beyond that, NBC Universal’s deal
with the English Premier League — currently a major driver for Peacock
subscriptions — is up after next season. Whether that’s renewed is a
legitimate question, especially if that league isn’t thrilled over being
largely relegated to a streaming service, and especially considering the
amount of money (still) in play for sports broadcasting rights.
• The Athletic’s Sean Shapiro reported Monday evening that “there is an
HBO Max element” at play here, which is outstanding. Both Turner
Sports and HBO are owned by WarnerMedia, so that makes sense. As of
last week, HBO and HBO Max combined for almost 45 million
subscribers. Peacock had 33 million free subscribers in late January,
which doesn’t account for the premium tier, where theoretical NHL
content would live. That’s more eyeballs, plus a built-in relationship with a
premium brand in original programming. There’s a reason people liked
the Winter Classic “24/7” series more than other behind-the-scenes
collaborations that came in its wake.
• We’ll end here. The money at play here is simple enough; the NHL will
be getting more than $600 million for its U.S. broadcast rights for the
foreseeable future, which is more than triple the rate NBC had been
paying since 2011. That, no matter what, is a gigantic win. There are now
two partners, in ESPN and Turner, set to throw wealth and resources
untold at generating content and promoting the games, and an NHL
presence all over networks and streamers. Less tangibly, there’s actual
excitement over what, come fall, this all is going to look like. It’s huge.
Great move.
It also underscores how silly it was for the league to lock into a 10-year
deal with NBC in the first place. This isn’t hindsight, either; in 2011, it was
clear that the value of live sports was on a rocket with no real end in
sight. Every other league, including the NCAA, maximized flexibility over
term, and it’s been paying off for years. The NHL chose stability, and the
end result — even if you’re grading on a curve — was, literally, hundreds
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of millions of dollars cast into space. Every egg was in the NBC basket
for a full decade. Even then, it didn’t make sense.
So if you’re googly-eyed over all this, that’s understandable. You’re
probably not used to seeing NHL business decisions this big, this
forward-thinking or this … good; few of us are. But part of the reason it
seems so big, so forward-thinking and so good is because the last TV
deal wasn’t any of those things. Not particularly, at least. Has the league
has made a great leap forward? Absolutely. They also had a whole
bunch of ground to make up.
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The Athletic / NHL on Turner Sports: What the $1.57 billion deal means
for the league, viewers and broadcasters

By Sean Shapiro Apr 26, 2021

A week ago, Turner Sports wasn’t even considered a dark horse in the
race for the NHL’s national TV B package. Now it’s going to be an NHL
fixture for at least the next seven seasons.
Starting with the 2021-22 season, Turner Sports will act as the second
national partner for the league after ESPN, airing national games during
the regular season and showing the Stanley Cup Final for three of those
seven seasons. According to sources, the deal will net the NHL around
$225 million annually, a total value of more than $1.57 billion over the life
of the deal.
An NHL board of governors meeting was held Monday afternoon to share
the details of the deal with teams. A formal announcement is expected
this week, likely on Tuesday.
Games will be televised primarily on TNT, including the Stanley Cup
Final games. TBS will also be able to carry games while HBO Max will be
included in the deal in some capacity, according to multiple sources.
NBC was long considered the favorite to land the B package, even after
NBC passed on the A package and ESPN hammered out a seven-year
deal with the NHL worth $2.8 billion.
That was still believed to be the case last week until Turner started
making a heavy push to get the rights, according to industry sources.
NBC remained interested, according to sources, and it became a
question of cost rather than the desire for the network to maintain a
partnership with the NHL.
NBC, according to the Sports Business Journal, submitted a bid of under
$100 million annually for the B package rights.
NBC has been the NHL’s sole national rights holder in the United States
since 2004, and its 10-year contract worth $2 billion is coming to an end.
NBC’s partnership with the NHL was crucial for the league coming out of
the lockout; for example, the creation of the Winter Classic, the league’s
marquee regular-season event and annually its best-viewed game
outside of the Stanley Cup Final.
That NBC was out of the bidding, first reported by the Sports Business
Journal, came as a surprise to a couple of industry sources and to many
in the broadcasting community, where there will now be a major
reshuffling of on-air talent.
Turner’s arrival as the rights holder is also turning heads. It was believed
that if NBC didn’t land the B package, Fox likely would have. Fox was
interested, but not at the price point Turner eventually reached. There
was also a report this past weekend from Sportsnet’s Chris Johnston that
Apple had shown some interest in acquiring parts of the NHL rights
package.

According to sources, Apple and Amazon both presented interest in
being a partial streaming partner, but Turner wasn’t interested in sharing
the B package, particularly with the ability to handle its own streaming on
HBO Max.
What does this mean for viewers?
This is the most important question since it applies directly to you, the
hockey consumer.
In four of the next seven years ESPN, and likely ABC, will televise the
Stanley Cup Final. Turner will have it in alternating years. The preStanley Cup Final setup will be similar to the NBA’s current playoff
structure with Turner and ESPN splitting the first two rounds and each
airing a conference final series.
The biggest difference between the NHL and NBA setup is that Turner
gets the championship series every other year. When Turner carries the
Stanley Cup Final, it will be cable only, which is a deviation from the NBC
arrangement where the majority of games would be over the air on the
flagship station. It will be the first major men’s sport in North America to
have its championship exclusively on cable.
During the regular season, ESPN and TNT are both expected to have
fixed nights for national television games. TNT will get the Winter Classic,
which had been an NBC staple on Jan. 1.
What does this mean for on-air talent?
Most, if not all, of the broadcasters, working hockey on NBC have
contracts that expire at the end of the 2020-21 season. The big names
like Kenny Albert, expected to do the Stanley Cup Final this year on
NBC, and John Forslund will become national TV free agents and will
likely be approached by both ESPN and TNT to call games.
While ESPN already has some hockey talent in-house, both networks are
essentially building new teams to present the sport. ESPN is believed to
be taking some major swings soon by going after bigger-name analysts,
and potential Hockey Hall of Famers, similar to how NBA broadcasts
feature former marquee players.
What does this mean for the NHL?
Moving from one national carrier to two in the United States was always
going to be key for the NHL, and now it’s official with Turner and ESPN in
the fold for the next seven years. The NHL wants and claims to be a topfour sport in the United States; in order to be a top-four sport, you have to
act like one, and that includes maximizing television partnerships.
Financially, the deals will net the NHL $645 million on average per
season. That’s more than double the $300 million the NHL was netting
on average with the last NBC deal and with Disney Streaming Services
for the out-of-market package. That’s incredibly important as the league
is dealing with the long-term effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
As we reported when ESPN signed on with the A package, this isn’t
going to affect the flat salary cap, and while a flashy TV deal is important,
it’s not going to offset the escrow debt players owe the league anytime
soon.
For NHL commissioner Gary Bettman, this is a win and a draw of sorts.
He was able to secure two national TV deals but was unable to meet his
intended goal of netting $750 million per season, the number he gave the
board of governors before the pandemic.
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The Athletic / NHL playoffs WATCH: Matchups if the postseason started
today and other storylines to watch
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By Scott Burnside Apr 26, 2021

By the time Monday’s slate of games is complete, every team in the NHL,
except for the Canucks, will have 10 or fewer games left to play.
Crunch time? Oh yeah. And while there aren’t as many truly compelling
playoff races as we might have expected at this juncture of a normal
season there is still much to be decided in the coming days in terms of
matchups and storylines.
But, as of Monday morning, here’s what the playoff slate would look like
– and for the record we’re doing straight points regardless of games
played so sorry about all you win-percentage aficionados – along with
some thoughts on those matchups and what lies ahead that may impact
the playoff picture.
Projected standings and playoff odds | Power rankings | Daily game
probabilities
North Division
Toronto (30-13-5, 8 GR) vs. Montreal (20-17-9, 10 GR)
This matchup seems slightly less inevitable than a week ago but since
we haven’t had a Maple Leafs/Canadiens playoff matchup since 1979,
let’s savor the idea of this a bit because this has the potential to be epic.
Yes. Epic.
Even though the Canadiens continue to suck large – their 5-2 shellacking
by Calgary Saturday brought the Flames to within four points and gives
the Habs a sad 3-8-0 record in their last 11 – I remain committed to the
idea that this Toronto/Montreal series is going to come to life and the
Habs are going to give the Leafs all they can handle because the Leafs
are still the Leafs until they prove otherwise.
The Maple Leafs must grapple with the fact that even though this the
best Toronto team to hit the postseason since the 2004-05 lockout, they
are one poor outing from Jack Campbell away from goaltending chaos.
We’re sort of kidding here but not really. One final note on the Habs, who
are still without Carey Price (concussion protocol). They play Calgary
again Monday night in what amounts to a true gut-check moment. Lose
in regulation and the Flames will be two points back and the Habs will
have one tiny game in hand and games against Toronto and Winnipeg
later this week.
Winnipeg (27-17-3, 9 GR) vs. Edmonton (27-16-2, 11 GR)
This series, pretty much a lock now, is going to be fun. Both these teams
are better away from home and have combined for a 39-15-3 road record
so it doesn’t matter a whit who finishes second. In fact, it might be better
to finish third and open on the road and destabilize the ‘favorite’ early in a
series.
Edmonton is this: Connor McDavid, Leon Draisaitl, Tyson Barrie and
Mike Smith. Maybe an oversimplification but that’s it. That’s why there
was such consternation when the ageless Smith seemed to tweak
something during practice Saturday. Can the Jets get the better of those
four game-changers four times in seven games? The Jets are deeper,
harder and, even though GM Kevin Cheveldayoff couldn’t land a big fish
to fill in the top four on the blue line, better on the back end.
For us this will be the key: Can Pierre-Luc Dubois find a groove in the
Jets’ final nine games because if he can he represents the great X factor
in this series. Dubois has three goals in his last 16 games and two came
in one contest. Just for fun, the Jets play Edmonton twice this week.
Another factor? The Oilers, dealing with injuries to Zack Kassian and
Jujhar Khaira among others, play eight games in the first 15 days of May
before the start of the playoffs.
East Division
Pittsburgh (32-14-3, 7 GR) vs. Boston (27-14-6, 9 GR)

This is the most compelling division as it relates to how the four playoff
teams are going to finish and it changes seemingly daily. Seven points
separates first and fourth following Pittsburgh’s 1-0 win over Boston on
Sunday. Everyone loaded up at the top of the East Division and Jeff
Carter is already paying dividends for a Penguins team that has
overcome critical injury issues to re-establish themselves as legitimate
Cup contenders. The Pens are third in goals per game and the power
play is top 10 but the goaltending still makes us nervous. Sorry. It just
does even though Tristan Jarry got the shutout Sunday. But the
Penguins’ plus-34 goal differential is tops in the division and their
defense, oft-maligned, has rounded into form. Plus, Sidney Crosby is
having yet another Hart Trophy-worthy season. So the Pens are the real
deal. Again.
The Bruins aren’t to be disregarded even though they look like they’ll
finish fourth and they’re enjoying a nice post-trade deadline surge with
additions Mike Reilly, Taylor Hall and Curtis Lazar all making their
presence known. The B’s have won six of eight in spite of Sunday’s loss
and look to us like a team getting a second wind at just the right moment.
Washington (31-13-4, 8 GR) vs. Islanders (29-14-5, 8 GR)
The Capitals, dislodged from first if only until they play gain, continue to
prove they’re back and their key deadline addition, Anthony Mantha, has
been dynamic with four goals and six points in his first six games. The
temporary loss of the indestructible Alex Ovechkin to injury is mildly
troubling although given their position in the standings an abundance of
caution seems like a prudent move. Getting Justin Schultz back from a
lower-body injury will be helpful too.
As for the Islanders, a little more up and down to their game of late as
Barry Trotz moves people in and out of the lineup trying to figure out just
what he’s got in the arsenal before the start of the playoffs after GM Lou
Lamoriello once again made critical additions at the deadline. Getting
young defensive sparkplug Noah Dobson back in the lineup is a boon to
the Isles.
Central Division
Carolina (31-10-6, 9 GR) vs. Nashville (26-21-2, 7 GR)
The top end of the Central remains dynamic with Carolina, Florida and
Tampa all within two points while the Central also boasts the best true
playoff race with Nashville, Dallas and Chicago still in the hunt for fourth.
The Hurricanes were our preseason pick to win the Cup and the biggest
concern down the stretch will be health. Brady Skjei is out, so is
netminder Petr Mrazek although that injury is considered minor. Teuvo
Teravainen hasn’t played since March 4 with a concussion although is
considered close. Brock McGinn has been out since April 4 and Jordan
Martinook is also banged up. Still, this is the Canes’ division to win and,
no slight to Nashville which continues to forge toward a wholly
unexpected playoff berth far, far better to be first in the Central than
second or third.
The Predators are slowly getting healthier and Juuse Saros has been
sensational and should be in the Vezina Trophy discussion. The Preds
play back-to-back Monday and Tuesday against Florida and then are off
until a pivotal clash with Dallas next Saturday. The key for the Preds is
that Dallas, banged up and forced to play an ungodly schedule because
of COVID-19, began play Sunday two points back with two games in
hand. In short, the Predators can’t afford so much as a hiccup down the
stretch or they’ll be outside looking in.
Florida (31-13-5, 7 GR) vs. Tampa Bay (32-14-2, 8 GR)
First-ever all-Florida playoff series? Yes, please. Both these teams are
dynamite at home and so the Bolts, with one game in hand, may hold a
slight edge on earning that home ice advantage should this matchup
become reality. The Panthers have managed to transition from the
season-ending loss of defensive cornerstone Aaron Ekblad and
newcomers Brandon Montour, Nikita Gusev and especially Sam Bennett
have made immediate impacts.
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The Lightning have been in a slight slumber by their standards, having
gone 6-4 in their last 10 and have fallen to third place. The key down the
stretch will be whether Nikita Kucherov and Steven Stamkos are trending
to being playoff ready at or close to the start of the playoffs. You know
the NHL will be watching closely to ensure that all cap-related rules are
being followed.
West Division
Vegas (34-11-2, 8 GR) vs. Arizona (21-22-5, 7 GR)
Anyone remember the ugly first-round series between Arizona and
Colorado last summer? Nope? Good for you. This shapes up the same
way if the Coyotes hang onto the fourth spot in the West, home of the
great snail race for fourth place. It’s more likely St. Louis edges past
Arizona given the Blues have three games in hand and are just a point
back. That would, frankly, set up a more dynamic first-round matchup
given the Blues’ depth and the fact they won a Cup two years ago. Sorry
Arizona.
It may not matter who finishes fourth, though. Vegas is cooking, winners
of nine straight. They are the top defensive team in the NHL. They’re
deep and balanced. It’s hard to imagine they don’t hang onto first place in
this division, which is no small accomplishment. The Golden Knights and
Avalanche play twice more, including once this week, and that could
settle first place once and for all.
Colorado (31-10-4, 11 GR) vs. Minnesota (31-13-3, 9 GR)
How much fun are the traditionally staid and plodding Wild? Presumptive
rookie of the year winner Kirill Kaprizov has helped redefine a Wild team
that sits just two points back of the Avalanche (although the Avs have
two games in hand). The Wild have won seven in a row and there is a
kind of house money feel about a team most considered a bubble team
at the start of the season. The Wild are top 10 in goals for per game,
goals against per game and on the penalty kill. The Avs, meanwhile, are
still trying to sort themselves out after a COVID-19 scare and they have a
heavy schedule down the stretch including eight games in 13 days in
May before the start of the playoffs. That’s a lot. Getting starting
netminder Philipp Grubauer, who spent time on the COVID-19 list and
hasn’t played since April 12, into form without overworking him before the
playoffs will be key.
Five things to watch this week

Trophy for most goals but there remains an interesting race to see which
defensemen ends up with the most points. Currently the Rangers’
dynamic defender Adam Fox, thanks to a three-point day Sunday, now
has 46 points and a two-point lead on Victor Hedman, who scored the
overtime winner in Tampa’s win Sunday over Columbus. Fox is four
points up on John Carlson, a finalist for the Norris Trophy last year. Shea
Theodore is at 40 points while Dougie Hamilton and Kris Letang are at
39. No specific trophy for finishing first but an interesting race
nonetheless and it would be unusual for the top-scoring defenseman not
to get some Norris love from voters.
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The Athletic / DGB weekend rankings: The Canadiens’ spot slips away,
while the Central race is down to two

By Sean McIndoe Apr 26, 2021

Look, we’re not saying it’s going to happen. We’re not even saying it’s
likely to happen.
Still, you’re a little nervous about missing the playoffs, right Habs fans?
OK, probably not. Being “a little nervous” was two weeks ago when the
Habs were refusing to close this thing out even as the Flames were
spiraling and the Canucks were sidelined. By last week, we were asking
how worried the Canadiens should be, and the answer their fans kept
offering was “A whole lot, but thanks for asking, really glad you brought
that up right now.”
Here’s where we’re at in the North: The Leafs just took two from the Jets
in games that saw Winnipeg pull its star goalie and bench its best
forward, so even though we’ve been here before, it’s feeling pretty safe
to say Toronto will finish first unless they collapse. That will give us an
intriguing Jets/Oilers matchup in the first round, with lots of old-school
Smythe Division baggage to unpack.

1. Jason Robertson of Dallas is the only threat to Kirill Kaprizov for the
Calder Trophy as rookie of the year and the Stars will need Robertson to
keep cooking this week as they go back-to-back against Carolina
Monday and Tuesday at home, travel to Tampa Wednesday and then to
Nashville for the big clash in Music City Saturday night.

So who gets fourth? For most of the second half, that’s been Montreal’s
spot to lose. It still is, but man, they’re working on it. They’ve won three of
their last 11, they can’t score, and Carey Price and Brendan Gallagher
are both out. They can’t use Cole Caufield because they don’t have cap
space, and they don’t have cap space because of how Marc Bergevin
approached the deadline, and here we are.

2. St. Louis has the inside track on fourth place in the West Division but
lost key defenders Vince Dunn and Colton Parayko to injury in a comefrom-behind win against Colorado Saturday. Their availability will be
critical with games against Colorado and two against red-hot Minnesota
on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday.

But despite it all, they enter this week with an opportunity to put the
whole thing to bed. A five-game Alberta trip featuring three against the
Flames was a chance to knock out Calgary with a win or two, at which
point it would just be about holding serve long enough to outlast the
Canucks.

3. Mark this on your calendar: Wednesday night Colorado visits Vegas in
a tilt between two of the top teams in the NHL. The Avalanche have an
outside shot at first place in the West but they’ll need to win here against
the hottest team in the NHL to keep that dream alive.

Instead, the Habs split two with the Oilers and then dropped the first two
of the Calgary series, both in regulation. That moved the Flames to within
four points, which is still a big gap. If Montreal win the finale Monday,
then that’s probably about it for Calgary. But if the Flames finish the
sweep? Hoo boy.

4. Anaheim has made up some serious ground in the race for last overall
in the NHL and the best chance at the first overall pick in the July draft
with four straight losses and a league-worst minus-51 goal differential.
But they’ve got serious competition from New Jersey as the Devils are
now winless in 10 (0-9-1) after blowing a two-goal, third-period lead
against Philadelphia and losing in a shootout Sunday. The Ducks, 35
points, and the Devils, 35 points, are so wretched right now they could
easily drop below Buffalo, 33 points, by the end of the week. Didn’t see
that coming a month ago.
5. Connor McDavid will run away with the Art Ross Trophy as the top
point-producer and Auston Matthews is going to win the Rocket Richard

Meanwhile, the Canucks are lurking, even with Elias Pettersson unlikely
to return this year. They’re eight points back but with five in hand,
including two more this week against the Senators. Dom has
Vancouver’s odds at 19% and the Flames at 11%, which leaves the Habs
sitting well north of “probably” but nowhere close to “sure thing.”
The bottom line is that Montreal is still running this show. They’ve got 10
games left including tonight and if they win, let’s say six of them, we’re
pretty much done. Winning six of 10 isn’t too much to ask. It’s pretty
much the baseline expectation for a playoff team.
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Is that what the Canadiens are? We’re not sure. We’ve got 10 games to
find out.

seven games left on their schedule, they’re holding down the division’s
last spot by total points.

Road to the Cup

But the Stars are right there, continuing to fight their way through a
condensed schedule. They’re two points back with two games in hand,
which means this is basically a coin flip. (For what it’s worth, Dom’s
model has the race as 50/48 in favor of Dallas.) And they may be getting
some help down the stretch, as Tyler Seguin is nearing a return from that
offseason hip surgery. He’s unlikely to be an impact presence right out of
the gate, but once he shakes off some rust he could make the difference
in a game or two, and right now that might be enough to decide the race.

The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first team in
history to win a Stanley Cup in July.
Don’t worry Leafs fans, I won’t put Toronto back in the top five and curse
them to another losing streak. But I will give them mention, if only
because this story about them helping their AHL squad was pretty cool.
Jason Spezza seems like a good dude.
5. Pittsburgh Penguins (32-14-3 , +32 true goals differential*) – Ah why
not, let’s use the revolving door of the five-spot to get the Penguins their
first appearance of the season. Three straight wins against the Devils
don’t tell us all that much because [gestures at Devils], but Sunday’s 1-0
win over the Bruins was impressive. Maybe not entertaining, but
impressive. With the Islanders losing twice to Washington and the Caps
missing Alexander Ovechkin, you could make a case for the Pens as the
division’s best bet right now. Would it be a good case? Eh, good enough.
4. Tampa Bay Lightning (32-14-2, +35) – After ranking first or second
every week all year, the Lightning slide all the way down to fourth. Should
we be worried that they had a tough time with the Blue Jackets Sunday?
No. About how they haven’t had a three-game win streak in over a
month? No. That they’re still missing Steven Stamkos? Nah. That we’re
not completely sure Nikita Kucherov will be back at 100 percent for the
first round? Not really. That the Panthers and Hurricanes won’t go away,
and the path out of the division looks brutal? Maybe, but maybe not. How
about all of those things being true at the same time? Yeah, that’s
enough to make me worried, if only just a little.

Once Seguin is back in the lineup, this Stars team looks a lot more like
the one that went on a run last year. That team gave the Lightning a
tough go in the Final, which is worth remembering as Tampa stands in
the way of anyone looking to make it out of the division. There was a time
earlier in the year when it looked like the Stars’ slow start had just left
them with too much hill to climb, but they’ve clawed their way back in.
Now they just need to finish.
This week was a golden opportunity, with four straight against the Wings.
They took three of four, which isn’t running the table but will do. Saturday
was almost a disaster, with the Stars shelling the Wings with 52 shots
and still needing overtime to get two points, but they got them.

3. Carolina Hurricanes (31-10-6, +37) – They earned three of four points
in a pair of two-game series against the Lightning and Panthers, and now
they’re done with those teams. It’s just nine straight against the Central
also-rans to close out the season, which should be an opportunity to
bank some points and get everything aligned for a long playoff run.

This is where the remaining schedule starts to loom large. The Stars and
Predators only face each other once down the stretch, in Nashville on
Saturday, so the race will be decided by the rest of the slate. That’s not
good news for Dallas. They’ve got nine games left, of which six are
against the division’s big three of Tampa, Carolina and Florida, including
the Hurricanes Monday and Tuesday. The only positive for the Stars is
that they wrap up with a pair against the Hawks, which should give them
a chance to cross the finish line with some wins. The Predators are done
with Tampa, but do get the Panthers Monday and Tuesday and close
with two against Carolina. The easy points on their schedule, as much as
there ever is such a thing, would be a pair against the Blue Jackets next
week.

2. Colorado Avalanche (31-10-4, +54) – They’re back, resuming a fourgame series with the Blues by splitting a pair. They’ll finish the set
tonight, in what could be a first-round preview.

It’s not a four-team battle, but there’s something to be said about an oldschool two-team race to the finish. First prize is a chance to go through
two of the league’s best teams to get out of the division. Good luck.

By the way, if you missed it last week, be sure to check out this profile of
Nathan MacKinnon. If only for the dance video.

The bottom five

1. Vegas Golden Knights (34-11-2, +58) – I really don’t love having two
teams from the same division in the top two spots, since we know at least
one of them will be out by the end of the second round. We’ve still got a
few weeks to sort that out before the season ends, but for now the
Knights have to be number one. They’ve got nine straight wins, seven by
three goals or more, so they’re peaking at just the right time.
It’s hard to overstate how important the race for top spot in the division
will be; it’s the difference between playing the third-place team in the first
round or a fourth-place team that might be 20 points worse. The Knights
and Avs are going to have to go full throttle down the stretch, including a
head-to-head on Wednesday. And the Wild aren’t out of it yet.
*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does
for some reason.
Not ranked: Dallas Stars and Nashville Predators – There was a time
when the battle for the last playoff spot in the Central looked like it could
be a four-team race that came right down to the wire. That four-team part
won’t end up happening, as the Blue Jackets threw in the towel at the
deadline to turn it into a three-team dance, and now the Blackhawks are
all but out after the Predators took five of six points against them in this
week’s showdown series. But down to the wire? That part’s looking good.
Nashville vs. Dallas, who you got?
We’ve spent some time talking about the Predators, who morphed from
the final boss battle of trade deadline sellers to playoff contenders over
the course of March. They’ve cooled off a little since then, winning seven
of 12 in April, but took care of business against the Hawks. With just

The five teams that are headed towards the best lottery odds and trying
to figure out if we should call this an Owen Power Ranking.
I don’t really have anywhere else to put this, so we’ll do it here since this
is kind of the lottery section and lotteries are about landing good
prospects who’ll turn into great rookies.
So, the Calder debate. It started with some folks wondering if Jason
Robertson was catching up to Kirill Kaprizov and making this a race. He
is, although it’s probably not enough given Kaprizov’s highlight reel. But
then the question morphed into whether Kaprizov should be eligible at all,
given that he’s 23 and has years of high-level pro competition in the KHL
under his belt.
That’s a good debate! It’s worth having. I’m honestly not even sure which
side I’m on, although if you forced me I’d probably lean towards
tightening the rules a little. But let’s just be clear: If you have a Calder
vote this year, your job is to vote based on the criteria you’ve been given.
The NHL has told us what a rookie is, and whether they’re right or wrong,
it’s their call. You shouldn’t be moving Kaprizov down your list, or even
off your ballot altogether, based on what you think the rules should be.
That’s not your job. This isn’t a situation like the Hart Trophy where
there’s some ambiguity about what exactly we’re voting for; the Calder is
pretty cut-and-dried. If you think Kaprizov had a better rookie season
than Robertson (and so far he has), then he’s your first-place vote.
There’s no degree-of-difficulty component here, so don’t go and invent
one.
5. Columbus Blue Jackets (15-25-10, -48) – Oh man. It’s just that… I
mean… how can we even do this when…
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We’ll miss you, boys. Thanks for the memories. We’ll always have those
52 straight weeks in the bottom five. And also this. Rebuilding teams,
man. They just grow up so fast.

4. Ottawa Senators (17-27-4, -40) – We were so close!

The Blackhawks outperformed expectations this year. This being the
NHL, that’s a double-edged sword, because it means the rebuild won’t
benefit from a high pick in this year’s draft. But for now, let’s just
recognize a team that surprised us, and almost pulled off a near-miracle.
For a young team entering a new chapter, that’s got to be worth
something.

#ARTYGOALIE PIC.TWITTER.COM/M6OM5ZEHHL
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Oh right, the Blue Jackets. Yeah, they’re terrible.

By the way, with the Red Wings finally out of the bottom five, it’s worth
pointing out that the Senators have been here even longer. Their streak
dates back to March 2018, when they returned after a one-week
absence. Over three years and 67 columns later, they’re still here. To
give you an idea of how long ago that was, the Sens had just welcomed
Erik Karlsson back to the lineup, they were trying to figure out if they
should give that year’s first-round pick to Colorado, and Don Cherry had
thoughts on the team moving to Quebec City. It was so long ago that the
Predators were ranked as the best team in the league. And the worst
team was… well, it was the Sabres. I guess some things never change.
Honestly, at the rate they’re going (and other teams are imploding), it
wouldn’t be a shock to see the Sens off the list by the end of the year too.
Maybe the end of the week.
3. Anaheim Ducks (14-27-7, -50) – Four straight losses, all in regulation,
although three came against the Golden Knights juggernaut so what are
you going to do. They’ve got a four-game series with L.A. coming up,
which gives them a chance to extinguish the faint flickering hope of a
Kings playoff push. Hey, it’s not much, but it’s something.
2.New Jersey Devils (14-27-7, -48) – The Devils went into yesterday’s
action with a chance to slip past the Sabres into 31st place. They didn’t,
but they did collapse late to lose their 10th straight, although they at least
earned a point in the process. You don’t take the Sabres’ spot from them
without earning it, but the Devils sure do seem to want to earn it.
1. Buffalo Sabres (13-29-7, -50) – Last week: A series against the Bruins,
and one against the Rangers. This week: One against the Rangers, and
a series against the Bruins. Look, Sabres fans, you said you wanted
some consistency.
Meanwhile, a fan-voted award to recognize the player who “best
embodies what it means to be a Buffalo Sabre” is a cool idea, even as it
has some real Boaty McBoatface potential.
Not ranked: Chicago Blackhawks – The Blackhawks used to hang out in
the section, spending the first four weeks of the rankings in the bottom
five, drifting as low as number two. But as the year wore on and they
hung around a playoff race that few of us thought they’d be a part of, they
escaped in mid-February, never to be seen again.
I’ll admit, I was kind of rooting for them, partly because they were a great
story and partly because them making the playoffs would have thrown
the prediction contest into total chaos. The sight of a team that went into
an unwanted rebuild season without their best prospect or their beloved
captain or any goalies anyone had heard of making a “screw you” run
would have been all sorts of fun.
They nearly pulled it off. They still could, theoretically, since they’re not
mathematically eliminated. But this week’s series against the Predators
was a disaster, and the news gets worse when you look at the upcoming
schedule, with their next six coming against the Lightning, Panthers and
Hurricanes. They needed to bank those points at the expense of the
Predators, and they just ran out of steam.
So now what? Mark Lazerus took a deep dive on that, covering concerns
ranging from Dylan Strome (a healthy scratch down the stretch) to Kirby
Dach (good but not great as a sophomore) to whether there’s enough
help on the way for the blue line. Those are concerns worth talking about,
but as far as the sort of problems we thought the Blackhawks might be
facing this season, they’re manageable.
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The Athletic / LeBrun: What does the future hold for NHL head coaches
on expiring contracts or in interim positions?

By Pierre LeBrun Apr 26, 2021

The season began with six NHL head coaches entering the final year of
their respective deals. As the end of the regular season approaches, five
of them are still in that position.
Only Jeremy Colliton in Chicago has been extended in that group. So
where are we with the five remaining pending free-agent coaches? Let’s
take a look:
Rod Brind’Amour, Carolina: Owner Tom Dundon reiterated to me last
week that an extension with Brind’Amour will get done. Here’s where I
believe this is at: Both sides are hopeful a deal will eventually get done,
but there remains a gap in both positions after some negotiations earlier
this season. As I’ve said before, it’s hard for me to see Brind’Amour
anywhere else. But he’s among the lowest-paid coaches right now. His
new annual salary probably has to at least start with a 2 to make it work.
And that’s still a bargain. I’m betting this gets done and Brind’Amour
stays put. But it’s not a total slam dunk.
Travis Green, Vancouver: There have not been talks regarding an
extension this season, which is a mistake in a Canadian market with a
rabid fan base and intense media scrutiny. You don’t let a good coach
like Green enter the season on an expiring deal. You’re asking for it to
become a story when you do that. He has certainly earned an extension
and a raise reflecting it. I do think the Canucks want to bring him back,
and a source suggested to me Friday that perhaps there could be news
on this front sooner rather than later. So stay tuned there.
Rick Tocchet, Arizona: This one feels like it’s headed for an exit by a
coach who is well respected around the league. I don’t think there are
any hard feelings; it’s just a situation where you have a first-year GM in
Bill Armstrong who inherited a coach and is headed for a retool or rebuild
of some sort with the roster. It probably makes sense for the GM to hire
his own coach for that. And Tocchet is probably more interested in
coaching a team that can contend in the here and now. Perhaps he
stays, but if he does, it’s as much about Tocchet deciding to stay — a
mutual decision. My gut feeling is that he leaves.
Jeff Blashill, Detroit: No idea. I truthfully have zero sense of where this
one is headed. A year ago, GM Steve Yzerman decided to pick up
Blashill’s option for this season. Now the coach is up. It’s been a fullblown, organic rebuild in Detroit, and in that context, I feel like Blashill
has coached the Red Wings to be pretty competitive on most nights and
there’s been growth among the younger players. But honestly, you can
see the merit on either side of whichever decision Yzerman makes:
Blashill has earned the chance to stick around, I truly believe that, but it
might also be time for a fresh voice as the rebuild enters its next phase.
As I said, I have no gut feeling on this one.
John Tortorella, Columbus: We had Jarmo Kekalainen on the podcast
last week, and the Blue Jackets GM didn’t really tip his hand with respect
to the future of his head coach, whom he hired six years ago.
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“We’ll sit down face-to-face after the season, like we do on a daily basis
here on everything that’s going on with the team,” Kekalainen began. “I
have a tremendous amount of respect for what he’s done for the
franchise and for the team and for a lot of individuals in their
development. He’s a demanding coach; he’s as honest as they come.
Some players handle it well, some players don’t … but as I say to all the
players who struggle with his style of coaching, ‘Later on, you’re going to
appreciate somebody telling you the truth to your face rather than telling
you something that you want to hear in front of you and something else
behind your back.’ That’s never going to happen with Torts. And that’s
why there are some conflicts every once in a while. And me and him
have some heated conversations once in a while, too. But it never gets
personal. We get through it. We shake hands and move forward. And I
really respect that kind of character that he has. He’s a very interesting
guy. We’ve had a lot of lengthy conversations about coaching, player
evaluations, player development. Sometimes we don’t agree and we
agree to disagree and move forward. …

• D.J. Smith, Ottawa

“I think he’s made me a better general manager, understanding the
coaching side better. Hopefully I’ve had a little bit of influence on him
understanding the player development side and the projections that we
have for players. And the role we expect them to play and how fast we
expect them to get there. We talk about that almost daily. It’s been
interesting, to say the least.

In a market like Toronto, I have to imagine the Leafs won’t want Keefe
entering next season on the final year of his deal or to have it hanging
over him all season. He’s done a bang-up job in his first NHL coaching
job, but the playoffs this year will obviously have an impact. All things
being equal, I would expect him to be extended much before his deal
expires in the summer of 2022.

“As I said, he’s a great coach, he’s got all these wins in the league, and
he’s stayed in the league for a long time for a reason. I have a lot of
respect for him.”

Does Senators GM Pierre Dorion approach Smith this summer, one year
out? I certainly feel like a young, rebuilding roster has responded under
Smith this season. We’ll see whether Dorion wants to see more next
season before deciding on an extension. That’s not clear to me at this
point. As a first-time NHL head coach, Smith is among the lower-paid
coaches, so a bump is obviously coming if/when he’s extended.

My take: This decision isn’t just what Kekalainen feels is right moving
forward; it’s just as much what Tortorella feels like doing. Does the
veteran coach want a new challenge? Or is he happy to stay put?
I feel like this one is headed for a split after a fun journey together.
Teams with openings
Seattle and Buffalo have openings, and Montreal has to determine what
to do with interim coach Dominique Ducharme.
Sabres GM Kevyn Adams said at the outset after firing Ralph Krueger
that he would take his time and talk to different people. By all accounts,
that’s exactly what he’s doing, a source said Friday.

• Craig Berube, St. Louis
• Jon Cooper, Tampa Bay
• Sheldon Keefe, Toronto
And these are the head coaches with a club option after next season:
• John Hynes, Nashville
• Dallas Eakins, Anaheim
• Paul Maurice, Winnipeg
Bednar could cash in with a nice raise after a long playoff run this
summer, although there’s no guarantee the Avs feel the need to
negotiate a new deal one year out. The two sides haven’t broached the
contract yet, I’m told.

Tippett is a fascinating one. He’s been at this a long time. He’s made
money elsewhere with some smart real estate decisions. He doesn’t
need to grind away behind an NHL bench forever. I’m not suggesting he
won’t want to coach beyond the expiry of his deal in the summer of 2022
— he really enjoys the Oilers gig — but I’m guessing he’s more than
comfortable waiting before deciding what’s next. Likewise, I think Maurice
has reached the point in his career and the comfort level with his bosses
in Winnipeg where he doesn’t need things addressed far in advance.
The Athletic LOADED: 04.27.2021

The Kraken decided to wait and see if other coaches become available
after the season. Gerard Gallant would be an obvious choice; he’s a free
agent, and as I’ve reported before, I believe Seattle spoke to him about a
year ago but not since. GM Ron Francis decided to be patient and has
said again recently he wants to see what happens elsewhere as well in
case some interesting candidates suddenly become available after the
season. Brind’Amour, Tocchet or Green could all fit that criteria if they
become available.
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As long as the Habs make the playoffs, I think Ducharme will have the
interim tag lifted.

Mark Spector
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Sportsnet.ca / McDavid takes over again as Oilers continue to own
Hellebuyck, Jets

April 27, 2021, 1:47 AM

Coaches with one year left
There are eight NHL head coaches who have just one more year on their
respective contracts and three others with an option year after next
season. So potentially 11 free-agent coaches in the summer of 2022.

EDMONTON — It’s official: The Edmonton Oilers own Connor
Hellebuyck and the Winnipeg Jets.

But that’s obviously not going to happen. Several of them will be
extended.

Their playoff paths have been converging for weeks now, and with a
Round 1 series in mind, the Oilers flew to Winnipeg for the last two
meetings of the regular season with a singular intention.

Here are the head coaches entering the last year of their deals next
season:

“You want to leave a mark,” said Leon Draisaitl.

• Jared Bednar, Colorado
• Rick Bowness, Dallas
• Dave Tippett, Edmonton
• Dean Evason, Minnesota

A mark?
How about a crater? How about a roundhouse kick right in the
confidence?
The Oilers had the Jets tapping out Monday, building up a 5-0 win en
route to a 6-1 whitewash, their fifth straight dismantling of the men from
Manitoba.
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They’ll have one more meeting before their nearly-set-in-stone playoff
series begins. But at this point, does it really matter what happens
Wednesday night in Winnipeg?
“It’s good for our confidence, but the playoffs are a different animal,” said
Connor McDavid, when asked about his team’s mastery of the Jets. “Our
team just seems to play well against them. They have some of the best
forwards around the league, and their goaltender is coming off of a
Vezina season.
“Every time, we seem to play them hard.”
Oh yes, the Vezina goalie.
When you look at that position heading into a playoff matchup, 10 out of
10 prognosticators would give the edge to Winnipeg. The Jets have a 27year-old Vezina winner in his prime, while Edmonton counters with a 39year-old journeyman on a series of one-year deals with his fifth NHL
team.
The problem is: Every time they face each other, Mike Smith is better.
And in the last two meetings — 3-0 and 6-1 Oilers wins — it hasn’t been
close.
In games where they both start, Smith is 4-0 against this season against
Hellebuyck, whose numbers against the Oilers in 2020-21 are ghastly: a
goals-against average of 4.29, a saves percentage of .870 and a 2-4
record.
But this is perhaps more alarming if you are Jets head coach Paul
Maurice: Hellebuyck’s lifetime numbers against Edmonton are also
brutal, with a 3.43 GAA, .891 saves percentage and a 9-9-1 record.

And the Jets? They’ve now lost four straight and five of seven.
If they want any hope of home-ice advantage in Round 1 they need to
win Wednesday. Even then, the stats are ugly.
McDavid (19 points in eight games versus Winnipeg) and Draisaitl (11)
do pretty much whatever they want against the Jets. So has Nurse,
whose nine points are more than any Winnipeg player — forward or
defenceman — has against Edmonton this year.
The Jets were without Adam Lowry and Nikolai Ehlers, but the matchup
against McDavid’s line hasn’t worked well for Mark Scheifele and Blake
Wheeler, minus-12 and minus-14 respectively against Edmonton this
season.
“Tonight it blew up on us,” said Jets coach Paul Maurice.
Not to be forgotten was Draisaitl surpassing Marco Sturm to become the
highest-scoring German national ever to play in the NHL. This, at the ripe
old age of 25.
“Originally, I just wanted to play in Germany. That was my first goal,” said
Draisaitl, who has 488 points in 468 NHL games. “It means a lot to me to
be at the top of that list.
“It’s a big honour.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 04.27.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Caufield helps Canadiens escape Calgary with precious
points in playoff race

Hellebuyck did not give his team more than one or two big saves
Monday, very early on, and found himself on the bench for the third
period after McDavid torched him for three goals and four points before
the second period was done. A couple of one-timers from Draisaitl and
Darnell Nurse also left Hellebuyck little chance, and he waved at them
both.

Eric Engels

As he has on so many nights throughout his march toward the
improbable goal of 100 points in a 56-game season, McDavid simply took
over this game,
“There are a handful of players over the history of the game who are able
to do that. Certainly Connor is in that group,” head coach Dave Tippett
said. “His game… I’ve been around a long time, and there are very few
people who can dominate a game like he can. And he does it in a lot of
different aspects of the game.
“His speed is unbelievable, but his hands and his thinking are at another
level also. He’s a driver on our team. Draisaitl is a big part of that also,
but Connor, this year, has been just superb.”
In a game where Edmonton debuted two new players — trade deadline
pick-up Dmitry Kulikov and call-up Ryan McLeod — we also saw the Jets
struggle with McDavid and Draisaitl (goal and an assist) on separate
lines. The way Jesse Puljujarvi is playing, McDavid has enough help on
his line to unite Draisaitl with Ryan Nugent-Hopkins and Kailer
Yamamoto, a pretty decent trio.
If McLeod can become the third-line centre here, after winning three of
his five faceoffs and playing 14:16 in his NHL debut, Edmonton might
have something.
As it stands, the Oilers have been the best team in the North going back
to Jan. 30, at 25-10-2. They may not end up in first place, but the playoffs
are all about which team is playing its best hockey when the puck drops.
“We’ve got lots of confidence,” McDavid said. “We’ve played all types of
games. Our series against Montreal was hard-nosed, hard-hitting
hockey. Tonight we showed a bit of a different game. We’re confident
moving forward.”

April 27, 2021, 12:12 AM

They were two players who wouldn’t have played if not for technicalities
we don’t care to expand on much further, but held key roles in helping
the Montreal Canadiens escape Calgary with a six-point lead in the
standings and a precious game in-hand in the race for the final playoff
spot in the North Division.
Oh, we’d go deep on the salary cap and roster implications that allowed
the Canadiens to dress Jake Evans and Cole Caufield in the most
important game of their season to date, but knowing you just had to
watch one of the most pitiful and boring displays of hockey played since
the dead-puck era, we’ll spare you that torture. Simply put, Jonathan
Drouin was sick, Paul Byron was hurt and Alex Romanov was placed on
the taxi squad to make room for Evans and Caufield to play under
emergency circumstances, and play they did.
The two rookies brought energy to a team in desperate need of it, they
enabled head coach Dominique Ducharme to return to a 12-forward, sixdefencemen formation that he said was pivotal in matching Calgary’s
exhausting style, and their impact was tangible throughout Monday's 2-1
win over the Flames.
The 20-year-old Caufield was anything but overwhelmed. He was a
player Tyler Toffoli said got “more confident” and “more comfortable” with
every shift, and one Canadiens captain Shea Weber thought stood up
well along the boards against a Flames team that does so much to lock
those areas down.
Ducharme was impressed.
“I like what Cole did,” he said. “I thought he was solid. He had a few
shots, almost surprised the goalie once on the power play, created a
rebound for Phil (Danault) in the first that was a prime-A (scoring
chance), played the game the right way and played hard.”
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Evans played it subtly, with perfect attention to detail on all 20 of his
shifts, and he did so in a game that demanded it. A game where one
mistake could prove devastating.
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“Solid game,” Ducharme said in praise of the 24-year-old centre. “Small
plays that sometimes you can’t see on the scoresheet but those little
plays, when you pile them up at times, it makes a difference. That’s what
we want to do as a team is piling up those small plays and, tonight, he
was piling them up.”

Sportsnet.ca / Canucks squander vintage Holtby start with lackluster
performance

In the process, Evans was proving himself an invaluable resource. One
that shouldn’t fall victim again to the numbers game — even if it
necessitates some difficult decisions moving forward. Because when the
games matter most, Evans is a player the Canadiens can count on.
And we’ll say the same of Caufield, because this team doesn’t have more
than one player like him, and it’s shown that over the last few weeks.
That one player is Toffoli and, if not for the Scarborough, Ont., native
who scored for a fourth straight game to notch his 25th of the season, the
Canadiens would have even fewer wins than the four they’ve earned in
the 12 games Brendan Gallagher has missed since April 6.
Sure, Gallagher will return for the playoffs — the Canadiens should feel
much more assured they’ll participate in them than they did 24 hours ago
— and he’ll do what he does. And Josh Anderson will continue to
contribute as he has this season.
The diminutive winger, aptly nicknamed “Bilbo” (as in The Hobbit’s
Baggins) by at least one of his new teammates, has built himself as one
at every other level, and if you give him five shot attempts like he had in
this game, more often than not he’s skating off the ice with at least a goal
— and possibly one or two more.
To see the Wisconsin native play as confidently, given what was on the
line Monday, was a testament to his preparedness. And even if
management had created so many obstacles to finally getting him into a
game, they do deserve some credit for getting him around the team early
enough to get all the more acclimated to life in the NHL.
“I think being able to be with the guys for a while really helped my
comfort level being with them,” Caufield said. “It’s a big part of
transitioning to a new team and stuff, and especially the NHL. The guys
have been unbelievable and they made this transition pretty easy.
They’ve been nothing but the best to me, and it’s a great team in the
room and I’m just really happy to be part of it.”
Remaining Time -6:07
Are the Flames playoff hopes gone after loss to Canadiens?
This group of veterans made him feel at home in having him take his
traditional solo lap in warmup without a helmet on.
Caufield wore a grin that could light the sky — and not just before the
game, but as it moved along, certainly as it wrapped and officialized his
NHL arrival. Considering the pall the Canadiens have been under of late,
it was refreshing.
“He’s just a kid and he’s just happy,” said Toffoli. “I feel like every time
I’ve seen him he’s been almost too happy. It’s too nice, so I think he just
had fun. It’s something he’s going to remember forever, and he’s only
going to keep getting better and better.”
At least that process is finally underway.
And look what it’s done for Evans over the last year, enabling him to
provide a spark when the Canadiens needed it most.
With nine games remaining, and Drouin and Byron presumably on the
mend, who knows how the Canadiens will navigate the cap and the
complex roster decisions they must make to keep both players playing.
Thankfully, they don’t have to worry about any of that once playoffs
begin. But for now, they should keep in mind why they’re a step closer to
them.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 04.27.2021
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Braden Holtby is doing so much for the Vancouver Canucks these days,
he’s even trying to take the blame.
The Canucks lost vital ground in the National Hockey League standings
when they were beaten 2-1 Monday by the Ottawa Senators. But Holtby,
the veteran goalie who has emerged from the team’s COVID crisis in
vintage form, was still Vancouver’s best player. And second place wasn’t
close.
But when it was over, the Canucks looking tired and slow at times and
unable to generate sustained pressure until the closing minutes, Holtby
said his “mental error” cost Vancouver on the winning goal in the second
period.
With the Canucks looking stuck in quicksand near the end of a 97second shift, Holtby handled Connor Brown’s shot from the slot – one of
six shot attempts during a minute of continuous Ottawa pressure – but
swept the puck towards the sideboards instead of freezing it for a faceoff
and line change.
Fifteen seconds later, at 11:41, Brady Tkachuk found Drake Batherson
wide open in the high slot and the Senators winger wristed a shot past
Holtby to break a 1-1 tie.
“That's the mental error I'm talking about,” Holtby said. “That's one of
those where at the start of the shift, it's the right play. Right after I did
that, I realized how tired we were. One of those things that just came
back to bite us. It's definitely a puck I should have covered.”
Probably, but we’re still not letting Holtby take the blame for this.
Earlier in the shift, defenceman Nate Schmidt’s poor clearing attempt
was kept in at the blue line. And right after Holtby kept the puck alive,
Schmidt’s pass along the boards to Brock Boeser was weakly played by
the Canucks’ sniper, resulting in another turnover.
“I thought we could have got the puck out a couple of times on the one
goal,” coach Travis Green said. “A couple plays we weren't quick
enough. Part of that is maybe getting a little tired from being in there (so
long). We talk about holding the middle, and we didn't get to the middle of
the ice. We had a breakdown.”
Earlier, Green told reporters: “We talk to our team a lot about 'every shift
matters.' Especially with our team, and at this time of the year, every
turnover, every puck battle matters. I thought we let our foot off the gas.
We defended a little bit slow in the second, made a couple soft plays on
the wall, and we lost some momentum for about seven to 10 minutes.”
When Batherson scored, there was still nearly half the game left. But the
Canucks allowed it to be the difference.
The shift reveals a couple of things about the Canucks: they have little or
no margin for error as they desperately try to cross a 10-point gulf to the
Montreal Canadiens and the final playoff spot in the North Division; and
after 19 of their NHL players were mauled by COVID-19 at the start of
April, Vancouver can’t afford to get stuck on the ice for 90-second shifts.
Boeser, who leads the Canucks with 17 goals and 37 points, played only
two shifts in the next 12 ½ minutes after Batherson scored. Jimmy Vesey
played only two shifts the rest of the game.
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In a 24-minute span from the middle of the second period until late in the
third, the Canucks tested third-string Ottawa goalie Marcus Hogberg only
five times.

“He could be a president of hockey ops. He could be a GM. He could be
a co-GM. He could be a head coach,” Glasberg told Sportsnet Monday.
“It's going to be situational. That's the truthful answer.”

Vancouver’s only goal was scored by sixth defenceman Olli Juolevi – on
45-foot shot past teammate Jayce Hawryluk’s screen at 14:07 of the first
period, about four minutes after Josh Norris shot through Holtby on a
two-on-one following an ill-advised cross-ice turnover by Schmidt.

No deal between Roy and any NHL organization is imminent and,
Glasberg asserts, there has been “zero communication” between Roy’s
camp and the Canadiens.

“I think the second period cost us the game,” Juolevi said. “We didn't
skate well enough and we didn't move the puck well. It's a tough loss, but
we've just got to go and get the next one.”
*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.
The Canucks have lost two of three games against the last-place
Senators and end the four-game series on Wednesday. That’s when
Vancouver’s revised schedule starts trending toward torturous with its
final 14 games over just 22 days.
Monday’s disappointment was exacerbated by Montreal’s 2-1 win in
Calgary. The Canucks trail the Canadiens by 10 points with five games in
hand. The Senators have played seven more games than the Canucks,
but will pass them on points with a regulation win Wednesday.
“If we're going to have any chance of getting in the playoffs, we can't
worry about what Montreal does or any other team,” Holtby said. “We
need to believe that we need to win every game. In the end, hopefully
that's enough. But right now, it's moving on to the next game and finding
out how we're going to get two points there.”
Here are some basics: move your feet and the puck quickly, win your
puck battles, get out of your zone and avoid 97-second shifts. And give
the goalie a little more help.

Roy followed up his decorated playing career by coaching the Remparts
to a Memorial Cup in 2006.
He was hired to serve as head coach and vice president of hockey ops
with the Colorado Avalanche in 2013 and won the 2014 Jack Adams
Award as a rookie bench boss.
Citing a lack of input in personnel decisions, Roy stepped down from his
role with the Avalanche in the summer of 2016. He was subsequently
replaced by head coach Jared Bednar and returned to junior hockey.
Roy’s Remparts went 17-9-4-2 this season.
“I’d love to give this a shot and see what happens. And if something
works out, fantastic. And if it doesn't, we can't say we didn't try,” Glasberg
said.
“It’s worth taking a shot right now.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 04.27.2021
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Maple Leafs
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Sportsnet.ca / Patrick Roy exploring NHL return as head coach or GM

Luke Fox

Saturday night's showdown between North Division heavyweights
featured a strange sight: Mark Scheifele, sitting on the Winnipeg Jets
bench, for 17 straight minutes without a shift.

Patrick Roy is ready and open to a National Hockey League return.

Scheifele sat for the majority of the second period of Saturday's game
against the Toronto Maple Leafs, head coach Paul Maurice choosing to
bench his top centreman and thus sending a message to the player and
the team.

That message was broadcasted by his new agent, Neil Glasberg, on
Monday when Glasberg fired off a tweet destined to pop up in the feeds
of NHL owners and managers.

When asked about the benching on Monday, Scheifele told reporters that
while he understands his coach's perspective, he didn't agree with the
decision.

Roy, the 55-year-old Hockey Hall of Famer and four-time Stanley Cup
champion, is happy acting as general manager and head coach of the
QMJHL’s Quebec Remparts. He is not departing the junior club.

"I understand where he's coming from. I don't agree with him benching
me, but we don't have to agree on everything. He's my coach, I'm the
player, we don't have to agree on everything. That's the business of
sports," he said ahead of Monday's matchup against the Edmonton
Oilers. "I'll be ready to play tonight and that's about it."

April 26, 2021, 3:52 PM

But when Roy was approached by Glasberg -- whose PBI Sports &
Entertainment represents more NHL coaches than any other agency -and pitched the idea of exploring a return to the big leagues, Roy was
enthused.
The two signed an agreement over the weekend in preparation for the
inevitable coaching and executive changes that will take place following
the conclusion of the 2020-21 regular season.
Several teams -- including the Arizona Coyotes, Buffalo Sabres, Carolina
Hurricanes, Columbus Blue Jackets, Montreal Canadiens, Detroit Red
Wings and Vancouver Canucks -- do not have a coach under contract for
2021-22.

Scheifele ‘didn’t agree’ with being benched Saturday against Maple Leafs
Maurice's decision came after an 88-second shift for Scheifele at four-onfour, which ended with Scheifele coasting to the bench from the Leafs'
zone in what was at the time a one-goal game. As Scheifele exited the
play, Maple Leafs forward John Tavares took advantage of a rush and
made it 3-1. The benching lasted for 13:01 of the second frame, with
Scheifele making his return to the ice four minutes into the third period of
the game, which ended in a 4-1 Jets loss.
“We have some things that we value as a group," Maurice said after the
game. "Mark’s a real competitive guy. Sometimes that gets the best of
him, I think. We just need to adhere to our core values."
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When asked about the emotions he was going through at the time of the
benching, Scheifele said, "Everything."

the league and the aforementioned Hintz might be the most impressive of
everyone, battling through injuries to produce 38 points in 34 outings.

"You're definitely pretty pissed off," he said. "I understand where he was
coming from, but like I said before, I didn't agree with it, I didn't agree
with it at the time it took place and the magnitude of the game. I definitely
didn't agree with it so we'll leave at that."

The road ahead only gets tougher for the Stars, as they host Carolina on
Monday and Tuesday for their final two home games of the year. Dallas
will finish with seven straight on the road, including a mammoth tilt with
Nashville on Saturday. Given how difficult the path just to get here has
been, though, Big D deserves big-time props for remaining in this race.

As for his mindset moving forward, Scheifele had this to say:
"Go work on your game... Go to work, come to the rink and work hard,
and that's about it."
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 04.27.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Weekend Takeaways: Dallas Stars make unexpected
playoff push

Ryan Dixon
April 26, 2021, 11:53 AM

They’re playing without franchise faces; they’ve been whacked by
COVID-19 and the conference they’re defending doesn’t even technically
exist right now. Honestly, would anyone have blamed the Dallas Stars if
they took a page out of the Cowboys’ book and punted on this year?
Instead of leaning on excuses, though, the 2020 Western Conference
champs are emptying the tank while making an unlikely playoff push.
Dallas was not going to leave Detroit without two points on Saturday,
even if it took a little extra time for captain Jamie Benn to score the
overtime winner in a 2-1 victory. The only reason the game went past
three periods was because Red Wings goalie Jonathan Bernier made 50
saves, including on all 41 shots he saw through two frames.
Benn made sure things ended on a happy note for the Stars, though,
then had a little more fun during the post-game press conference when
Bishop assumed a pseudonym and tried his hand at playing reporter:
Bishop has time for this kind of Zoom-foolery because, as it turns out, he
won’t play at all this season thanks to a knee injury. Alexander Radulov,
who had 12 points in the 11 contests he suited up for in 2021, is also
completely done with a lower-body ailment. There’s still hope Seguin
could return from off-season hip surgery, but — at best — he’ll see a
handful of games. Stud Finn Roope Hintz has been in and out of the
lineup and Dallas won Saturday without the services offence-driving
defenceman John Klingberg. All this after the start of the Stars season
was pushed more than a week due to a COVID outbreak. The squad was
also forced to re-schedule home games in February thanks to frigid
temperatures and power outages in Texas.
But coach Rick Bowness’s boys won’t back down.
The win on Saturday was Dallas’s sixth in its past seven attempts, as it
exploited a soft spot in their schedule to pile up points in two games
versus Columbus and four against Detroit. The Stars — after treading
water for much of the year — are now two points back of the Nashville
Predators for the final playoff berth in the Central Division. Dallas’s points
percentage is .553 compared to .551 for the Preds. Nashville’s goaldifferential on the year is minus-5, while the Stars — at plus-14 — are
one of two clubs (along with the Rangers) to be on the positive side of
the ledger while not currently holding a playoff spot.
Benn — whose production has been nowhere near commensurate with
his $9.5-million cap hit the past couple years — has 12 points in his past
17 outings. Joe Pavelski, 36, leads the squad with 43 points; 21-year-old
Jason Robertson has the highest points-per-game (0.88) of any rookie in

Other Takeaways
• Taylor Hall is 3-3-6 in eight games as a Bruin, Anthony Mantha has
scored in four of the six contests he’s played as a Washington Capital,
but the move of the deadline so far might be the Florida Panthers
snatching Sam Bennett from Calgary. Bennett, the fourth-overall pick in
2014, picked up an assist during Saturday’s 4-3 win over the Carolina
Hurricanes, as the Canes and Cats continue to battle it out (along with
Tampa Bay) for top place in the Central Division. Bennett now has three
goals and the same number of helpers for six points in five outings with
the Panthers. A year ago, Florida more or less gave away a second-line
centre when it traded Vincent Trocheck to the Hurricanes. Maybe getting
Bennett from the Flames could prove to be a make-good on that?
• Speaking of Calgary-drafted players who are thriving in new places,
Adam Fox is turning in a sophomore season for the ages on Broadway.
We certainly can’t torch the Flames for trading Fox to Carolina three
years ago, nor can we blame the Canes for shipping him to New York as
they, too, knew the Harvard alum was not interested in signing with them
at the end of his NCAA career. Fox, a Long Island boy, wanted to play for
the Rangers and, man, are the Blueshirts ever the beneficiary of a good
bounce there. The 23-year-old, right-shot defenceman picked up an
assist during Friday night’s 4-1 win over the Flyers and three more in a 63 victory against the Buffalo Sabres on Sunday. Fox’s 41 apples on the
year are six more than the next closest blue-liner in the league. If the
Rangers can ever get the version of Jacob Trouba (currently injured) they
thought they were trading for two years ago, the right side of this D corps
is going to be set for a long time.
• With possible apologies to the aforementioned Panthers, the Minnesota
Wild may have sewn up ‘Surprise Team of the Season.’ Minny has
locked in a playoff spot after defeating the Kings on Friday and downing
the Sharks 24 hours later. The Wild are presently on a seven-game
winning streak, marking the third time this year the club has strung
together runs of at least five consecutive victories. They have yet to lose
three consecutive outings and are the fourth-best team in the NHL by
points percentage (.691). Kirill Kaprizov bagged three goals on the
weekend and has found the net in five straight contests.
Toronto Raptors fans: Remember when Masai Ujiri took over the team
eight years ago and was going to do a teardown, then it turned out Kyle
Lowry and DeMar DeRozan were really good, so the Raptors just
became good instead of rebuilding? Something similar has happened in
Minnesota.
Weekend Warrior
He hasn’t played a game since Feb. 9 and, as it turns out, that contest
will go down as the last one of Andrew Shaw’s NHL career. Shaw —
who’s battled concussions — announced he was hanging ‘em up on
Monday morning after heeding the advice of team doctors. Talk about
squeezing the most out of your average-sized body. The scrappy Shaw
turned himself from a fifth-round selection in 2011 to a key member of the
support staff on Chicago teams that won the Cup in 2013 and ’15. Great
call, Andrew. Take a breath, then get started on the rest of your life.
The Week Ahead
• Nathan MacKinnon will be trying to match the longest point streak of the
season when the Colorado Avalanche visit the playoff-bubble-dwelling
St. Louis Blues on Monday. MacKinnon has eight goals and 24 points
during his 13-game run and if he makes it to 14, he’ll match… Connor
McDavid? …Patrick Kane? Nope, Carolina D-man Dougie Hamilton.
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• Toronto and Montreal are slated to face off on Wednesday. Despite the
Habs’ recent woes, a first-round matchup between these clubs in a few
weeks looks very likely. The clubs still have four more regular-season
games to go against each other, so hockey’s oldest rivals could be very,
very sick of each other in about a month. (Doesn’t that sound fun?

As this is written, the Canucks have not recalled DiPietro, believing
Demko will be out only a short time.

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 04.27.2021

Holtby should be able to handle the workload this week, at least. The
former Vezina Trophy winner was a starter the last eight seasons in
Washington before signing with the Canucks and losing the No. 1 job to
Demko.
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks' Holtby without safety net as surprise playoff
push begins

Iain MacIntyre
April 26, 2021, 2:45 PM

The Canucks have back-to-back games Wednesday and Thursday in
Ottawa and Toronto.

But Holtby has been the Canucks’ best player since their COVID-19
shutdown ended, starting three of the four games while stopping 100 of
107 shots and winning three times.
The Canucks will have to scramble to acquire/borrow/steal another goalie
if something happens to Holtby or Silovs this week before Demko
recovers from his undisclosed injury. But even then, NHL quarantine
requirements regarding travel and new players entering a team’s
“bubble” make it nearly impossible for Vancouver to get help.
Surely, the Hockey gods aren’t that cruel?

This is the Vancouver Canucks way.
The day after the National Hockey League team assigned third-string
goalie Mike DiPietro to the American Hockey League, starter Thatcher
Demko was injured Monday in the morning skate in Ottawa.
With the Canucks surprisingly back in the playoff race and facing 15
games in 24 days, starting tonight against the Senators, Braden Holtby is
now essentially working the Vancouver crease without a safety net. His
backup tonight – and for the rest of this week if Demko remains out – is
20-year-old junior hockey grad Arturs Silovs, who played one game this
season while on loan to the Manitoba Moose.
You can’t convince anyone who has followed the Canucks for much of
their five decades that rotten luck isn’t as much a part of their history as
an 0-3 record in Stanley Cup Finals.
Two days ago, the Canucks had four goalies available to them. Now they
have two.
“Demmer is not available tonight,” coach Travis Green told reporters this
morning. “Lower-body injury, day-to-day.”
DiPietro has toiled without complaint as Vancouver’s third goalie this
season, spending all of it on the taxi squad until the Canucks sent him
Sunday to the Utica Comets in order to get their top netminding prospect
playing time.
DiPietro, 21, hasn’t played since March 11, 2020, when he started the
last of his 36 games for Utica in his rookie season as a professional.
31 Thoughts: The Podcast
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
Wary of pandemic border issues restricting player movement this
season, the Canucks arranged for Silovs, a sixth-round 2019 draft pick
from Latvia, to be loaned to the Moose. But the Winnipeg Jets’ farm team
gave Silovs only one start, a 2-1 loss to Laval on Feb. 27 in which the
goalie stopped 23 of 25 shots and was named the game’s third star, and
the Canucks recalled him two weeks ago during the team’s COVID-19
crisis.
Silovs spent last season in the Ontario Hockey League with the Barrie
Colts but has played professional hockey in Latvia, including six games
last fall while on loan from the Canucks.
With DiPietro subject to a one-week border quarantine if the Canucks
bring him back from Utica, it appears Silovs will remain Holtby’s backup
in the short-term if Demko remains out.

No wonder the Canucks are expected to move their minor-league team
back west, possibly to British Columbia, after this season by exercising
an out-clause in their affiliation agreement with Utica.
“We've got a lot of games in a short amount of nights,” Green said.
“We're going to need both goalies (Holtby and Demko) to be on top of
their game. Holts has been very solid the three starts here, looking like
he's right on top of his game, as well.”
Holtby knows the Canucks are capable of winning down the stretch
The Canucks won’t get any sympathy from the Senators or, well, anyone
else in the NHL.
Ottawa lost two goalies to injury in Saturday’s 4-2 loss in Vancouver:
starter Matt Murray in the second period and backup Anton Forsberg in
the pre-game warmup. Taxi-squad goalie Marcus Hogberg finished the
game for Ottawa.
But the Senators, like all but two Canadian teams, have the benefit of a
nearby AHL affiliate and a pool of players available to them on this side
of the Canada-U.S. border.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 04.27.2021
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TSN.CA / Thornton ‘bringing more fire’ to Leafs lineup with playoffs
looming

By Mark Masters

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who
practised at Ford Performance Centre on Monday ahead of Wednesday’s
game against the Canadiens in Montreal.
Alex Kerfoot isn't loving life with a beard.
"It's horrible," the Leafs forward said with a laugh. "It's itchy. It's
uncomfortable. I look at myself in the mirror and I'm like, 'Ugh, it doesn't
look good.'"
So, why is the Harvard product all in on facial hair this season? Is it
because, perhaps, of bearded big man Joe Thornton, a reporter
wondered.
"It sure is," Kerfoot confirmed. "I figured, middle of the pandemic, with
Jumbo on the team, there's no better time to kind of let it go. I've had it
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going for a little bit and going to keep it going for the rest of the year. But,
I don't think I'm ever going back to it."
It says a lot about Thornton's presence and personality that he can
inspire a teammate to alter his appearance. And the 41-year-old future
Hall of Famer is also doing his part to help change the way the Leafs look
on the ice.
With the regular season winding down, Thornton has thrown his 6-foot-4,
220-pound frame around the ice much more. Among the Leafs, only
Wayne Simmonds (19) and Jake Muzzin (20) have more hits than
Thornton (18) over the last seven games.
"He's bringing some fire," said Muzzin. "He's leading the way. It's
beautiful. It's contagious throughout the room when the oldest guy on the
team is doing that every night. So, guys are following and it's paying off
for us."
Thornton got into it with Jets winger Nikolaj Ehlers in the third period on
Saturday leading to coincidental minors late in the game and a rather
one-sided conversation between the players once they were seated in
their respective penalty boxes. Thornton, unsurprisingly, did most of the
talking.
"He's had a lot of emotion the last few games," noted Kerfoot. "The
bench has really fed off that. He's always like that in the locker room, but
to see him out there on the ice get animated, get into it with guys ... when
you see a guy like that going and doing those things it spurs the group on
to push a little extra as well."
The extra emotion has also ignited some offence for Thornton, who
snapped a 17-game point drought with an assist on Thursday and then
ended a 27-game goal drought on Saturday.
Kerfoot inspired by Thornton’s beard, physical play
The Maple Leafs' physicality has been noticeably higher over the last few
games and a big reason for that has been the extra emotion and fire that
Joe Thornton has brought, which his teammates have called 'contagious
throughout the room' when the oldest guy is bringing that kind of energy.
Last week, Thornton explained that he's become more comfortable with
his role on the team. After starting the season on the top line and top
power-play unit, Thornton is now lining up on the fourth line and second
power-play unit.
"There's a switch that has flipped a little bit here for Joe in the last few
weeks," Sheldon Keefe said following Saturday's win in Winnipeg. "He's
bringing more fire competitively on the ice, more fire in the dressing
room, more fire on the bench."
The Leafs coach pointed out that this is an important signal to the entire
group that it's time to ramp things up.
"We have a couple guys leading the way," said defenceman Justin Holl,
listing Thornton and Simmonds. "You love to see that kind of energy and
it fires everyone up. The games in Winnipeg kind of felt like playoff
hockey ... there was some bad blood and a lot of physicality."
But it's not enough.
Even after some off-season additions, the Leafs still aren't the most
physical team. Toronto ranks 28th in hits per 60 minutes (17.23), which is
up only slightly from last season when they finished 29th (16.72). Keefe
said the specific physicality he's looking for is in puck battles, creating
space and defending hard.
"We've definitely made progress throughout the season," said Muzzin,
who leads the team in hits. "It's still an area we can continue to get better
at. The last two games I thought we did a good job being physical and
being harder on guys and it's tough to play against when a team is
consistently doing that. We got to continue focusing on that."
'A switch has flipped': Fiery Thornton helps Leafs gear up for playoffs

With the playoffs looming, Joe Thornton has embraced more of an
energy role with the Leafs. "There’s been a switch that has flipped," said
coach Sheldon Keefe. "He's bringing more fire competitively on the ice,
more fire in the dressing room, more fire on the bench.” Thornton scored
a goal on Saturday and also got into an altercation with Jets winger
Nikolaj Ehlers.
There was a huge hit at Monday's practice as linemates Nick Foligno and
Auston Matthews collided in the neutral zone during a drill. The contact
broke Foligno's stick and sent the 33-year-old flying. Foligno popped up
all smiles and raised a broken piece of the stick in his hand as
teammates offered taps.
While he got the worse of Monday's hit, Foligno's physical play has been
a welcome addition along with his responsible defensive-zone presence.
"He's very smart," observed Muzzin. "[He's] in position, you know, [and]
goes through the man. He's on the right side of the puck. Just an efficient
player. It’s nice to see. Came right in seamless with the top guys there
and contributed and helped out defensively so nice to have him for sure."
The Leafs penalty kill ranks 26th this season, but killed off all five Jets
power plays with Foligno in the fold.
"He's been great," said Holl. "On the penalty kill he's been very effective.
Really good at the end of the game on the six on five. Works hard. He's
got two points in two games so he's doing it all right now, which is really
exciting to see."
Foligno was on the ice with Matthews and Mitch Marner late in
Thursday's game when the Jets had an extra attacker on.
The Leafs did some five-on-six work on Monday with the top line joining
Muzzin and Holl. The second group featured John Tavares with Ilya
Mikheyev and Kerfoot and the defence pair of T.J. Brodie and Morgan
Rielly.
Leafs Ice Chips: Foligno laughs off collision with Matthews
Nick Foligno has endeared himself to his new teammates with both his
personality and his play and as a result, his transition has been
seamless, and he has already earned the trust of Sheldon Keefe. TSN
Maple Leafs reporter Mark Masters has more.
Jack Campbell has performed well this season posting a 13-2-1 record
and .922 save percentage, but he's never played in the NHL playoffs and
is still adjusting to the heavier workload in Frederik Andersen's absence.
After winning on Thursday, Campbell admitted he's been too hard on
himself following losses and is aiming to do a better job handling the
emotional rollercoaster that is the NHL season.
"Everybody has helped him with that," said Keefe. "I had a conversation
with him after I pulled him against Calgary. I wanted to talk to him before
he left the building and talk to him about that. It's part of playing every
day. It's a credit to him for taking responsibility and ownership and
stepping up and taking some heat, but it's unnecessary.
“There's times he's taken it and he doesn't deserve it. I mean, he's
played excellent and had played excellent for us and didn't deserve that
so it was just giving him permission to be even keel and ride that wave a
little bit better ... Really, it's just part of the maturation process as he's
growing into a new role here."
'Let it go': With help from friends, Campbell learns to not be so hard on
himself
Jack Campbell snapped a three-game winless skid with a 34-save
performance on Thursday in Winnipeg. "Over the last couple of weeks,
I've learned being a little bit too hard on myself isn't necessarily always
the best thing," the Leafs goalie said. "Just kind of let it go." It’s
something teammates have been helping Campbell with. "We tell him all
the time, 'We win as a team and we lose as a team,'" said Auston
Matthews.
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With Zach Bogosian sidelined until at least May 18 with a shoulder injury,
lefty Travis Dermott has shifted to the right side on the third defence pair.

relieved that it's going in the right direction, and turning towards getting
back on the ice full time.”

"I haven't seen any issues there, any hiccups," said Keefe. "He's shown
the ability to do that in past. He looks comfortable there. He's going to
have to continue to get comfortable in that spot and get comfortable
getting regular reps on the penalty kill. His minutes rising … that's a
continued adjustment for him, but one he's taken on throughout his time
in the NHL and we expect him to be able to do that. The early indications
are he'll be ready."

Toronto's starter missed four games in late February with the lower-body
issue, returning to the net on March 3 in a 6-1 win over Edmonton. It was
after that victory when Andersen’s game began to crack. He went 1-5-0
in his next six appearances, recording an .862 save percentage and 3.84
goals-against average. During his last start on March 19 against Calgary,
Andersen gave up four goals on 18 shots in yet another loss.

Lines at Monday's practice:
Foligno - Matthews - Marner
Galchenyuk - Tavares - Nylander
Mikheyev - Kerfoot - Simmonds
Thornton - Brooks - Spezza
Robertson - Engvall - Noesen
Rielly - Brodie
Muzzin - Holl
Sandin - Dermott

“I know personally, I didn’t lose my abilities to play good,” Andersen said
post-game. “It’s just a matter of putting it together. It starts with me
looking inward.”
The Leafs announced the following day that Andersen would be
unavailable as the backup behind Jack Campbell in the rematch with
Calgary due to the injury.
Andersen took several weeks off the ice entirely from there, and just
recently began skating with goalie coach Steve Briere. He was able to
join the Leafs on their road trip last week, jumping in sporadically and
facing shots from players at the end of the practices.
Those moments helped sustain Andersen as he continued to grind
through rehab.

Liljegren - Marincin

“It’s been difficult,” Andersen said. “It’s been a challenging year for sure
with the [injury] stuff, and I think just being with the group and being back
out there today was huge and been a big boost in my mood. Going on
the road was great for that too, getting out of the condo and not just
being by myself. I was happy with that.”

Hutton
Campbell
Rittich
Andersen
TSN.CA LOADED: 04.27.2021
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TSN.CA / Andersen aiming to return before playoffs

By Kristen Shilton

Now that he’s able to practise again fully, Andersen’s focus will shift to
both managing any lingering pain and building up his stamina.
“Getting back up to speed again, that’s the first challenge,” he said.
“When you don’t skate and see pucks for a bit, that’s the final thing and
the deciding factor [to play again]. I have some time to get back up to
speed again and hopefully see some games before playoffs.”
Time is running out on the regular season though, with Toronto having
just eight games left before the postseason begins. While Andersen
would love to dress in a few of those contests, he maintains that
managing the injury “day-by-day” is his top concern.

TORONTO — Frederik Andersen didn’t want to throw in the towel. It was
his body that wouldn’t cooperate.

That also trumps any worries over this being a contract year. The 31year-old is slated to become an unrestricted free agent in July, and has
appeared in only 23 games with a 13-8-2 record and .897 save
percentage this season.

The Maple Leafs’ netminder knew after his last start on March 19 that the
nagging knee injury he’d been dealing with was more than just an
annoyance. It had started to hurt his play, and that simply couldn’t
continue. So Andersen was shut down completely, in the hopes that a
prolonged period away would get him back to 100 per cent.

Those aren’t the high-calibre figures Andersen probably envisioned riding
into negotiations for his next deal. But he’s not hurting for confidence on
that front.

It's been a long road ever since, but Andersen was finally able to
participate in a full practice on Monday and is feeling good about his
decision to step away.

“I know what I'm worth and I'm a great goalie, so I don't think that's really
at the forefront,” he said. “I think the biggest part of what we’ve got going
on here is with the team and I think we have a really special opportunity
to do something special this year. The biggest motivator for me is just
being part of that.”

“I reached a point where I just couldn’t feel comfortable in the net and
pushing and stopping as hard as I needed to be aggressive,” Andersen
said. “And it showed. It’s really hard to say stop. As a player and a
competitor, you don’t want to admit it or say stop yourself. It was maybe
going on for a little too long and I was just happy I caught it and it didn’t
get any worse.”

Toronto currently holds an eight-point cushion at the top of the North
Division standings. The team got there with the help of strong
goaltending from Campbell, who the Leafs have leaned heavily on in
Andersen’s absence.

Andersen said the physical strain of playing goal continually exacerbated
his knee issue, making it impossible to ignore.
“Because of my position, there’s some stressful areas that my body gets
into and that creates problems that were happening,” Andersen said. “But
I caught it and got it fixed before it could have gotten any worse. So I’m

Over the 18 games Andersen has missed so far, Campbell has gone 102-1, with a .915 save percentage and 2.43 goals-against average.
Campbell also set a new NHL record this season for most wins to start a
season (11-0-0).
In addition to Campbell’s contributions, Toronto has also tapped Michael
Hutchinson (1-0-1, .912 save percentage) and David Rittich (0-1-1, .877
save percentage) to get them through without Andersen.
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Coach Sheldon Keefe would love to have Andersen as an option sooner
than later, but won’t force the issue.

and an elite defensive defender may end up with the same net goal
contributions despite accomplishing it in an entirely different manner.

“It would be that would be great for us, but our focus is just to go through
this process to get Fred feeling comfortable,” Keefe said. “We’re getting
[him] ready for game action whenever that is. He’s been going along the
path and we'll make a plan for him when such a time that he himself is
ready to go and feels comfortable.”

So, what if we took the earlier table and brought in each player’s net goal
contributions over the course of the season? Well, it changes the math
quite a bit:

TSN.CA LOADED: 04.27.2021
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When you start leaning on net goal differential, players like Makar,
Vegas’ Shea Theodore, and New York’s Adam Fox start to stand out. We
expect some of that – after all, they are the most-utilized defenders on
two Stanley Cup contenders. But they also become interesting to
juxtapose against players who may not come off as impressively here,
like Hedman and Los Angeles blueliner Drew Doughty.

By Travis Yost

Hedman and Doughty have had weaker goaltending performances,
which explains some of this, but they also have weaker expected goal
rates. If you plot out cumulative net goal differentials for these four
skaters (as one example), you start to understand the risks with heavily
anchoring your Norris criteria to usage and rate scoring.

We are in the midst of a fascinating Norris Trophy race. Oddsmakers and
betting markets have retreated to an area of comfort. But are they
handicapping the race to be named the National Hockey League’s top
defenceman correctly?

It is not an insignificant question: why are the Tampa Bay Lightning just
+3 goals at even strength with Hedman on the ice this year, and +23
goals with Hedman off? Los Angeles is abysmal (-20) with Doughty off
the ice, but they aren’t breaking even with Doughty’s unit on the ice
either. And those numbers pale in comparison to what we have seen
Hedman and Doughty do over the years:

TSN.CA / A closer look at a tight Norris Trophy race

With just a few weeks left in the regular season, most betting markets
have turned the No. 1 spot over to Tampa Bay Lightning veteran Victor
Hedman. The 30-year-old blueliner has been nominated for the award
four times and won it back in 2018. Hedman has a compelling argument
again this season. He is comfortably the best defender on one of the
league’s indomitable franchises, plays a ton of minutes in all situations,
and is a reliable offensive contributor.
Hedman is having a strong season – a very strong season by Norris
Trophy standards, which tend to put extreme emphasis on a player’s
usage rates and point totals. Voters have long embraced the notion that
the modern NHL defenceman is one who is just as much involved
offensively as he is defensively, but how we quantify those contributions
tends to vary.
If we sample the top 10 of the prospective Norris Trophy race by way of
the betting markets right now, we see that the players are (a) on playoffcalibre teams; (b) play a lot of minutes; and (c) have racked up point
totals at a significant rate.
It’s rudimentary, but it’s also a very fair proxy for how voting tends to play
out:
On one hand, it’s great to see that just a handful of traditional statistical
measurements do elevate quality first-pairing defenders to the top of the
leaderboard. On another hand, this sort of voting strategy is vulnerable to
missing the mark on two fronts.
First, it assumes that the coaching staff of the respective player has
allocated his minutes properly, and that more usage is correlated with
stronger production. Second (and perhaps of greater concern), it
assumes that points are a strong proxy for offensive contribution. That’s
why every single one of these players – save Cale Makar and his
relatively weak usage due to an injury that forced him to miss a number
of games – grades well in both areas.
We have seen instances in the past where defenders with significant
point totals were driving the lion’s share of the team’s offence, Detroit’s
Nicklas Lidstrom and Ottawa’s Erik Karlsson being two obvious
examples. But high rate scoring isn’t a perfect proxy for offensive
contribution, much like heavy usage rate isn’t a proxy for strong
defensive play.
I’ve long thought that the mark of a quality Norris Trophy defender is their
ability to positively influence net goal differential over the course of the
season. Among other things, it puts a similar premium on offensive
performance and defensive performance – an elite offensive defender

This, much like usage and scoring totals, is not a singularly defining
metric. Turned on its face, I can make the argument that Hedman is the
best defender on the defending Stanley Cup champions, and that
matters; Doughty’s team isn’t going anywhere, but considering how
dismal it is with him off the ice, the argument is that he’s been able to
succeed in a very difficult environment.
But if a truly elite defender plays a ton of minutes and drives a lot of wins
into the team’s place in the standings, the argument for Hedman in
particular gets a little softer, and the argument for players like Makar,
Theodore, and Fox a little bit stronger.
Ultimately this has the chance of being the tightest Norris race in quite
some time. Hedman may be the oddsmakers’ favourite, but the
competition behind him is as fierce as ever.
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USA TODAY / NBC will no longer broadcast NHL; league finalizing
secondary agreement with Turner, per reports

Chris Bumbaca

A broadcast partner for the last 16 years, NBC won't air NHL games
beyond the 2021 season, a person with knowledge of the situation
confirmed to USA TODAY Sports. The person was not authorized to
speak publicly on the matter.
The NHL Board of Governors is expected to hold a call sometime this
week regarding the future broadcast rights, most of which will belong to
ESPN after this season.
Sports Business Journal first reported the news Monday.
NBC has been the lone network rightsholder for more than a decade. But
last month, ESPN became the primary network partner for the league in
a deal that saw the NHL essentially split its broadcast rights.
That would have left NBC playing second fiddle, and it has now pulled
out of talks.

CAROLINA HURRICANES
NEWS CLIPPINGS • April 27, 2021
According to multiple reports Monday, Turner will become the league's
secondary broadcast partner. Three of the next seven Stanley Cups will
fall under the Turner umbrella, while ESPN will command four. Both
agreements are for seven years.
NBC will still carry the league through this summer's Stanley Cup, which
is scheduled to end by mid-July in advance of NBC's Olympic coverage.
NHL commissioner Gary Bettman watched other major sports leagues
such as the NFL and NBA reap financial windfalls primarily thanks to
portioning out its broadcast rights deals. After a decade-plus at one shop,
Bettman and the league were determined to find more than one exclusive
broadcast partner.
The NHL was also keen on ESPN's direct-to-consumer platform ESPN+
that also runs through Hulu (NBC does have its own subscription service,
Peacock). ESPN aired NHL games before the 2004-05 lockout but has
not since then.
Turner, thanks to its ownership of other brands, such as Bleacher Report,
is also well-positioned digitally.
Nonetheless, NBC carried the NHL through its post-lockout years and
into this decade. NBC also helped lead coverage of the Winter Classic
and other events, culminating with two outdoor games at Lake Tahoe this
past winter.
Until last season, legendary broadcaster Mike "Doc" Emrick was the
network's No. 1 play-by-play announcer. With lead analyst Eddie Olczyk
and "Inside the Glass' reporter Pierre McGuire, the trio became
synonymous with the biggest hockey moments over the last decade.
And come 2028, perhaps the network could re-enter the picture.
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USA TODAY / Blackhawks' Andrew Shaw, citing concussions, retires
from NHL at 29

Chris Bumbaca

Andrew Shaw, who won two Stanley Cups during his 10 seasons in the
NHL, announced his retirement Monday at the age of 29 after a history of
concussions.
Shaw, a fifth-round draft pick by Chicago in 2011, played a part in the
second and third Stanley Cup victories of the Blackhawks' run of three
championships in six seasons. He won the 2013 and 2015 titles and was
traded to the Montreal Canadiens after the second one. After three
seasons there, the Canadiens traded him back to the Blackhawks before
the 2019-20 campaign.
"There comes a time when every athlete needs to realize that health is a
priority and a future with their family is most important," Shaw said in a
video posted on social media.
On the long-term injured reserve since March, doctors recommended
that after several concussions he step away from the game, even as he's
recovered from the injuries.
"And for the first time in my life," Shaw said, "I'm going to listen."
Shaw had been limited to 40 games over the last two seasons.
A right winger from Belleville, Ontario, Shaw posted 247 points (116
goals, 131 assists) in 544 regular-season contests. He scored five
postseason goals during each of the Blackhawks' two Stanley Cup runs
he was a part of and had 35 points in 72 career playoff games.
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